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by RALPH RESCHKE .. msetir~ for final adoption. 
• TERRACE--The increasein .thel The total of 'the 1984 budget Is 
t~erracc 1.984 budgetwfll be l~ss titan M',954,671. 
e rate of Mflatlon;,a~d amotmin t~ ,~+. ::In presenting the . budget to 
a tax lncrenso of,~lily~30;cen,is;p~.:i'~: c~unetl, finance committee .chair'. 
~,oo0 of assessed(:!value;,+or aik:,+i+,mmi~ Aldsman Geeege Clark mild 
prommately sixteen dollm !dii a* 'Lbi;i~ <memorandum that'despite he 
I80,0~)0 house. ' / . . . . .  economic limate, he believes the 
The budget received three /best balance between level of ser; 
readings at last night!s c0tm.eil 'vice and the town's ability to bear 
meetMg. The only neptive v ie : '  the cOSt has.been reached. 
was cast on each occld0nL by .  ; Heidentifled n.number of areas 
Alderman Alan Soutor;] The budget: 7wbere xpenditures will take place. 
wlilboforwardedtothenextcoundl, ~THe~pointed out that the present 
. , + + , - : . ' ,~ / . , /< :  , ,. , 
III 
contract with the RCM,Poiice calls ~:'., the water tower located boalde the 
for a bndget increase of: ~6,000; :', College. 
With the government grant . /  This move will save the taxpayer 
reduction of t%,000,".the cost In;/*:.Lmoney because lhn hight annual 
crease berne by the taxpayer tsset ] :+Ces.ts of heating the tower and 
at 1110~000..; .,,: ~; pumping the water will be avoided, 
• . :, Clark says 
For capi~ projects ~,000 .~ :} add/tmn to basle maintenance, 
be spent, w~e another $125,000 ~7 i~ a major street repair program will 
go to improving water service in the: ~Ltake place. Sidewalks will be added 
McCounell Avenue,area . . . . , ,  ~i/~i !! or upgraded on several streets. 
The city plans to install a gravity ~ In the recreation department, an 
feed line that will increase w atei "~ ~: irrigation system will be lmtaliedin 
pressure and eliminate the need fur.; Lower'Little Park, while $10,000 has 
• • q ,  • * 
been allocated for upgrading soccer 
pitches through the agreement 
between the school d~trict and the 
municipality, Equipmant purohases 
will be made to" improve the 
facilities at the pool~iarona, and 
weight room. 
Efficiency should also improve at 
city hail With + the installation of a 
$.50,000 computer. The city also 
plans to introduce a terminal into 
the library "to-speed up bo~ 
clasalficaiion. In  order to balance 
I I 
the budget, a conservative use o/a 
portion of the accumulated'surplus. + 
of $200,000, together with a 3.5 per 
cent increase in revenue will be 
needed. 
To determine what you will have 
to pay in tokes on your residence for 
1984, multiply the value of your 
berne (assessed value) by .006547, 
To determine the approximate 
taxes to tie paid on a business, 
multiply the assessed value of the 
business by .0209~. 
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Expo site 
' 1  
open 
to al l :  
Bennett 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- The 
British Columbia government will 
bring in legislation making it deer 
that he construction site for Expo 86 
is open. to all union and non-unlon 
contractors and workers, Premier 
Bill Bennett said Monday. 
Bennett was commenting on 
remarks by ROy Gautier, president 
of the B.C. and Yukon Building 
Trades Council, who said Monday 
that time is running out to reach an 
agreement for labor peace at the 
$1.2-blllion exposition site and that 
exhiblinrs are getting concerned.- 
The premier told reporters there 
will be "legislative rules that will 
clarify that it~is an open site." 
Thin will probobly msan that the 
unions will not be able to invoke the~ 
non-affillatien clauses of their 
cantracts, which permit their 
memi~*s ,.to . refuse..to work 
wlth the building trid~s council, 
But Bennett said the,legislation 
won't be boavy.handed. " ' I don't 
thhfik- anyone -- given 'the- support 
the fa i r  has from the people o f  
British Columbia and knowing the 
importance it has to union and non- 
union workers to provide jobs - -  
would close down the Site, par- 
ticulurly if it would cost us meeting 
our deadlines for Expo." 
CONSIDERS OPTIONS 
Gautier indicated that invoking 
the non-affiliation clause was one 
option the council was considering; 
The construction unions have said 
they won't wm'k alongside non-unton 
workers on the ;alto unless those 
workers are paid union rates and 
benefits. And Bennett had 
threatened to imposo legislation ff 
there are any work disruptions. 
Bennett said wages and' fringe 
~enellts are a matter between the 
workers and their employers. 
"It's not a negotiation that the 
government would get involved 
with," he said. 
Gautier said he expects the labor 
situation at the world exposition site 
to be ironed out within a week "one 
way or the other." 
He said talks with Expo 
management have stalled. The 
council's latest proposal was 
rejected by the government and 
Gautier said it is now up to Expo to 
come up with a proposal. 
The' union leader said eahibltors 
from the 32 countries, states and 
provinces eheduied to take part in 
the exposition are meeting in 
Vancouver and are quite concerned 
about what might happen. 
MAY WITHDRAW 
He noted the exhibitors will be 
investing about $400 million, and 
predicted that if there is no 
agreement soon on labor peace some 
of the countries will pull out. 
Bennett said no nation has ex- 
pressed any concern, having ac- 
copted "the assurance of the 
premier of .the province of British 
Columbia, knowing full well that 99 
per cent of the people of Bfltish 
Columbia are commlted to Expo and 
its successful coustrnction and 
implementation." 
Gautier efused to seywhat action 
the building trades unions will take 
if there Is no accord. 
Preparing some of the ma[or crosswalks and stopl ines on the 
roads under their Jurisdiction, fheso Department of-'High: " 
ways c rew members took advantage of the good weather t0 
paint the pavement. Handling the rol ler.brush is Terry  
Montague and making sure he does a good. job Is Dennis 
Gr l f f l ths  
ROME ( A P )  - -  Thousands of 
panic stricken Italians stayed 
outdoors today as aftershecks 
rumbled through coastal and 
mountain regions of central and 
southern Italy following an ear- 
thquake that: killed at least three 
people and injured 8o. 
The powerful first quake, which 
struck at 7:50 p.m. local time 
Monday, hit hardest in a sparsely 
populated mountain area of'Abruzzi, 
a region east of Rome. 
Several thousand people in the 
re ,  on .spent the night outside, 
reluctant to go back into their homes 
because they feared the weakened 
structures would collapse. 
Fifteen of the injured ware in a 
church when they were struck by 
falling masonry, the Interior 
Ministry said.. 
:Tall ibuildings in Rome swayed. 
during! Monday's quake, which was 
felt for at least three minutes inthe 
capital. The tremor sent apartment 
dwellers running into the streets in 
the Laurentino section but caused no 
lajurii~s, reports aid. 
Central Italy was also rocked last 
week'by esrthquakea which left 
some 5,000 people temporarily 
homeless and caused an estimated 
$~5 million in damage to art works 
and  architectural monuments. 
There were injuries, but no deaths. 
There are no monetary estimates 
of the damage caused by Monday 
nl~t's quake.. 
e U.S. GeOlogical Survey in 
Gunman kills at least two 
Shooting 
Quebec  
QUEBEC (CP) -~ A lone gonman 
claiming to be a Canadian soldier 
ii.. went on a wild shooting rampage 
inside and outside ~,the Quebec 
i national assembly today, killing at 
least two people and wounding a 
dozen more. 
Eyewitnesses said the man , t  
:i shouted in English that he was a 
member of the Royal 22rid 
Regiment. 
Sgt. Bernard Gagne of the Royal 
,~ 22rid said there were onconfimed 
" : reports the gunman was a member 
i!~ ' of the Canadian Forces working for 
~ '~ the regiment at the nearby 
!"?-'Valcartier base as a supply 
~i technician. 
~ ~.  ' . :  . 
! /!~ :: Witnesses aid thee man entered 
! the assembly chamberl shouting, 
! '  ?Where are the MNAs (assembly 
l+iT:/~,~embors), i want to kill them." : 
i~ ~t 'S tand ing  by th~ S~eaker's chair in 
int~ an a-djacent i~om where he was 
negotiating by telephone with police. 
l~ancoise Despres, secretary of 
national assemhly member Yves 
Beaumier, was right behind the 
rampage in 
assembly 
gunman aa he entered the building, 
Shesaid in a television interview 
she saw the man drWe up to the side 
door of the building in a car with 
Ontario llcence plates. 
He left the vehicle, a whit~Poniiac 
Firebird, across the street from the' 
fortress-like building that houses 
Premier Levesque's office. Police 
believed it maybe loaded with .ex. 
plosives. 
The man's military battle garb 
included ammunition belts. 
STARTED FIRING 
She followed him into the building 
"close enough that he could have 
opened the door for me" - -  but 
turned away when he started firing 
at a receptionist just after he went 
in. 
One of the deed was an assembly 
messenger. The other is believed to 
have be a female hostess. Police 
would not confirm reports that a 
third-~rsen also d ied . ,  
• Rej~an~Dionne, a eaiiie~aman for 
the assembly tcl~antfmg service, 
was injured in the arm. He said he 
wangettinghis camera ready for the 
opening of the delay session at 10 
a.m. EDT when an individual broke 
Into the main 'chamber dad fired 
bursts from a submachlne-gon. 
Before entering the assembly, the 
gunman shot at tourists and soldiers 
at the nearby Citadel. 
The shooting at the entrance of the 
historic military fortress lasted 
about 30 seconds. No one was in. 
jured, said Col. Paul Benaud of the 
nearby Valeartier Canadian Forces 
base. 
Ronaud said witnesses could not 
say whether the gunman was a real 
soldier from his unlform. 
Radio station CJRP said that at 
9:20 a.m., a man dressed in a green 
camouflage uniform .visited the 
station and delivered a cassette in 
an envelope, with orders notto open 
it before 10 a.m. 
Station personnel opened the 
cassette lust before that time and 
found it contained vague and slightly 
incoher+~t~$!  klFrench against.. 
the quebec gov~.nniefiL "
, Station officials said they were in 
process of informing police when 
they received word of the shooting. 
The station was told by muninipal 
l~llce not to broadcast the cassette. 
f m i r , WHY BUY MEW? . ' -. 
/ w.,, u,,ow... / 
| Do you want parts to fix up your car but your budget II 
| won't allow.it? Beat the high cost of new parts with | 
i quality used parts from . ': 
el S.K.B. AUTO SALvAGE '/'l / 635-2333 or 635-9095 ' i 
i 
3190 Duhan (jusloff Hwy. 16 El | 
Quake shakes Italy 
Grolden, Colo., said Monday's quake 
was measured at 5.7 on the Richter 
scale and Uppsala University 
Seismological Institution in Sweden 
put it at 6.4 -- powerfui.enough to 
cause considerable damage near the 
epicentre. 
Near Naples, the quake set. off a 
landslide that closed a highway. 
Telephone lines, were knocked out 
throughout lie ~uth, Italy's less 
developed part. • 
Today's aftersbocks shock towns, 
villages and eltles in a belt crossing 
Italy from Naples, on the southwest 
coast, to AbruzzL 
• State-run RAI radio said a 40-year- 
old farmer was killed in Cazerta, 
near Naples, whenhistractor roiled 
on top of him daring the quake 
Monday night, #rid an 87-year-old 
woman died of a heart attack in 
Aifadena, an Abruzzi village which 
wan one of the hardest-hit places. 
RAI gave no details of the third 
death. 
Soviet Union will boycott 
Olympics in Los Angeles 
MOSCOW (AP) --  The official 
Soviet news agency Tass announced 
today that the Soviet Union will not 
participate in the 1984 Summer 
Olympics in Los Angeles. 
A statement issued by the Soviet 
National Olympic Committee said: 
"The cavalier attitude of the U.S. 
authorities to the Olympic charier, 
the gross flouting of the ideals and 
traditions of the Old, topic movement 
are aimed directly at undermining 
it. This line that was manifested 
clearly earlier is conducted now as 
well. 
"In these conditions, the National 
Olympic Committee of the U.S.S.R. 
is compelled to declare that. the 
participation of Soviet sportsmen i  
the games of the ~rd Olympiad in 
Los Angeles is impassible." 
The statement said that "in act 
differently would be tantamount to 
approving the anti-Olympian actions 
of the U.S. authorities and 
organizers of the Games." 
"Adopting this decision, we have 
not the  slightest wish to cast 
aspersions on the American public, 
to cloud the good feelings linking 
sportsmen of our countries,"- the 
statement said. 
It concluded: "The National 
Olympic Committce of the U.S.S.R., 
the sports, organizations of our 
country, will further support the 
efforts of the International Olympic 
Committee, the Association of 
National Olympic Committees, 
international sports federations, the 
International Association of Sports 
Writers directed at strengthening 
the international Olympic 
movement, struggle for the 
preservation of Its purity and 
unity.".. 
The statement also said that 
?'extremist organizations and 
groupings of all sorts, aiming to 
create 'unbearable cenditi0ns' for 
the stay of the Soviet delegation and 
. performance of Soviet athletes, have 
sharply stepped up their activity 
with direct connivance of the 
American authorities." 
It said that while the U.S. 
authorities had made assurances 
that the Olympic charter would be 
upheld, "The pracUeal deeds by the 
American side, however, show that 
it does not intend to ensure the 
security of all athletes, respect their. 
rights and human dignity and create 
normal conditions for holding the 
Games." 
The announcement came well 
ahead of the June 2 deadline for 
countries to give formal notification 
on whether they will participate. I!
was timed with the Start of the relay 
of the Olymptc torch in New York 
City across the United States to Los 
Angeles. 
It was not immediately known 
whether other Socialist countries 
would join the Soviet Union in 
staying away from the Games. 
Sports committees and state. 
controlled media in east European 
countries have been repeating 
Soviet allegations that the United 
States was violating the Olympic 
charter. 
The Soviets have refused to use 
the word "boycott" in discussing 
whether they Would stay away from 
the Games. They said the Soviet 
Union never engages in boycotts, or 
similar politically.motivated actions 
such as the* 1900 decision by the 
United States not to participate in 
the Moscow Summer Olympics as a 
protest o the Soviet intervention in 
Afghanistan. 
The possibility of a Soviet pullout 
arose April I0 when the Soviet 
National Olympic Committee of- 
ficially complained about U.S. 
preparations for~the Games and said 
there were no g(mrantees of security 
for their athletes. 
On April 25, U.S. and Soviet 
Olympics officials met in Lausanne, 
Switzerland, to discuss Soviet 
allegations that the United States 
was violating the Olympic charter in 
its preparations for the Games. 
Agent  Orange fund 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  An ~he veterans administration has 
not admowledged service-connected 
disabliities resulting from Agent 
Orange and has made no disability 
payments on Agent Orange claims. 
Veterans' lawyers called the 
agreement the largest settlement in
a products liability suit, but it must 
still be  approved by U.S. District 
Judge Jack Walnstein. Initial 
reaction among veterans wai 
'mixed, and some voiced anger that 
the companies would avoid a trial. 
agreement by seven chemical 
companies to create a/$180.mtllion 
fund for Vietnam war veterans who 
claim they Werh injured by Agent 
Orange could shift the foous of the 
long legal battle ever the herbicide 
to the U.S. government. 
Lawyers for the chemical com. 
panics and for' the plaintiffs -- 
veterans, their wives and children -- 
hnve+roserved the right to sue the 
government after announcing their 
ngroemeat Monday. 
"l~hope the Prealde0t of the United 
States directs the Veterans 
Adminlsl~ation to honor the claims 
of the Vietnam combat veterans and 
retognlzes that chemical bullets are 
Just as deadly as lead bullets --  they 
Just take longer to kill," said lawyer 
Victor Yanuacone, who helped 
organlze the class-actlon suit. 
called 
?It's pretty disgusting," said 
veteran Mike Mulllnp of the 
Oklahoma Agent Orange Outreach 
Committee. "It's just a copout. This 
thing has got to go to court sO the 
public can see what has happened." 
LEFT BUIT 
But Yasnacone, who left the suit 
because of a dispute, said: "The 
a copout  
veterans have won the final bottle of 
the Vietnam war." 
Weinstein said he would bold a 
public 'hearing for veterans to air 
their views before approving the 
settlement. 
Veterans' lawyers said that with 
interest accruing on the companies' 
payments, the fund should pay out 
more than 1250 million within six 
years, and additional cash will be 
kept to cover claims arising in the 
next 25 years. 
Details on payouts have yet to be 
worked out, but would cover any 
. Vietnam veteran demountratlng ill 
effects attributed to Agent Orange. 
Lawyers for the veterans mild it 
may take two to six years before 
victims collect. Dissatisfied 
veterans may sne on their own, but 
would have to get out of the set- 
tlement. 
The suit began six years ago and 
maintained that the herbicide 
caused a wide range of problems 
including cancer, liver and erve 
disease, emotional disorders and 
birth defects. 
U8ED WIDELY 
Agent Orange was widely used in 
South Vietnam to destroy trope and 
forests that provided food and 
shelter to Communist guerrillas, 
and the U.S. IX, fence Department 
says it saved many lives. 
Though it was described at the 
time as harml~es to animals and 
humans, it contained a hlghly toxic 
form of the chemical dioxin, an 
impurity produced during 
manufacture. 
Results from the largest govern- 
meat research project on the effects 
of the herbicide are not expected 
until 1967. 
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TORONTO (CP) -- Heads haking 
in aggrieved bewilderment, the 
Liberal leadershi.p opponents of 
Economic Development Minister 
Donald Johnston wondered Monday 
who he was talking about when he 
accused candidates of  spouting 
"vapid generalities." 
Leading the chorus of "Who, me?" 
..as s x of the seven contenders en- 
'.-~tored a fund-raising dinner for the 
!~nterio Liberal party was Indian 
~:.~falrs Minister John Munro, 
:~ "I think it's a campaign tactic by 
!~oeme ofhis advisers to sort of put the 
i~t'est on the defensive," Munro told 
~reporters. 
'. "I've been very full in po]/cy 
:poeitious and I 'm very much 
~identified in terms of the posture 
::wish to take. I guess I have the 
i,~feellng that he must be referring to 
• everyone but myself." 
': Johnston challenged the other 
i~eandidates Sunday at a policy 
.!debate In Halifax.to stop "spouting 
.ivapld generalities" and start ex- 
• :plaining policies they intendto 
• ;follow ff they succeed Prime 
':Minister Trudean at the June 
!;leadershlp convention. 
.+" He said Monday he doesn't known 
• iff the comment will trigger a more 
iibelli~erent campaign, but "l don't 
i.think it had much effect (Sunday). 
i'; "Let's wait and see. Ithink "ha, all 
~.the Liberals In the country are very 
,:'anxious to discuss issues. We're 
,(:charting a course for a decade and I 
:ithink people want ,to know where 
::!hey're going. 
: "We simply need more than 
:ringing phrases and words to satisfy 
..'the Canadian people that we're the 
LbeSt choice." 
John Turner, former finance 
~minister shown in most early sur- 
}veys and polls to be ahead in support 
/of commlttod elegates willing to 
:.:reveM their cholce, brushed off 
~Snggestions the Halifax exchange 
:~might add some personal bltternesa 
:to the campaign. 
'i Turner said he has made his 
i:posltions clear on a number of social 
qseues and did not have time bet- 
jween courses at dinner to engage in 
':an In-depth discussion of economic 
..policies. 
"I fight Tories, not Liberals, and I 
i" am keeping to that high road," he 
:: said Sunday. 
Energy Minister Jean Chretien, 
i generally shown in polls to be 
rumba." g second, had a previous 
!: commltment and did not attend th 
: dinner. 
=: Employment Minister John 
ii Roberts shrugged off Johnston's 
remarks as the attempt by a dark- 
• ,horse candidate "to get media at- 
::.:~mtien, and that probably suc- 
i.~.~eeded. 
i-~ L'. "Certainly, the impact on the 
~. delegates was very negative so I 
:" doubt that any of the other can- 
didates will be tempted to follow that 
kind of approach. 
8, 1984 
Canadian. nuclear' + ....• exports.,. .., .,.,: 
Dan gerous, proliferation..:.,+ or*..,,..., 
jUst good business deS!S?, 
OTTAWA . (CP) - -The  fabulous 
uranium ' riches : of northern 
Saskatchewan l~ve allowed Canada 
to become the world's chief supplier 
of the controversial mineral that 
helps keep the lights burning and 
one day might shut them all off. 
To some, Canadian nuclear ex- 
ports contribute to.the spread of 
nuclear weapons. To others, they 
are a mark of Canadian high- 
technology expertise backed by 
some of the world's toughest export 
cont ro l s . . .  • .. . 
The  critics contend tii,~,,~iw]dle , 
Prime Minister Trudeau was . 
promoting peace and di, sam!ament 
this winter, Canadian uranium was. 
being used In Soviet and ~ POU~+Iy 
U.S. nuclear arsenals.. : ~'/r~ , '~ ::~+~: : 
Up to the year 2000, ~ada!!~an 
firm coniraets to :exl~rt 100;600 
tonnes of u ren ium. ' . . , .  L ~'~" 
Canadian-built reactors are In iJse 
or beIng built in India, Pakistan,. 
Argentina, South Korea, Talwan and 
Romania . . . . , :  :i , .. - 
. Dick Williams, a uraiilum adviser( ~ 
m the Energy Department, says 
Canada has been neck-and-nook 
with South Africa and the United 
States as the world's chief uranium 
exporters, but should jump into first 
place this year as U.S. production 
slips, South African production 
stabilizes and new Canadian mines 
come Into full production, backed by 
the Key Lake mIne in northern 
Saskatchewan, the world's richest 
uranium mine. 
In 1982, the last year for which 
'figures are available, Canada ex- 
ported 7,818 tosses of uranium to 10 
countries-- Belgium, Finland, Italy, 
Japan, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, 
Britain, the United States and West 
Germany. 
Sales of nuclear material or 
nuclear technology can only be 
madb, officials say, after Canada 
has concluded a nuclear co- 
operation agreement with the im- 
porting country. The agreements 
are reviewed by cabinet ministers 
representing the departments of 
External Affairs, International 
Trade, and Energy, Mines and 
Resources. 
The government demands that 
customers sign ' the Non- 
Proliferation Treaty and agree to 
fnll.soale inspections by the Geneva- 
based International Atomic Energy 
Agency. " ~ 
CAN OPT OUT 
Because countries can opt' out of 
the treaty on 90 days notice also 
requires customers to agree ,to 
negotiate new arrangements o 
Canadian facilities and Canadian 
uranium will not be used for nlilltary 
purposes. " 
As well, Canada demands 
assurances that its experta r~ '  not 
be u~l for weapons, that~Canadian 
supplies will not be resold witiiout 
permisalon or that spent fuel will.not 
be reprocessed to  extract ('the ~ 
plutonium from it,:Plutoni~ d  
highly enriched' uranlum~iare'ithe 
makings of nuclear vvarh~Is, i!!!:,: ' 
.... They: are Very good ~lecas.;,~f 
paper, qrhere are few bett~i" ~ys'  
Norm Rubin of Energy Probe in 
Tor0nto,:a vocal nuelear critic. '~ • 
"The only problem • with' 
the capacity to tam .'oui"nuelear 
weapons. . .~ :. :: :. 
Stanley lug, a researchlnmmelaie ' 
in York Unlvernity's Strategic 
Studies Program and a supporter of 
continuing nuclear exports, says  
Canadian saftgnards are more than 
adequate, but there are too many 
suppliers anxious to sell nuclear 
hardware. " • 
At least Canada can require 
controls if It remains in the market, 
he says.. , . . . .  . .... ,+ 
Inssays there. is "no~ a" ~i~,  I+ 
thIng" anyone'can do.to prev'ent d' 
country from building a weapon if it 
wants to. LimitinglCanadian ex- 
ports, he Says, migh tonly delay ~e 
process . , . :  . " ~ . ~ : • ./ . ,  . 
But, says Rub~, "the entire notion 
that./~u can prevent the misuse of a. 
technology by spreading .it around 
the world belongs in a lunatic 
asylum." ' • 
Civilian and military uses of the 
safeguards is thatthey havedothing ~ atom ate.so d0~ly intertwined that 
to do with the way people make .' "all thehurdiee are knocked fiat by 
decisions. If someone wants the 
bomb, and they'veslgned a treaty 
they have the right to get out of in 90 
days, you're not going to StoP them." 
George Ignatieff, chancellor of the 
University of Toronto and a former 
disarmament ambassador and 
ambnssadorto he United Nations, 
says It Is not surprising Canada has 
set such stringent restrictions. 
India staged what It called a 
"peaceful nuclear explosion" using 
'plutonium produced in a Condu 
reactor. ,+ 
Canada then cut India off, after 
supplying two power eactors and a 
research reactor. 
, Pakistan, the recipient of another 
Candu, refused to go along with the 
tougher safeguards Canada tried to 
a civilian nuclear program," he 
saya.: 
H a country wants plutonium to' " 
build nuclear weapons, Rubin says 
the Condu.is the best reactor, and 
that.too is not accidental. He says 
the Condu, which uses non-enriched 
uranium, was desl~ed from a 
prototype used to produce material 
for U.S. atomic bombs during the 
Second World War. In fact,' until 
1965,. Canada exported, uranium to 
:the United States ,and Britain for 
nuclear warheads. ~ i 
Rubin says the t'#timacy between' 
civilian and military uses . of nuclear 
• energy ~n be seen in the enrich- 
meat of nuclear material, which is 
how Canadian uranium can still find 
enforce after the Indian explosion 
and was ~ikewise cut off In 1978.. 
Pakistmn is believed to have nuclear 
weapons capabilities. " 
REFUSES TO SIGN ' 
Argentina also has  a Candu 
reactor but refuses to sign the treaty 
and accept . agency inspection. 
Canada has consequently met the 
terms of its contract with ArgentIna 
but will not make any more deals. 
Argentina is also believed to have "China. 
its way into warheads. 
HAVE WARHEADS ! 
Other than the Netherlands, every 
country with enri,~.hment plants has 
nuclear weapons. The Non. 
Proliferation'Treaty requirement 
for inspection of nuclear facilities 
does not apply to the. five nuclear._ 
powers - -  the .United States, the 
Soviet Union,. BritaIn, France and 
, Mother of dead baby  !o0oking 
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justice +:tr0m.. != '+ 
TORONTO (CP) " - -  Norms would like whoever Is respansible couldn't really relate that shock to 
Lombardo has spent her spring 
vacation watching televised 
hearings of a royal commission 
probing 36 baby deaths at Toronto's 
Hospital for Sick Children, hoping to 
learn how her daughter,.Stephanle, 
died. 
"It's been very 'difficult," Lore- 
bardo, a Toronto community ser- 
vices worker, said in an interview 
after her husband, Dominic, 
testified before the commission 
Monday. 
The couple have watched most of 
the proceedings on television rather 
than sit in the hearing room because 
it has been "less stressful," she said. 
Until the hearings began lust 
June, the Lombardos didn't know 
their child's death was one of 
several suspected to have been 
caused by digoxin poisoning. 
They now are convinced Stephanle 
died from an overdose of the potent 
heart drug. Although she was not 
prescribed ignxin, traces of the 
drug were found in her body, which 
was exhumed 13 months after her 
death. 
Despite a recent Ontario' Court of 
Appeal ruling prohibiting eom-' 
mission head Mr. Justice Samuel 
Grange from namIng anyone he 
suspects of killing the babies, the 
Lombordos aid the hearings have 
"made things a lot Clearer for us. 
"We are disappointed because we 
for thiS, to be brought o justice," 
said DomInic Lombardo, a 
photographer. ., .... 
WANT JUSTICE ~ " : ' 
"I want justice, not for my own 
sake, but for the parents of all the 
children," he said. "Apparently this 
person -- whoever was doIng thi s - 
needs help." 
Lambardo sa id  his testimony 
Monday, along with that of two other 
parents whose 'Infants died under 
suspicious circumstances, was a 
chance to have a say. 
As the first phase of the inquiry 
Into the baby deaths draws to a 
close, Heather Dawson of Sudbury, 
Ont., told the commission Monday 
that when her danghter, Amber, 
died suddenly in July 1980, she 
suspected someone had made an 
error in administering digoxin and 
called for an independent autopsy. 
Dawson said she was "shocked 
and angry" in March 1982 .when she 
discovered the coroner had not 
tested the baby's digoxin levels. 
me then." 
'NAME' IMPORTANT 
Dawson said she was taken by 
surprise when she learned Grange 
couldn,t "name names," and asld 
it's important "for parents to know 
who did it." 
JuneHines, mother of Jordan 
Hines, said after her testimony that 
hospital officials holleve her son's 
death in March 1981 was caused by! 
sudden Infant death syndrome." 
However, exhumed tissu, esamples 
examined by medical Investigators 
at the Atlanta Centres for Disease 
Control showed that her son's body 
confIned high levels of digoxin, 
even though he was never 
prescribed the drug. 
"No one in this inquiry has been 
able to successfully challenge this' 
report," said Adrian Hines, the 
baby's father. "We are finally 
getting some answers." 
Hines declined to say whether he 
believes his son was murdered; he 
told reporters he Is leaving it up to 
After her testimony, Dawson said the commission to decide how the 
she thought She was the only one who babies died. 
. had suspicions about her daughter's , Jane Hines sighed heavily as she 
death at the time. listened to Dominic Lombardo 
"But I've learned uring this (the • testifying about his difficulty in 
inquiry) that I wasn't he only one getting answers from the hospital 
chocked by her death and that the about his daughter's death. 
nurses were very concem.ed," She "It's been really hard," she said. 
said. "Ethlcally, I realize from a "But the information Is finally a 
professional point'of View, they . relief. ' ' • 
ii 
. . , ,  . 
Ups and downs. 
of mortgage rates 
and hous,ng starts. 
Interest rates continued to Cast a 
dismal shadow over the economy 
Monday as another chartered bank 
announced an increase in Its mor- 
tgage rates,.and a report on April 
housing starts showed the second 
straight monthly decline. • 
Toronto +Domininn Bank bec~me 
the second Canadian chartered bank 
to raise its mortgage rates following 
the "previous week's Increase In the 
Bank of Canada rate to its highest 
level in 18 months. 
their housing forecasts for i~84 and 
now expect actual starts to be close 
to the 182,645 starts recorded in 1963. 
Meanwhile, in the House~ of 
Commons, Finance Minister Mare 
Lalonde dismissed Friday's 
pi'edictiens of high interest rates by 
Influential Wall Street economist 
Henry Kaufman as a speculative 
view not shared by most other 
economists. + 
Lalonde said he respects the cldef 
economist for the New York in- 
Following a move by'Bank of Nova vestment firm of Salomon Brothecs 
Scotia,,on ,Friday, TD, Canada's Inc,;butdocsnota~,e~atint~rest 
:~-,fffth.4argejt chartered~sak,.Mid~a ~11, . , l t s  ~.;:.rates Wi]] ~, ~n~ve':~ -~=eciii0011/~y 
,,.residential.morCgage,¢ates, for one-' ' -higher",by~the+t, nd:o~:1985.+~ i *!' "'! 
two-four-and five-year terms have FIGURES GLOOMY . : 
risen a quarter of a percentage point 
while its three-year rate goes up half 
a point. 
!That  brings the bank's ene-yeer 
rate to 12 per cent while two-year 
becomes 12.75 per cent, three-year 
13.5 ,  f0ur-year 13.75 and five-year 14 
per cent. 
Rates at TD and Scotiabaak ere 
the highest among Canada's maJor 
financial institutions. 
Although the chartered banks 
have been holding steadyat 11.5 per 
cent on the prime lending rate at 
which they lend to their best cor -  
porate customers, it's expected that 
most'finencial Institutions will 
match this latest series of mortgage 
rate Increases. 
That doesn't bode well for the 
residential construction business. 
Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corp. reported Monday that housing 
starts fell for the' second straight 
month In April, reflecting us- 
eertaInty over Interest rates. 
The federal agency said starts  
dropped to ~ a seasonally-adjusted 
annual rate of 125,000 last month,. 
down from the March rate of 131,000 
and February's 153,000. 
"I'm getting a little bit worried 
because the Interest-rate direction 
during the' last two weeks is not 
helpIng," said Tony Stukel, "CMHC 
director of statistlca~ ' 
Stakel said many experts have 
trimmed afew thousand starts from 
Statistics Canada figures did 
nothing to cheer the outlook in the 
capital. 
The government agency said 
unemployment will probably not be 
substantially reduced in the first 
half of 1984, adding that employment 
growth in the first quarter slackened 
to 0.2 per cent, with most of the in- 
crease taking place in Quebec. 
In Western Canada, particularly 
British Columbia which was hit with 
labor disputes In February and 
March, employment has declined. 
StatsCan said Inflation was up In 
the first quarter, due primarily to 
higher prices for food, but there was 
no matchIng Increase In wages. : 
In another development,Burus 
. Fry Ltd. of Toronto, the fifth-laegest 
. brokerage firm in Canada, said it 
has reached an ugreement in  
principle to buy Montreal.based 
Jones Hewerd and Co. Ltd. for an 
undisclosed price. 
The deal is subject o regulatory 
approvals and is expected to be 
closed later this month, said Burns 
president Jack Lawrence. •~ii:~' :' 
Burns has 950 employees across 
the country and a capital base of 145 
. million, while Jones Heward is 
considerably smaller with 150 
employees nd capital of $2 million. 
D. K. Johnson, executivel vice- 
president at Burns Fry, said there 
would be layoffs but it was too early 
to'tell how many. ' 
Researchers say. democracy• #self is  threatened " 
Recession in Western Europe: adding.up.t, he human toll. 
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) - -  Although "smokestack" Industries as steel, coal end shi p- Kindergartens have been dosed, c i ty  ad- 
economic growth is finally gaining steam in most of 
Western Europe after five years of recession, 
mill/Gas of workers remain. Jobless without any real 
prospect of getting off the dole in 1984. 
In the 10-natlen European Economic Community, 
or Common Market, 12.9 miillon workers were 
unemployed in Jununry. The Jobless rate In EurOpe 
is expected to remaIn at 11 per cent for 1984, desi~Ite 
economic growth forecast as high as three per cent 
in West Germany and 3,5 per cent in Britain. 
The Aspen Institute -- a U.S. think tank --  and 
European researchers last December published a 
survey of the Job situation in the industrial west. 
The conclusion was depressing. 
Without new Job strategies to take advantage of
untapped human potential, the report said, 
"Western democracy itself will be threatened.. 
TRY HIGH-TECH 
The Common Market has taken a step toward 
closing the "technology gap" by approving ar 11.3" 
billion program for research and development of
m|croprocesaing I dustries. Such countries as West 
Germany have earmarked huge subaldius for high- 
toch industries that can yield thousands ofnew Jobs. 
But progress In rollins back unemployment will 
not come overnight in a culturally diverse region 
whose work force Is largely immobile and whose 
economy, has relied too heavily on such doclining 
I 
building. 
Jobleesness and threatened cutbacks have stirred 
periodic unrest: 
--  Frustration among Inner city youths over high 
unemployment rates triggered riots In London, 
Liverpool and other BHtish cities in the summer of 
1981. 
- -  French steelworkers fought with police 
recently In Len~ve, eastern Prance, to pretest he 
government'sdecialen to cut 25,000 Jobs from the 
state-owned steel Industry. 
- -  Britain's coal miners' union closed two-thlrds 
of the country's 176 pits this spring to protest 
massive Job cuts In the money-loslng Industry. 
- -  West German sh/pyard workers occupied 
docks last September In Hamburg and Bremen to 
protest plans to trim almost 4,000 Jobs. The workers 
backed own when management threatened to~e 
all. the strikers. 
CITIES DECAY 
Economic decay ancl urban blight are most ob- 
vious in cities of traditional heavy Industry. : 
In Duisburg, k grimy steel town of 550,000 people - 
in the heart of West Germany's Ruhr regien, 
unemployment stands at 16.3 per cent and the 
munielpal budget had a 198-mllllen shortfall this 
year. 
minktrative Jobs slashed 10 per cent, Jnd the Selwol '
lunch program cancelled, said a city spokesman. 
Duisburg Mayor Jesel Kriuga'hus travelled as far 
as China to colicit orders for local steel millR, but his 
economic foreeust for the city is gloomy. , "' 
"Young people have no chance and the elderlylno 
hope," Kriugs said. : 
ITALY HURT , • " 
In Italy, the Jobless rate hovers around I0 per Cent 
of the Sl-million4troug labor force. 
In  Genoa,~ once Italy's leading port on fl~e.i .' 
Mediterranean,, the waterfront is now desolate, 'its 
cargo cranes and railways inactive, Analysts blame 
outdated technology, ~ labor costs and poor' 
planning, . . . .  ' , : 
• In contrast, production is boomiug at the Fiat 
plant in Turin, where auton~atien has kept,the tar 
• industry healthy, though at a cost 0f 40,000 Jobs. 
The European ecdsomio!andscape Is not totally • 
b leak -  Switzerland's. minusoMo. 0.9-por-emt 
Jobless rata Is the envy of the capltalkt world; But 
the.long reeeealon has been devastating In mUy 
Countries. ~ 
• Unemployment has hovered ati7 per cent In the 
Netherlands. The Parts-bssad Oqlankation for 
F, e0nomio Cooperation and Development p¢oJec~s 
a 1964 unemployment ra e of 15 per cent for Belginm 
and 16.25 per cent for Ireland. • ' 
In West Germany, unemployment hit a postwar ' 
high of 2.S mililon workers, or 10.2 per cent, In 
January, but it has since declined to 9.6 per cent. 
"Economists calculate that a three-per-cent 
etunomle growth rate would put 200,000 people l~ck 
to work rids year in West Germany. 
Trade union lenders are demanding a 35-h0ur 
work week without any cuts in pay, believing a five. 
hour reduction:in the Wo/'k week would give :1.4 
million people ,]0bs~ oveP: saVbral years. But 
management says tho plan would boost labor costa 
a prohibltiVo i4 per cent :~dd.derall West Germany's 
revival before It goes~lnto'hlgh gear . . .  
• About 800,01M youths will pour Into the West 
German labor market his year and thousands ~vlll 
not f.ind a Job, virtually dcomlug them to a life In the 
"unocrcioss," . 
Smlolo~ts say the West German .~es~ion 
produced victims of "New Poverty" -- moat: of 
them Jobless middle-aged workers who bouaht 
homes In the booming 196os, but now cannot keep up 
mortgage payments. ' 
A study by the West German Trade unlon 
Federation says between 1.8 mllllon and two million 
Jobless people in the country did not qualify ~fer 
unemployment benefits last year. 
prov 
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each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- ' ~  ~ SAFEWAY BRAND 
FRESH Lunoheon Moats 
nOQdl~iPOad l~ Mock Chicken, macaron i&  cheese, 
I I J~PgPVBBUI IU  • pickle & pimento 
$1 44 PASTA .... 3 ,s2 44 i Lingulni, spaghetti, lasagna, 'pkg  . . . . .  fo  n 
ravioli, tortell ini & gnocchi 
n. , • ' " u 
Ohnokon Logs ~ ;Sluood Beef Liver 
• ( Previously frozen) ' . W ' (Previously frozen) .. . 
OLD DUTCH ~ ~ '  
Potato Ohips . sc~,o,.,~o . Mozzarolla*,~lheese O ragmont Pop 
' • ~P " ' - - - - ' " - ' - ' - " - - - " - "  u immiu~ i bottle . . . . . . .  Plus depo , , i  i~umnni i  ~ 
Knee Tissue W"ii*d'0"i'ir'iseed ~rd Briquettes 
44,  '1,44 50 cent coupon 97,4 4 2.27 kg oneach bag (5 lb.) . 9.~07 kg bag . . . . . .  . .~.. (20 lb. baa) 
Valenoia Oranges 
Size 66'00alifornla Grown 
S un 
for 
Assorted ~ ~ * . - ~ ~ -  
Vegetable Floworin[ 
3Boddi 244Plants 4on.,.,., '9 44 ,o,..kl: 
_ ba|kets i j eaolL.___ ... . . . . . . .  i eaoh 
g 
PeatMoss J Steer Manure 
92.44 
Glazed 
Bran Muffins __6,.r91.44 
Fronoh Bread ..... 2 "r'1.44 . . . .  
450 g '--- 16 oz. unsliced loaf .  
PriceS Effective: Thursday, May 10, 1904 in your 'friendly, oourteou, 
C A N A D A  5A FE  W A Y  L I  M IT  E D 
Page 6, "/;~e lie, aid, Tuusduy, May 8, 1964" 
daily herald SPORTS 
Wednesday is still 
SHIRT DAY 
Men's or Ladles' 
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GRAND TRUHK mum 
Bored of the same 'old' lunch? 
Try  one of our 
Daily Lunch Spec/a/s 
fo r  (Including soup 
& dessert) u.der 
~.', . 
Perez. rusty obu  
stll g(,od en h 
convicted of a drug 
misdemeanor, in the 
Dondniean Republic, 
pitched 5 2-3 innings, 
allowing fiveruns on seven 
hits as the Braves defeated 
Philadelphia Phillies 8-6 in 
NaUonal I, eague baseball 
action Mon~iay night. 
Reliever Gene Garber 
finished for his second. 
save. ' 
Perez,. ' :'who' was 
suspended " by"  com- 
missioner Bowie Kulm but 
reinstated by an ar- 
bitratsr, worked his first 
official game since 
returning to the U.S. He 
Started May 3 against San 
Diego Padres but the game 
was rained out after three 
innings. 
, I  threw the• ball pretty 
good tonight butdidn't  
have lucatian~" said the 27- 
Year-aid right-hander. 
Pascual Perez was rusty "I'm happy to win my first 
in his first official game game. 'I F 
this year, but he was good 
enough for Atlanta Braves. . "Now I '  need iionly ~9 
Perez, who served three more to win 20." 
months in jail before being . In other National LeagUe 
games, it was Montreal 
86,00 
. . . .  Monday tSru Friday l l am - 2pM ~'i.T.~. 
...homesty/e ~oekin~ at ruas0nab/e pr/~es... 
Grand Trunk Restaurant 
ALL SEASON 
TIRES 
Expos 4, Houston Antros 1; 
Chicago Cubs 10, San 
Franeisco Giants 7; 
Cincinnati Reds 11, New 
York Yankees. 2; and St. 
Louis Cardinals ;G, Los 
Angelus lDodgers 1. San 
Diego at r Pittsburgh 
:Pirates was p~tpened by 
rain. . ,  ' ' . "  • 
Atlanta manager Joe 
Torre said he took Perez 
out because i the pitcher 
had thrown 95 pitches and 
was tiring. 
"I feel I 'm in good 
condition," Perez said. 
"But lhaven't pitched in a 
long Ume and need to get 
my control. 
"I don't like throwing 
everything inthe middle of 
the plate.' . . . . . . . . .  ... 
Torre said he planned to 
keep Peroz in the retation. 
"He doesn't show the 
effects of no spring train 
ing," Torres sa id .  
The Phi]lies made five 
errors to boost their total 
to 41 for 32 unearned runs 
in 26 games. They have 
made 27 errors in their last 
11 games. 
"I've never seen 
anything like it, 'e said 
Philadelphia manager 
Paul Owens. "Not even in 
the minor leagues. 
"I wish I had an answer 
but I don't. We just can't 
keep doing this." 
Expos 4 Astru 1. 
Pitcher Steve Rogers 
Tread wear on the KM 360 is 
guaranteed (not just rated) for 
58,000 kin. 
P155/80R13 
Reds  11 Mets  2 
Marie Sate won'his'third 
straight game, and Duane 
Walker and Wayne 
Krenchtcki hit eighth- 
inning home runs as 
Cincinnati handed New 
York its third straight less. 
Sate, 4-1, allowed 'five 
hits in seven innings, 
struck out five and walked 
two, adding a single and a 
double as the'Reds outhit 
New York 16:8. Tim Leery, 
1-3, only lasted 2 2-3 in. 
• nings, all.owing four runs 
on six hits, while walking 
five. 
Cubs 10 Giants 7 
Leon Durham's three- 
, run home run; his fourth in 
four games, keyed a seven- 
run second inning and as 
Chicago snapped San 
Francisco's four-game 
• winning streak. 
Winning pitcher Chuck 
Ralney, 2-3, had a one-hit Terrace athletes• Ed Ansems (left), Paul Ciark (center) and Sue 
shutout until the •seventh Walker (r ight) ,  display the i r  awards after competition In the Van- inning when the Giants  
kayoedhim.witha flve-rm/, couver in ternat lona l  marathon on Sunday. Ansems finished 9th 
rally., overal l  in 2:28:25, Clark finished second in the wheelchair category in 
The Cabs tagged loser 2:~3:57 and Walker was 3rd In the open women's category and.the 
Mark Davis, 0.4, for .two f i r s t  B.C. woman to finish. Walker received $500 and a t r ip  to' the 
runs in the first Inning. Honolulu marathon. 
4702 Lakelge Avenue 
Licensed Premises 
We~ got ~ good. 
Tigers trounce Royals 
Yes, Detroit Tigers are 
going TO lose a game on the 
road this year. Even 
manager ,porky Anderson 
says so. 
"We'll lo~e plenty," 
Andersoa sa!d Monday 
night after his sit, ling-hot 
York Yankees 5, Cleveland 
Indians 2; Milwaukee 
Brewers 7, Chicago White 
Sex 3; Minnesota Twins 11, 
California Angels 1; and 
Oakland A's 6, Seattle 
Mariners 5. Toronto Blue 
Ja~'s at Baltimore Orieles 
broke a~l-1 Lie with. a ran- Tigers . trounced the .was rained out. going to let up on us." 
scoring double in the. fifth, slumping Kansas City The best for the Tigers, . Berenguer, 2-1, struck 
and Andre Dawson Capped Royais 10-3 and  raised , now 23.4, may be yet.to out two and gave up six 
the inning .with a two:run "' their American ,. League come, said Lemon. " . hits through 6 2-3 innings. 
single ds Montreal baseball mad.record for "I think this elub willget " Rookie MarkGubicza, 0-3, 
~ Rogers, 2-I, defeated Houstoa;f !• ! ,,~,e year,.~= 12-0 ; . . . ~::/wuset better as the season wears took the l:h)yals IOSS 
is fading q~ekly for the 
Royals, who have lost five 
in a mw and 10of their last 
12. 
"We're going to have to 
get out of this ourselves," 
said Kansas City manager 
Dick Howser, "No one is 
nings before giving way TO 
RolIIe Fingers. 
LaMarr Hoyt, 3.3, took 
the loss. 
Yankees 5 Indians 2 
Don Mattlngly and Steve 
Kemp hit New York's first 
home runs in 11 games 
while Shone Rawley 
allowed one hit. in',five 
innings, leading the 
Yankees past Cleveland. 
Rowley, 1-2, who failed 
TO last more than two in- 
Sings in two of his three 
three-hitter over S 2-3 Call for that first one," " weailier club," he sa id . .  Jim Snndberg and Ted previous startS, walked 
inningS, butheWas fozeed ~ i~'bet,  t~mon tripled,, , 'T~at 's~.~not~to~y, 'our . ,  Simmons each hit two-ran five and struck out four. 
blister On his right,indeX unl0ade£a .two-run home. snurperaS.Ui#~ksodg~s :"i)i/er Chicago. Twi0S']l'Angeb 1 .... ' 
,roger. Joe Nlekr0i 2-6, run, hin'~ird, in support of nn." , ':'/ ": The Brewers' power. Gary Gaetti end Houston 
sta'rterJuan Berenguer, a Meanwhi le'the'  con- display was a welcome Jimenez each knocked in suffered the lq~. , 
former Ro ai who raised fldence of spring training for winner Jaimie three runs and Mike Cardinals S Dodgers I ,  Y change 
Darrell Porter broke out his.record to 2-1. ~ Ceeanower, 1-4, who had Smlthson scattered sixhits 
of a l-for44 slmnp with a " i  don't ' know what , . . ., . received a total c)f seven as Minnesota defeated 
• three-rUn' homer .and tomorrow will, bring, but Dig' • A runs in his previous five California. 
added arnn.scoHng single, for now we are playing I1~1~ ~1~ i ! ! year. Smithson, 4.3, walked 
leading St. • Louis to its super," Anderson said.' i V  I i~  | V Ceeanower gave up six two and struck out six in 
victory over Los Angeles "It's hard to contain our II ~ ' • • ' hits, struck out two and oC~mpleting histhird game 
and left-hander Rick lineup. . . ' ~ walked one in seven in- the season. The 
Honeyeutt, 4-1. ~ urom EOp tO botton, we AMERICAN L'=AGUB strikeouts gave him 38 for 
Honeycutt, • 4-1, who don't lose a thing. We keep ' As R X Pal. ~ the year, second in the 
started the night with a . . . . . . . .  Trammll; DeE lEO 27 4t.,373 • coming ac peopm wnemer Gee,I, Tar 103 t8 . .~9 league to Bert Blyleven's 
league-leadingearned.rnn it swith ourlead-off guy or Garcia, Tar 119 204~.353 Bc seboll 43 with cleveland. 
nrte Nn  q mt-J YUn'P. Up~aw, Tar 94 =1 ~8,3st : A's 6 Mariners S 
average of 1.38, sur ren-  - . - - . - -~ .  . - -e~-.~ . . . . . .  Lemon, Det 106 19 37 ,349 Bruce Bochte singled 
dered seven hits. : praying wire the same RLew, Chl " " " ' " '  - ,  vn¥et~nJ l - - s  
Cardinals left-hander confidence we left spring Davis, sea 86 t7 29.341 down the right-field line 
• Rlpken, Bit .o,, 2~ 81" .~o'~ i'i with one out in the ninth Dave LaPoint, 4-3, worke~] training with." 
into .the sixth .inning. In other American 
checking the Dodgers o5 be. ague games, it was New 
seven hits. ! 
SiZE Reg. Sale 
P165/BOR13 69.97 55,97 
P185/80R13 74.97 611,97 
P185/75R14 ' 76.97,6L97 
P195/75R14 80.97, 66,97 
P205/75R14 84.97 69,97 
P215/75R14 87.97 72.97 
P205/75R15 84.97 69.97 
each . P225/75R15 95.97 78.97 
INSTALLED P235/75R15 91:97 77.97 
NO AODITIONAL CHARGE FOR: • Installation • PunctureRepair • Road Haz. I 
ard Insurance • Seasohal Removal And Inslallation Of K mart Tires. 
IN ADOITION: Every 8,000 kin, fer the life of your K marl tire. we will: 
1. Thoroughly inspect Iires and valve stems. 2. Properly rolale tires. 3. Check 
front alignment. 4. Rebafance. 
COAST TO GOAST WARRANTY COVERADE, 
SALES INVOICE REQUIRED FOR WARRANTY SERVICE. 
I 
I NoAoC • PLA  
HEAVY DUTY RADIAL 
SUPREME SHOCK ABSORBER 
e C°mplete wilh lifetime 
warranty 
• Expert installation available 
at our K mart service centres 
K mart Special Price 
SKEENA MALL  
4761 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
AUTO CENTRE OPENS AT: 9A~" FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 
J l~ ,nar t  
WELCOME.'; 
ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY 
Otlr pau l  r le re OtVe our  cu l rocn l r l  eldlllrllCtlon 
l l lWly l•  Out him intl~OIl0fl ~, ,0 have ev,~if advert,~ed 
,earn m SI0¢k on our ,~elveh If an anve~t,se~ ,lem ,s 
n01 avE~able ~or Du,cha,e due Io anr unlo,eseen ,el 
son X ma~l wr, *IS ! ,1 Raln Check on ~ea,esl ~o, we 
m,,chanchse l0 b~ pulchasee at Ihe sate Vr,ce 
whenever ayallielt of will sell yOU a comoarab~e QU|I 
*fy ,tern ;if a comparable ~educhon ,n pc,co 
K mad Canada Urn,led 
Mattlngly, NY 
White, KC 85 15 28 .329 
RUns batted in: Klngmen, 
Oakland, 30; Murray, Balti- 
more, 26; Lemon Detroit 27. 
Doubles: Boone, • California, 
10; Bell, Toronto, 9; Trommelh 
Detroit, 9; Upshew, Tore,to, 9. • 
Triples: RLaw, Chicago, 4; 
Gibson, Detroit, 3; Lemon, De- 
troit, 3; Mesiye Toronto, 3; 
Owes, Seattle, 3;  Shelby, Balti- 
more, 3; Sheridan, Kansas Clty, 
3, ; 
Home" rons: Kl'ngmafl, Oak- 
land,. I1; Davis, Seattle, 9; Rip- 
ken, Baltimore, 9. 
Stolen bases: Butler, Cleve- 
land, 13; Gercla, Toronto, 13; 
Bernnzard, Cleveland, 12; Peels, 
Cntltornla, 12. 
Pitching (4 decisions): Stlsb, 
Toronto, $-0, 1.000, 2.8S,"'Caudlll, 
Oakland, .4.0/ 1.~0, 2.$8; LenS, 
Toronto, 4-0, 1.0~, ~1.59; Stew. 
art, Baltimore, 4-0. I.NO, 3.12; 
Morris, Detroit, 5.1, .833, 1.83. 
Strikeouts: Blyleven, Clave- 
land, 43; Smlthson, Minnesota, 
38; Stleb, Toronto, S?; Wits, Cal- 
Ifornia, 37; Moore, SesHle, 36. 
Saves: Qulsenberry, Kansas 
.City, 7; Caudlll, "Oakland, 6; 
Davis, Mlnnosots, 6; Lamp, TO- 
rento. S. . . . " 
NA'rlONAL. LEAGUE 
AB R H PCt. 
Gwynn, SD 101 gt 40 .396 
Francono, Mtl 92 9 35 .380 
Moldonado, LA 65 I1 .24 .369 
Clerk, SF 10,4 15 37 .3.% 
Ray, Pgh 91 18 .31 .341 
McRynlds, SD 100 19 34 .340 
Ralnes, Mtl 106 22 36 .~10 
Weshngtn, Atl 101 16 34 .337 
Durham, Chl III 14 87 .333 
Strnwbry, NY 94 14 31 .330 
Runs balled In: Carllar, Men. 
trial,. 28; Marshall, l.~ll. Ang- 
else, U;  Schmldt, Ph'llsdolphls 
U;  McReynolds, San D I~, :  :IS; 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
East Division 
W L Pet. eEL 
Detroit 23 4 .~g --  
Toronto III 10 .643 S'/~ 
Baltimore 14 14 .S00 9~ 
Milwaukee 13 13 .50n 9W 
Cleveland 11 14 .440 11 
Boston 12 16 ,4~ 11,/2, 
New York 10 17 .370 13 
West Division 
California 18 14 .563-  
Oakland 16 14 ,533 I 
Minnesota 16 15 .Sl6 I'/~ 
Seattle 15 15 .500 2 '  
Chicago 12 15 .444 3~ 
Kansas City 9 16 .360 5'h 
Texas 9 19 ,321 7 
Monday Rnsuns 
NEW York S cleveland 2 
. MIIwaukeu 7 Chlcege 3 
Detroit 10 Knossa City 3 
'Mlnnemtn 11 California I 
Oakland 6 Seattle S 
Toronto at Bsltlmoro, l~od., 
role 
Tml ly ' l  a l ines  
Seattle at Oakland 
Toronto at Beltlmoro N 
Cleveland at New York N 
Milwaukee at Chicago N 
Detrolt at KanMa Clty N 
Boston at Texas N 
Minnesota nl Callfornls N 
Wednesday Games 
Seattle at Oakland 
Toronto at Baltimore N 
Cleveland at New York N 
Mllwaukee at Chlcsgo N ' 
Detroit at Kansas City N 
Boston at Texas N 
Mlnnasotu at'Californla N 
NATIONAl. LEAGUII'" 
East , Division 
W L Pet. GEL 
New ~fork 15 I I  .577 --  
Chicago 15 I1 .577 --  
• Montreal 15 13 .836 I 
Philadelphia 13 13 .800 2 Washington, Atlanta, 23. i :  :~.  
' Doubles: Frnncene, MontVeoI, 
9; Carter, MoMrosh 9; T~omp- 
son, Pittsburgh," 9; Sex,. Los 
• Ango la ,  g; Doyle, ..Set~ Pron- 
cls¢o, g; Llfllu, MoNti'lati g. - ; .  
Triples: McGee,St. LOUIS, 4; 
• Sendherg, Chlc~lo, ~; Foley, 
Cincinnati, 3; Oeotor, Clncin- 
nath 3; • SamUel, Philadelphia,. 
3; Wynne, Plflsurgh, $, 
Home ruhe: Marshall, LOS 
Angeles, 8! Schmldt,. Philo* 
delphln, g; McReynolds, San 
Diego, 7; Mur~phy, AtleMIb, 7; 
Washington, Atlanta, 7. ' '  
Stolen EaSel: Reduo, Clncln. 
natl, IS; Samuel; Philadelphia, 
151 Wiggins, San Diego, i3; MII- 
ner, Cincinnati, 11; . 
Pltchlng (4 decisions): Show, 
, San Diego, S.I, .1133, g.20/ Piton, 
LOS Anagals, 4-1, .800, 1.94; 
Honeycutt, Los .Angeles, .4.1, 
.800,. 1.94; Solo, CInclnnitl,. 4.1, 
.1100, 2.75; Smith,,' NtoMreph 4-1, 
.NO, 2.?9. 
Strikeouts: Rysn, HOUStOn, 
46; SOTO~ : Cincinnati, 28; : Valse. 
/Ueta, LOll' AflgMas, 4.1; Goatish, 
New York, 4 , 
SaVes: Oossage, Son • Olege, 
O; Suffer; St. LOUIs, 7. 
inning to score Joe Morgan 
from third base and give 
Oakland its win over 
Seattle. 
The winning pitcher was 
former Seattle relief ace 
Bill Caudill, 4-0, who pit- 
chad the final 2 2-3 innings. 
He has also has six saves 
for the A's, who have won 
16 games. 
Morgan drew a walk 
from Roy Thomas, 2-1, to 
open the A's ninth and then 
stole his second base of the 
game. He went to third on 
a single 'by Pinch-hitter 
Garry Hancock. Bechte 
got the game-winning hit 
off reliever Mike Stanton 
after Carney Lansfm;d 




WLT F A Pot 
St# Louis 14 15 .483 2~ Philo 10 0 300 I96 .909 
.Pittsburgh 9 16 .360 S~a N ew Jersey9 2 o 288 172 .$18 
west Division Pittsburgh g 9 O 173 219 .182 
Los Angeles 19 12 .613 -- Washington1 10 0 149 305 ,091 
Son Diego 17 I! .60; ~ BI :Inghom S°uthsrn " r m  
Cincinnati' 15 14.817 S ' 
At lanta 13 14 .401 4 ' ;  ' 9 2 0 304 lot .ale 
San Francisco 11 18 .379 Tampa BoyO 3 O 270 212 .7|7 
Houston 10 18 .$S? ;I/1 N Orleans 7 4 O 232 239 .636 
Monday Relultq , " Jeck?vllle : . 4 7 0 226 233 .364 
Montreal 4 Houston 1 '  Memphl J . -4  7 O 170 260 .364 
• Atlanta 8 PhRodelphln'6 ~.WESTE~N CONFERENCE i". 
Chicago 10 San Franclsco 7 ' "  Cefdrsl 
Cincinnati 11 New York 2 Michigan 7 4 0 277 ~ .636 ~'. 
St. Louis S Los Angelel I Houston 6 5 O 346 293 .,~45 , 
San Diego at Pittsburgh, Ppd., Oklahoma 6 5 o 110 27Y .$45 ~! 
rain S Antonio 4 7 O 158 191 .364 
Today's Games Chicago 3 8 O 243 293 .273 
Houston at Montreal Pacific . L 
San Francisco ot Chicago Denver ' 7 4 0 240 232 .636 ~;' 
Cincinnati at New York N Arizona 8 6 0 207 100 .485 l~r 
Atlanta et Philadelphia N L Angeles 8 6 o 190 236 .455 ~i 
Sen Diego at Plttoburgh N Oakland 2 9 0 119 248 .182 ~.,,: 
Los Angeles at St. Louis N Monday Re, I t  W.d...y G..  Ari,.e. New Or,,.. i;iiii   
Los Angel*s at Chicago Friday osmos ~,  
ii ! 
Cincinnati et Montreal N New Jersey at Wmhlngton H 
Atlanta at New York N . S~n Antonio at Memptlls N 
. San Francisco at Pittsburgh Jacksonville et Birmingham 
N N 
San DIego at St. Louis N Chlc~lo nt Denver. N 
saturday Oam~ PhlJlKlelphle at Houoton N "Houston at Pittsburgh N 
! 
o ,  
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G . . . .  . .  ..... , Sat  ""* h e r../li kes . ' . • . ,., . gamble  in p lay  o f . f s  . . " 
EDMONTON (CPI -- verbal Slmn.ing wl~ New gear and they'llneed more - lasLTuesday, completing a The lenlthy layoff has- 
Eva 'gambler  knows the York: goalie Billy Smith scoring from Wayne four-game sweep of .enabled defenceman 
secret to. success, is andthe Islanders turned it 
could distract himbut our needed if the Oilerp are to fifth straight, several 
team wasn't:: mature knock, of,L 'th¢i f0~.-tlme:::.~i~ings have to change, 
e.nongh to get away With it. National Hockny :League . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Gretzky. 
knowl~/g how to play your . to their advantage and " " champions in the Stanley r " The Oilers must find a ' 
:ards,' " _ swept heStanley Cup final "It: seemed to distract Cup final I~giantng way to stop the Islanders MISTAKE8 EARLY 
. . . . . . . . . . .  in four games, our team, it didn't Work. Thursday in Unlondale, from scoring early and' The Oilers are aware of 
, EdnWllton..Oilers 'coach . . . . .  . We've got to do something N.Y. ~ey have to halt their 10- New York's ability to scol'e 
early and often against i I | .~ i " , , ' i~ i ther  l llkes"L to " "That was a gamble," ' " different his year. ' ' If the Oilers are to Win ~lame losing streak against 
amblo~in'me'pluyof~:but Sather •said of , the ;Sather wasn't ..sayhlg their first Stanley Cup and~.~,~.ew York. in addition,, them and they've worked 
on trying to eliminate the e I~!aY~ his cards wrong psychological play last w~at that would.be bUt he prevent the Islande~ from ~m~!,they willhave to. get their early mistake that usually 
~st i~ , i  Heengaged in year. ""We thou~t we "knows something Will be winning a record-tying -powerplay back into high gives the Islanders the 
..... ' de" th  f And. ' they've worked 
• ' , . . . . . . .  scoring opportunity." , . '~ '~. ' . " ! , '  .~ ' ' ,  . . . '  , , , , 
 i!s ianders p extra hours on the . powerplay during their 
layoff that will extend to 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. 
((~P),% .'~ •It'~ anybody's 
gues~/.i.whea or whether 
N~'?.?York . Islanders' 
w~g.wounded will he 
abl~::.t01* play against 
Edmonton Oilers in the 
National Hockey League 
Stanley Cup final, but with 
replacements like Gord 
Dineen and Paul Boutilier 
thesituation/bean't seem 
urgent. 
R's called depth and it's 
ap Islanders hallmark. 
Thanl~s to .years of in- 
telllgent drafting, and a 
farm system:whieh nsr- 
'tures "new.: pl.ayars, the 
Islanders appear .not to 
l~ave rookies, Just young 
regulars. - 
. Pat-  Flatley, the 
Can ll..,,d~" Olympian, has 
as many. playoff goals as 
seasoned forward Mike 
BO~'." and .has • .been as 
tough i the corners as any 
of the hlanders grinders. 
Pat LaFentalne, an 
Amei'lc~n Olympic star, 
scored : 13 goals in 15 
regular-sooth games and 
had six playoff points 
before he,. too, joined the 
Islender~  lengthy injur~/ 
l ist;" 
Thati,list includes for- 
I pays  o f  nine dsys by Thuredny. 
wards Bob Bourne and Bob 
Nystrom, both,with knee 
injuries, and defeacemen 
Dave Langevin and Stefan 
Persson, who are both 
recovering from soparated 
left shoulders. 
Boutilier played in two 
playoff games last season, 
while Dineen is seeing his 
Minnesota North Stars. Charlle Huddy to recover 
That leavesGretzky, the from a slight shoulder 
eurreat playoff scoring separation that kept him 
leader with 28 points, out of the Minnesota' series 
"Of course I have to and the last two games of 
score," admits Gretzky, the Smythe Division series 
who had 87 goals during against Calgary Flames. 
the regular season. "And'I The Oilers open on the 
will score. I'll take the road -- Thursday and 
pressure off. Saturday in Long Island -- 
"My responslbility is to since the Wales Con- 
score but It's ridiculous to terence had the better 
say if I score five goals seasonal record against 
we'll win the Stanley Cup. the Campbell Conferenee. 
If we lose I'm the goat, I Games 3, 4, and, if 
Edmonton won the . know that. It'eas imple as necessary, 5 will be 
brooke and Saint~Jean of on the Islanders, Mats Hailin, who had a Campbell Conference title that." Edmonton ext week. 
the Quebec Major Junior defeneemen are first shoulder separation, is 
Hockey I~ague, Boutilier expected ~to .be able to :~roadytoplay, sia Anders. 
Was the. kind of de,on- defend/in the manner of Kailur, checked to the ice 
eeman Who controlled the Arbour, a claesle stay;at- ,:heavily by Craig Ludwig in 
game. " home type during his NHL • Game 6 of the Prince of 
A strong, swift skater playing days; ~Walee Conference final 
with , a .booming shot, To learn how to stay at -, against Montreal 
Boutilier scored 80 points home, the Islanders - Canadiens. 
in hid final full year of recruits are seat dawn"to LaFontaine"s right ankle 
first NHL playoff action, junior and.was amainstay the farm. . . is still tender, but he also ! 
"When Stefan and Da@e on the gold-medal winning These days, Arbeur and played in Game 6 of the 
got injured we were Team Canada t the World Islanders general : Montreal series and is 
worried," said .veteran Junfor 'championships .in manager Bill~Torrey:onlyl expected to start against 
Islanders defeace~an 1982. have good things to say Edmonton. 
Tomas Jonssen, "But - "I'm used to playing on about Dineea and . The Islanders have 
when we saw 'how those the power play and killing Boutilier. ' beaten the Offers in their 
two guys played, we knew penalties, used to that ,Arbeur had little to ~ay, • last 10 meetings and - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
we 'd  have no problem, responslbfflty so it's a big good or" bad, about his '~ haven't lost toEdmonton Ladies P a n t s  
They've been super." change, it's like there's a Injured players after the since Dec, 13, 1982, a span " 
Despite their L. relative big hole, like you're Islanders' workout • ~n of 15 games. 
youth,. Boutffier and missing something." Monday'.:  In the Stanley Cup final " ~  A A  ' 
Dineen have been brought " last season, the' Islanders , ' 4p~ UU along in stages, in the -swept he Oilers and held Islanders tradition. TCHL Meeting the game's  most  awesome , J • . 
Boutilier, the 21st pick in • - scorer, Wayne Gretzky, to 
the1982entrydraft, played Due to a lack of attendance at the Apri] 25 meeting the ' a mere four assists. " ' Al l  Mens 
29 regnlar-sesson NHL Terrace Commercialhockeyl~guewillholdanothe'r C a n v a s  P a n t  J e a n s  
games last year but split general meeting, Wednesday, May 9th at 9 p,m. in the Be ~(/ater Wise 
his time between the arena Banquet room. 
Islanders "and their 
The lesgue urges ~11 interestod people, 'including ,,~ and Big Blue 5 3 4  95 Indianapolis farm team players and non-players, to attend. ~'wimrning 
this season. The league is looking to expand the executive and make 
Dineen played a full some otherkey decisions including ice time, fund rdising alcohol are  a deadly 
season with lndiunapolb and preparation.for next year'sexecutive at this meeting, mix. A'person under Reg. S43.95 
last year but 43 NHL If you are interested and cannot attend the meeting, the influence of 
gamesAs a gamesjunior, thiSfor $her-year' 3493.c°ntactDaveMnllettat635"5637°rDaveHamffton at 635. • rnore suscepl:iblealc°holis 10 times Short Sleeved T-Shirts 
to hypothermia. 
+ Al l  Mens 2 oO.~f  
T,~,C,~,~ ,~ Cro~s Sc~ty & Ladies ~.. f 
Ter race  runner Ron Alien" (No.425) crosses the 
f in ish l ine  In Sunday's running ,of the Van . '  
couver  International  marathon.  Al len f inished 
34~th in a t ime of 3:05:20.  Other local par.  
Oilers 
angry 
--  Kanfloops • Oilers'. ' 
minority .shareholders are  
angry:.~that :~the parent ' ,  
.Natl0nall Hockey. League 
.Edmon[on Oilers didn't 
give them advance notice 
that the Western Hockey 
LengpC..club was going on 
the ir~idihg block. * 
"I was shocked," Gary 
Codpor~ president of a 
group that owns30 per cent 
of the Tier One junior 
team, said Monday. "They 
should have told us. We did 
not need a surprise." 
Edmonton. Oilers, who 
own!. 70" per cent of the 
Kaml0ops ' L franchise, 
notified" Cooper on 
Saturday that the minority 
shareholders had $0 days 
to match a t~0,000 offer 
from a Swift Curt'on L 
Sask., group to buy the 
club. . . . . . . .  " 
• Cooper said John .B..!ack! 
well, Edmonton's director 
of Junior operatl6ns",'- had , 
t ic ipants  included Nell  F le lschmann 85th with 
a t ime of 2:47:20, Ray Warner  at '3:07:24,  
Steve Di l labou at 3:11:24, and MikeRe id  at 
3:46. " 
KELLY" ,~r  
SPRINGFIELD 
Made.Ey  . ~' = ? ~ : " : - .  
Passenger 
Fibreglass Belt Radials. 
Summer Tire 
Mother's Day Special 




• i i 
$48.95 .... P155-80R x13 
$53.95 . . . .  P165-80R x13 
$54.95 .... P185-80R x13 
$63.95 .... P185-75R x14 
$64.95 .... P195-75R x14 
$65.95 .... P205-75R x14 
$71.95 .... P215-75R x14 
MADE FOR MOM 
. 700x15 (6 ply) TT 72.50  
"" -~ J "  --" " - ' - - - ' r "  ~ , , -v . ,~ ,~ " $67.95 .... P205-75Rx15 ' ,750X16 (Sply) TT 89.50 
& ~'~/~ ~ " $71.95 .... P215-75Rx15" ; 800x16.5 (8ply) Tbls. 86.50 
$75.95 .... P225-75R x15 ' 875x16.5 (8 ply) Tbls. 94.50 
• $81.95 .... P235-75R x15 950x16.5 (s ply) Tbls. 110,50 
Summer Tire . . . . . . .  • • Po lyes ter  Cord 
o 
F 
' ~ ~/ ...... A78x13 41.50 • -~ ' As low i ~ .  8 " ~ ~  d~.~,"  , !, . .  ( I l l  .. B78X13D78x1442.5047,50 
. . . .  $41.50 
E78x14 50.50 
• . F78x1453.50 . 
r ~ ' . '  
. . . . . .  "J~,f..,,-.. ' ' ; G78x1455.50 
* . ,  .~ ~ G78x1555.50 
. . . . . .  , ' ,'*,, ' ~, ....... H78xl$ 59.50 
i . . . . . .  L78x1566.50 
g iven no hint a sale was  , , . . . .  ~ l ~ j ~  " ..... ":: ..... *":" ~';"' '"' 
beingnegotlated. ~~. (~U~~.~~! I .  !i . ' "  .IdW . SALE ENDS SAT. MAY 1 2 A L L  PRICES INST LLED "We have lways S O  O ¢ '  ' ' " '  . 
thought ~ that as a good 
partner they would give us M j ! . . .~ . , . . .  
as much timeao possible." . ~.1~.';: .. ~ : z , .. • .. . . 
"m T i re  u tomot ive  WHL'S~Weslern. Division i • ' "i • ' ' ' i* ;',~.~, champlbnohip this year but. . 
trail Eastern Division, 
champion  Regina Pats  3-2 - -  , ' AURANT ...... ' " • 635-4902 ~;~!!~ 
in the best-of-seven league 4639 Lazelle 638.8820 ~ "  
' / / .  - , . , ,  , ) ,, ,•  , ' 
• t . _  
. . . .  . . . : , . . . . .  . • 
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Devi l 's  Bag:jons  . :,, , champions::: m/greener: pastures,,,, 
. . . . .  " ',: " " : - ' :~" :~:" : ' : i ' " ' ; " ' "  . , • " : "~" *'" ' "~"  .... " ' :  ' " "" " ' LEXINGTON,.Ky,.'(AP) ," good reason his eoltmdn't:.;:-;"Who'wasn't sure what.' * coIl;is:d~i~t :i~ront',:1~ee. ; ...... ; ............... " ' ' •: retire'Ib .Claibbrne' Farm the, Flai~in~o '"the -o. president seth Hancock he is; 
]Devil's; ,' Bna~ :./,he, ,ionq _ __0 , . . . . . _  ' . ..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . .  . o . . . . . . . .  • at the end of the .week. ,. yea¢..eld trainer~ said, by indicated/thb dark-~pwn "That's the 
"Stephens pinpointed telephone from Lo~svflle colt Wlth a snowy blade on line." 
- -  The doubters thought live up tohis billing as the : _, :: . 
Devil's Bag wasn't enough next Secretariat• He got his answer juvenile champion who 
her e for the Triple Crown. Monday, when slept while stablemate 
But Woody Stephens was "something Was stop- veterinarians in Louisville Swale won the U0th 
convinced there was a ping him," said Stephens, found a subtle chip in the Kentucky Derby, will 
when he believes the injury on Monday night, 
occurred. 
" I  think it happened in 
" Barrett captures first pro victory 
first prize by saving par on and got an0ther when she Beverley Davis and Joyce the biggest charge of the 
three of the last four holes rolled in a six footer two KanmierskL Cassaday had day, firing a 68 that left her 
and then knocking in 'a holes later, a 74-218 to finish third tied for fourth'at 216 with 
five-foot birdie putt an the Barirett missent a five- alone, but Davis: bogeyed Martha Nause, Malta 
lath. fcotpar putt on No. 14 but No. 17 and double-bogeyed Figueras-Dottiand Amy 
Little had a chance to then saved pars on the next the final hole, skying to a Alcott, each with 71s, 
three, holes with putts of 76-217. , Sherri Turner 73 and 
force a playoff but left an five, I0 and 1½ feet. Kazmierski never Gerda Boykin 74. 
18-fcot birdie putt two Littlelipped out six putts figured in the chase after 
inches short on the final Dawn Coe of Lake 
of lS feet or less in addition knocking her first two Cowinhan, B.C., Lisa 
hole. to leaving her birdie putt shots out of bounds to take Young of Prince Rupert, 
Barrett struggled on the short on the final hole. a quadruple-bogey nine on 
~osw~u, ,  Go. (~o) _ 
Sharon Barrett said she 
was nervous coming clown 
the stretch of her first 
.professional golf victow 
because she had struggled 
earlier in her final round. 
"Luckily. I made six 
birdies today," Barrett 
said after posting a two- 
under-par 70 on Monday to 
capture a $200,000 Ladies 
So Swale' will probably 
go to ..the Preakness and 
take a shot at.. the .Triple 
,Crown that had seemed a
sure thing!for BevEl'snag 
when he ran away from his 
c0mpetiti0nlast year. 
The Devil will join 
Secretariat, winner of the 
1973 Triple Crown; Ken- 
tucky Derby winners 
Spectacula~ Bid ~d Riva 
Ridge, .and other top 
stallions now in retirement 
at the farm South of Paris, 
Ky. 
No onewill ever kno~v f0r 
sure whether Devil's Bag 
was a brilliant spr~inter or 
his face might be. finished 
at the race track. 
"He went eight-for-nine 
and was the two-your-old 
champion," Hancock said 
at the barn Sunday mor- 
ning. "We'll be standing 
here in the spring Of 1989 
. -  
b o t t o m  
Devil's Bag was so  
convincing in his five 
victories as a two-yea r'old 
--  wirming by a total 0f 27 
lengths - -  that Hancock 
convinced owner James 
Mills to syndicate the colt 
for $36 million before he 
and see what kind of sire had even turned three. 
LOG SHELLS FOR SALE 
I )  Home: 1.280 sq, ft. w i th  pro- ~ ,  ~ 
• vision for a V~ loft ¢:~.~~"~"  " '" '"  "'~ , .1- 
2) Home: 32 'x40"  wi th  interior ¢ :~ , ' ;~ ,  
' 10g wa l l ,  porch  drea " ~ ~ - "  ~{~j  
3] Cabin: 18'x20'. ski cabin• . 
guest I~ouse }~. 
Built of plne logs. Will move to "~"~: ---" 
your  lot .  V iew F i sher  Rd. ,  TYOI  _ - .  " 
' Lake  Te lkwa area .  Wi l l  cus tom-  
/ • B•C., and Dawne Kor- a classic horse hobbled by Uutld to yourplens. 
the first hole. She also tgaard of Calgary failed to an injury. Professional Golf front side of the 6,123-ya/-d Little finished 73-214, 6 5838 - i  
Association tournament by Broolffield West Golf and starting th(~ day tied for the closed at 76 -317  . . . . . . . .  Eve . . . . .  . Contact Trevor Johnston: 84 - r 
- • • • • . ' make z¢ past the second, n oezore me xracture . . .  " , . 
one shot over South Country Club course, leadvnth LeAan Cassaday, Marry Dlckerson made round cut on Saturday. was confirmed, Claiborne 
African Sally Little,. making the turn with a par ~ • . . . . . .  .' . . 
Barrett, who left Tulsa 36 that included three B -~i""LvIF • ' " ~ ~ " '":  e '  , • . . .. . . i. ' . " 
Universityafterherfresh- birdies and threc bogeys. ["1 ~ZS weel  s speczals from your hometown bakery manyear tojointhe tour at She wedged to within 18 .. 
age 18, claimed the $30,000 inches for a birdie at No. 10 
Moth r s Day C ke  : : :  i \ p 
S p o r t  ,Shorts! [ 6'  Hart  i ............. ~ $4.95~ [ e '  a 
" ' e i i *ee*ee Je  
LOS ANGELES (AP , -  LOS Angeles Dodgers have I "  : ' . "  ." Larger  s l zes"ava l i ;b ; ;  . . . . . . . . . .  . .. p ,~ L ~  "" ,~:. ): p, ~ ~  
placed catcher Mike Scioseia on the 15-day disabled list , 
farmandrecalledcalcherJackFimplefr°rntheirAlbuquerqueclub of the P ific Coast League, the National I ~l~e a l~o have  CHOCOLATE HEARTS fo r  mo l~ ' '  , ~ ' ~ ~  t 
League baseball team announced Monday. % Your LUNCH OR SXA4 ~ F O R  CK ~ - - - ~ - ~  Sctoscia suffered strained medial collateral ligaments __~ 
of the left knee soturday in a colllsion at homeplate with Polish Ham Fre e's Meat Lo Of Doug Frobel of Pittsburgh Pirates, . Edam Cheese 
Fimple, who else ts 25, is to ba in unlfornl tonight when Re{J. ] . .  1 '9  89  69  
the Dodgers play the Cardinals at St. Louis. He was hitting 100 g . . . . . . . .  . .  • 100 g ................................ ~ Reg. .90  
.289 with Albuquerque and had five home runs and 21 RBIs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100 g ................................ 
in 23 games with the Dukes, ' 
MONTREAL (CP, - -  Right-hander Bill Gul]ickson was C A ~ : E T E R t A  SP|CIAL Mo¢¢o To & Coffee S l 50 reactivated to the 25-man roster of Montreal Expos on rte 
Monday and the National League baseball team an- 
beingn°Unced that Fred Breining, also a right.bander, W S p l a c e d  on the 21-day disabled list. " ~ ~ 6 9  t cRESH BAKED IN OUR KITCH~I-~ " ~ .  
Gullicksen, 0-2, with a 7.71 earned-run average in four Fresh Bread ..... ' Choco la te  Chip Cookies 
out ings ,  was  to s ta r t  Tuesday  a f te r  be ing  on  th ,  15 .day  , . rusty.Rolls $1 $ 19 
The Ekpos said B~eining continues to show progress 450 g s l i ced loaf  doz . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  | • doz ................................. • 
from the injured right shoulder he had when he arrived at 
Francisco Giants for Al Oliver. However, theysayhe'snot CHECK OUR DALLY LUNCHEON SPECIALS ,I 
100 per cent and needs more recuperative time; 
SHEFFIELD, England (Router)'-- Steve Davis became . i 
~ ,  SKE ENA MALL Bakery specials ere ave lab e at our bakery chammpion~dp when he beat fellow Britton Jimmy White " , 
18-16 on Monday. ,~  635-4025 . . . . . . . . .  
' .. , '" I "" l[ ] I . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ' "  ' { ' • I ' "  4637 Lazello Ave.  ~ .%c-H~ ~ : 
t.han one run, you need a 1in the score box. If 
the visiting team wins by more than one run, 
you need a 2: If either team wins by only one 
run, you win with a 3. That's all you need to 
know! The object of the game is to get a final 
sequence of correct forecasts. All thirteen 
correct wins the jackpot - a minimum of 
S'250,000. And there's a prize pool for 
any final sequence of correct forecasts, from 
the last twelve to the last four. 
Get your ticket and get playing! 
Good luck! -% 
ff'S THE MOST FUN YOU CAll HAVE 
WITH A TICKET. 
BASE,tILL FAN'S SPOR11NG CHANCE 
As a fan, you know who you think will win. 
So, when you buy your ticket, chooseone that 
forecasts the last four games the way you 
think they'll come out. Baseball Pool adds a 
whole new excitement to every professional 
game! " 
NON-FANS' SPORTING CHANCE 
Everyone knows you can't always predict 
how a game will go. So, when you buy a ticket, 
choose one with the last four numbers anyi: 
way you like. Now, at last, you'll have a reason 
to care who wins! 
PLAY EVERY DAY 
These games are scheduled Tuesdays through 
Sunday afternoons. You may be able to. 
watch them in person or on ~ listen to them 
on the radio, and certainly ou can check the 










Sport Select Baseball Pool results will be 
published in your newspaper every Tuesday 
and posted at every ticket outlet. Just 
match your ticket o thewinningnumbers to 
see how you've done . . . .  
DOUBLE PLAY 
Another way to win! This feature gives you 
• a dice bonus prize if you get the last four fore- 
casts correct. Uncover this box to find out 
y'oUr Double Play bonus - could be anything. 
from $10 to $25,000. 
EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE 
Here's a typical ine-up for a one week cycle, 
scheduled every Tuesday through Sunday 
First, uncover the hidden forecasts for the first 




This pool system and issuance of coupons thereof is operated 
solely under the provisions of the.Athletic Contests and Events 
• Pools Act (Canada) and is not associated with or approved 
directly or indirecl 
Baseball Clubs or 
Baseball Clubs• 
$25;000: 
Rub off "BONUS" box. 
If the outcome of each of the last four 
games as disclosed on this cou 
is identical to the four actual gz 
results, •this .coupon wins the r 
indicated under the "BONUS" 
above. Rub all 9 remaining g~ 
boxes to reveal game result for~ 
RESULTS CODE* 
1 Home WIN by more than one an. 
2Away WIN by more than o*r~e an. 
dl~ Ia J l& l  L . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . .  a . *• ,  
i;i! Act0== ,'£:, 
: ' Handgun threat • 
• to :chauf feur  
i:: • WASHINGTON.(C~; '".bn.i .~p~ent ihan~lgun , 
!. threat b the Chauffeur of Canadian Ambassador 
Allan Getlieh.eaused a security scare Monday, but 
city polico said later the incident involved two 
'youths and a toy gtm. ' . '.' . • . . 
• Twoyotmg men arrested soon after were enarge~ 
with possessing a prohiblted . weapon, .said j im 
Battle, spokesman for the Districtof Columbia 
police. Anyone using even an'imitation pistol or. 
knife in furtherance ofa'threatened crime Is liable 
to such a charge ,under district criminal aw, the 
spokesman said. , , :  
Battle Identified the .arrested youths, beth.20 
Yenl's old and from neighboring ,Vh:ginla eom- 
m~mities, as ChristopherAndrew Young of Falls 
.Church and Mark Barnes of Arlington. 
. Mexican president. ' 
warns .o f ,  war  ~ . .  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Mexican President Miguel de 
la Madrid warned a black-tie dinner group of 
Canada's political and business elite Monday night 
that "the outbreak of a generalized ~vai;~s beglnn~pg 
to become a reality" in Central A~erl.ea. ' ;: 
Speaking to an  audience that' includM .Prime 
Minister Trudeau and Gov. Cam. Ed Sehreyer at 
Government House, de la Madrid appeafed fol" help 
from rich northern industrial nations to help poorer 
Southern hemisphere countries reco~yer from 
economic and pollf lcal instability. "~ ' ~i~*~ ~:~ 
More  than dry holes 
• f inance minister• says 
OTTA~VA (CP) - -  Finance. Minister .Marc 
Lalonde said Monday the search for. oil in the 
Beaufort Sea has turned up more than just dry holes 
and he chided an NDP M~ for impatience. 
The minister was replying to questions from New 
Democrat Ray shelly who questioned Canadian 
exploration efforts in the Beaufort. Shell Oil of- 
ficials in Houston have confirmed a major find in 
the area. 
"I find it somewhat stonishing that my colleague 
has eeneluded so easily that there is no oil to be 
foundin the Arctic Sea in Canada, Lalonde told the 
British Columbia MP. 
Lal0nde said the recent major discovery by Shell 
off the Alaska coast indicates that the expensive 
search for oil in the frontier is not fruitless. 
The NDP has harshly criticized the government's 
petroleum incentive program whiCh finances a 
major chunk of exploration work in the frontier. 
Lalonde brought in the program when he was 
energy minister. 
Housing star!s fall again 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Housing startk fell for the 
second" straight month in April, and a federal 
analyst says he's concerned by the sluggish pace ~f 
home-building sofar this spring. 
Figures from Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corp. show starts dropped to a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 126,000 last month. That's dawn from 
the March rate of 131,000 and the February rate of 
153,000. 
"I'm getting a little bit worried, because thein- 
terest-rate direction during the last two weeks Is not 
helping," Tony Stukel, director of statistics for the 
federal housing agency, said Monday. 
/ 
Michael Smornay, left, wards off a blow from Caledonia Senior Secondary School. 
Pam Llimatainen. The two are members.of Other club members are Shad Liimatalnen, 
the Terrace Aikido Club, one of the many 12, Sally-Anne Garrett,  .visible on the right, 
community groups who, put on demonstrations Maureen Bostock, and  sensel or instructor, 
at the weekend ar ts  and crafts show at  Lh  McK in ley .  : ' 
• . / : ,~  :; : 
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Thatcher  .faces.. 
• m.urder., c .harges 
REGINA (CP) - -  Colin family and financial 
Thatcher, a flamboyant reasons. • 
Saskatchewan politician Colin Thatcher, the only " 
who enJoyed hls image as a sen of Ross Thatcher, ,~ 
millionaire rancher, was former gllberal premler~f 
• charged Mondaywith first- SaskatChewan, was  first 
degree ..murder in the elected to theleginlatu~ in 
January' i983 death of his 1975 as a Liberal for the 
former wife, JoAnn rural riding of' Thunder 
Wilson. Creek, which surrounds 
Thatcher, the province's Moose Jaw. He crossed the 
former energy minister, floor in 1977 to join the 
was arrested by Regina Progressive Conscrvat- 
and Moose Jaw police ives. 
officers at his Moose Jaw He remains amember of 
home, 60 kilometres west" the legislature. ~' 
of Regina. There is no legislation i  
He was arraigned in Saskatchewan prohibiting 
provincial court Monday a member from sitting in 
on the murder charge and the legislature ff he faces 
a bail hearing was set for criminal Charges. 
today in Court of Queen's Although some provinces 
Bench. have passed laws 
"The arrest took place automatically expelling 
without incident," Regina legislature members ff 
Police Chief Vern New told convicted of eriminaf 
a news conference after offences, no suCh provinlon 
Thatcher's court ap- exists in Saskatchewan. 
pearance. Section 682 of the 
The six-foot, 200-pound Criminal Code requires 
Thatcher was impassive as any elected member 
he stood before provincial convicted and sentenced to
court Judge Dennis more than five years' 
Fenwick in blue jeans, a imprisonment to'reMgn as 
rumpled brown shirt and a sitting member. But 
grey sweatshirt, his face . provincial legislatures 
unshaven and his hair . have exclusively handled 
;une~mbed~ " any  action dealing with 
earlier, obtained and kept one of the card when he gave an unarmed Pressed .  by Opposition Con- . 
company's credit cards, prison arts andcrafts teaCher the slip servative " justice critic Allan 
Bill Inwoed, American Express in Montreal whileona day pass from Lawrence, Kaplan said he was not 
vice-president and general counselin Laval maxlmum-security prison saflsfled with the reasons justifying 
Canada, confirmed Monday that Friday. . Boden's release. "I think givingout 
Beden applied for and received an Laval prison idirector Robert the pass was a mistake." 
American Express card in 1977 - -  Caron, who handed Beden ~]00 m L Kaplan asid he had already met 
five years after he was sentenced to cash the inmate earned in prison, with Corrections Commissioner 
concurrent life terms for the murders said Boden left his card in the prison Donald Yeomans and expects ~more 
of three women in Montreal and one before being let out to buy books on meetings with him to discuss the 
in Calgary. computers, incident. 
* Thatcher, 45~ did not their members in the past. 
enter a plea. He was CULTIVATE IMAGE Killer received credit card remanded inc.tody in the Thatcher, who alas owns Regina Correctional a house in Palm Spring , 
.... C~tre. Calif., liked to cultivate an 
, . '; The body of JoAnn image of.a wealthy ran- 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  American said there is no.recora me card was • " • - - - '~' :, • Wilson, 43; was found in a CheF. Depending on his 
m me house oz uommens wnere ~ l  of blood about su- Express opened an .investigation-usedbuttheannual$35feehadbean • • ,,w . v-. mood, he wouldrol lupto 
Salitictor General Robert Kaplan ,~,.,mo jo o, ,oo~ ~. the legislature ither in a Monday to determine how convicted paid regularly. • said .that prison employees who ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ' "~ '  " killer Wayne Clifford Boden, HAD CARD? the garage of the stylish huif-tennetruekorabright 
allowed the inmate out of the Regis a home of steel 
recaptured Saturday after escaping There have been conflicting maximum-security Lava i  Institute •company executive Tony 
from his prison escort 36 hours reports .on,whether Boden had the couidbe fired. ~ . . . . . . .  
Wilson. She had married 
Wilson after divorcing 
Thatcher in 1979 to end a 
17.year marriage. 
L y ~ o w " C o r v e t t e .  ' "  
• "I like to play the role of 
a rancher," he said in a 
1960 interview. "I Can slide 
into a pair of jeans and 
cowboy boots, cowboy hat 
and chaps and western 
shirt just as quickly as I 
can put on a .pinstripe 
suit." 
At the police news 
conference, New refused 
comment on. whether 
BEATEN ON HEAD 
An autopsy found she 
had been beaten about he 
head with a cleaver-like 
instrument and shot once 
in the head. The Wilson 
house Is across the street charges against anyone. 
inwood said the address on Boden's However news,,a,,~r o ;- - -  . . . . . .  , i from the Saskatchewan else in the murder were 
• , ~ '  L~"  o u= , vAuutxv ,~u " I  e " " • applicaUon was Correctlonai Ser- have ouoted :. unidentified • ,  . . . . .  , ,x~ t ~.scipl!unrymeasures .to leg,slature. / pending. He also would not 
~c~ Cona.da,.but be u id  company sourcosassaYingRodenhad t e"c~'ur'd muow, ne~m..-?-mnot.p.repared.m Four days before tire commen t on -whether 
onienmSan e  p loPronamyy ee . . . . .  mought Boden was rml|e,=°n mm.~f,,,,~,~,wnen ne was recapmron" " uy" ' SaYadequateYet..becauseWna~. L 'l'conmOerm not' ' certain m. Deof muraer,Devlne . Pr mierannounced. Grant. shchsetin~arg' es willof..be...w__nlaidilanin, the20 
The American Ex"ress executive "-':- ' ;  .=7. . . .  ~' . . . . . . .  all the facts: and where theorders: Thatcher wouidleav~ the .~ .~"  ~ i l~  " e she was • v . . . .  ~mensescapewasrameo.M~nosy.~.camef,m~ ~  . . . . . . . .  • . ..,,. . . . .  ,. . . ~.~;~...,~: , ~ .  
. . .... ..........: .:. : . . . , .  -., - .;. ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ;-~.:. ........... • . . . .  ..,.-~ rO  I t  cou ld  in~Itule:flring, p rov inc ia l  . cab inet -  : fo r  , . : f l~t i~Rm~ ,~ .: " 
. . . .  "; , . " 
! Hotel fire kills one 
HONOLULU (AP) --  s~noke inhalation at the 
Fire broke out in a room at scene and at a hospital. 
the Princess Kaiuiani Guests in the hotel's 640: 
Hotel on Waikiki Beach room Tower Wing were "': 
early Monday, killing an evacuated soon after the 
employee " and forcing fire was reported at 12:34 
hundreds of guests, some a.m. and smoke began 
of them Canadians, to pouring through hallways. 
evacuate, authorities said. Some fled to the roof when 
At least wo people were heavy smolce prevented 
kept in hospital and dozens them from descending a
of others were treated for stairway. 
I 
~#gi~ X p'  SprJne, 
Saturday, May ! 2th 
12 noon - 4 pm 
at the 
Carpenters Hall 
(Corner of Sparks & !'---=-' 
FREE ADMISSION 
pttts e~e~to 
Oth  gr  
oceeds to District Council 
tivitles to enhance 'rite 
-,~outiog movement in Terrace. 
Bring your quarters! 
o ,  
e 
All day tomorrow at Kentuc  Fried Chicken 
you can get two Snack for price of 
one, one Snack Pak for the regular price 
of $2.99 and get a second Snack abso- 
lutely freeJ Each Snack contains two big 
pieces of finger lickin' good chicken plus 
the Colonel's famous 
fries. 
Two for 
 er mmdmat 
V • 
"t 
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ASPEC 
AR-4000 A=o..v.,. c...... 
Player/AM-FM Stereo Redto 
CASSETTE PLAYER 
• Auto Reverse: Tape reverses at end for continuous play,/i; • i 
• Metal Tape Selector: Sqts proper bias end EQ for high pedormance metal tapes. 
• Locking Fast Forward and Rewind : ' 
A M - F M  STEREO RADIO ~"' ~"~: ~' " 
eSoft Muting: Monitors FM signal strength, reducing output gr~uailY as noise 
increases. 
• Stereo/Mono Selection: Choice of modes for best reception,: '{ 
PLUS... ' ' " " 
• Full Illumination: All controls illminated for easier night operotion. " 
• Loudness control • Tone control • Balance .control . .. 
• Line out terminal for separate amplifier ' • . . -  ./• . ' 
COMES WITH 1 PR. lS4fl OUALCOHELFLUSH 
MOUNTED SPEAKER SYSTEM.:'. ' 
ditil Hay 26, 1984 Only 
or q3.23 down 




~ mus-m ~mwm m,m 
• N, ON,--SAT..--~iO0--~:O0 pm FRL.-v:¢O-~:~ pm, '. 
• t~ll tfl01s0 Av0. 10~., I.L VI~ ~ I~11~ 
sm~ r im= • ~m~T •mB cBums 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL 
'. 3602 SPARKS ST. 
• (Kindergarten Gr 7) _ • " I I  
• ./,. 
WE PROVIDE! . 
• 
. ' ' . r~__<. - . , .~_  __~L  A .~: , .  / ' 2 - , , m o ~ 7 ~ 1  
~: P 'FR .~I~IR[ l l  14111111 ~UO~ ~ig~::~:m 
o/e, n . . . , , , ,  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  : , , ,  r 
I ".~/",,,tallan quake :i::with::;Coa/it(on governmeht 
, trin~,=,.o landslia,. ' i . - :BE IRUT:  (AP) I -L  President Amen 
i • , l : l l : : l~ /o  . . . .  ~ l l ,  l :  Ge~avel . tPawl lNI .  in .qu~nn.onn/rnlh~l 
ROME (AP).--  An earthquake that jolted central 
and southern Italy,.was blamed today for at leant 
three deaths. . ;~" . 
The quake sent panicked residents into the streeto 
of Rome'and other cities and triggered a landslide 
near Naples. ,. 
RAf-radio, a state-run etwork, said a 40-year-old 
farmer was killed in Cas-'ta, near Naples. An 87- 
year,old woman died. in the Abruzzi village, of 
Alfadena, one of the bardest-hlt areas. No details 
were given on the third death. 
Thousands of people spent he night outdoors in 
the mountainous Abruzzi region, east of Rome, 
because they were afraid more tremors would 
collapse weakened buildings. Aftorshockssh®k the 
region Monday night and today. 
Office workers and apartment dwellers ran into 
the streets in the Laurentino sestionof Rome where 
buildings swayed during the three-minute.long' 
tremor. The quakei, which struck Monday evening, 
rattled furniture but oaused no injuries in the 
capital, officials said. 
lraq says planes 
attacked ships 
BAGHDAD (Reuter) - -  Iraq said today its air 
force planes attacked two large ships, believed to be 
oil tankers, in the Persian Gulf on Monday night. 
The official Irnqi news agency INA quoted a 
military spokesman s saying that "the targets are 
• believed to be oil tankers." , . . ~ . ~ . ,  
. He said the two:' big naval targets," Iraq's usual 
term for shippingattacked in the g'ulf, were htt near 
Iran's Kharg island oil terminal. 
The spokesman said all the jet fighters involved in 
the att0ck returnedsafely to base but gave no other 
details of the operation. . • 
Kharg Island loading terminal, at the head of the 
gulf, is 'within a zone which Iraq has declared 
barred to shipping because of its war with Iran. 
Baghdad last reported hitting ships in the area on 
April 27, when it said three vessels were left blazing 
after a naval " ' . attack." 
S 7/:~ !..i ,~ 
. j  . . 
. . . . . .  ., -. • 
Multi-denominational ChriStian education 
meeting B.C. education requirements, 
2. An experienced and qualified Christian staff 
with an excellent student-teacher ratio. 
3. A school that encourages students to express 
Christian love and appreciation for each other. 
4. A well equipped school w!th, spaciou s• playground., 
Kindergarten applications are now being 
accepted. Drop into our OPEN HOUSE 
9:00AM. 3:00 PM Thurs., .May 17 
Call: 
Principal: Mr. Luke Janssen 
• 635-6173: (after 3r)m) 
For information concerning registration for grades 1-7 
Mr. Luke Jan.en 63$-6173 (after, 3:00pro) 
Mrs. Pat Hunka 63S-5977 
mayel. travelled:, to Syria .c trolled 
northern Lebanon :today in an effort to 
bring the last major holdout into a national 
coalition governiilant intended to end the 
eoantry's civil: war. 
, State mid privately owned radio stations 
said Gemayel met with former president 
'Suleiman FrunJieh immediately after his 
arrival by l~elicepter, atthe Summar Jloell 
army barracks in the northern province of 
Batroun. /~/  
Franjieh, the'm0st powerful Maronite 
Catholic leader in the. north, had resented 
.the appointment of!his" Greek Orthodox 
sen-in-law, Abdulla Rassi, to represent 
him '~  interior minister in the new 
national ,unity.  cabinet. Franjieh had 
'wanted to be represented by a Maronite. 
Ransi consequently refused to take up ~. 
his pest in the helf-Christian, haif-Moslem President Amin .,,,/ 
cabinet under Syrian-backed Premier rocket-propelled grenades along a sQ. 
Green Line that separates C l~t i  Rashid Karami called M lab 
Gemayels move came the day after eastern Beirut from the mostly 0slem 
ending a Week-long deadlock over ShiRe western sector. : ~:,!,!{i!/~' 
Moslem demands for a greater ole in Policesaid two people were kllled/.and 22 
handling the Israeli occupation ofsouthern wounded in fighting during the 14=hollrs 
Lebanon.•  . . . .  that ended at daybreak .today,i';!wheil 
Gemayel issued a Presidential dec, rea, hostliltles tapered off. " ;  .:..:.:,i':/ 
Monday,naming Shllte opposition leader-"' t.~lcal radio stations sa ld : .~mi ' s  
Nab ih Berri as minister of state for ~" cabinet is expected to hold its flr ntregular 
southern Lebanon and reconstruction i " session Wednesday and will concentrate 
.ad~.tio n to his~o_riginal post as minister of on reopening traffic between B~.  t*,s'~0 
justice, electricity and water resources.: 
AGREES TO SERVE ' 
"Wha • • t is important now is to carry+ 
• Leban6n i into a new stage, that of 
liberating its land, reuniting it and its 
people and rebuilding it on the basis of 
justice and equality," Berrl told a news 
conference at which he announced his 
• agreement to serve in the government. 
' As he spoke, his followers in Areal, the 
main Shllto militia, fired automatic rifles 
and machine-guns into the air  in a half- 
hour celebration of Berri's appointment. 
During the night, Christian and Moslem 
gunners wapped firing of. mortars and 
'sectors as well as the airport and i~lrt. 
Israeli Prime Minister Yizbak Shamir 
was quoted Monday as  telling ~-.the. 
newspaper Yediot Ailaronot that Israel 
might soon pull its troops back fromtheir 
present positions in southern Lebanon. But 
he did not set a date. 
Shamir said the arrangements ~ilr.have 
to be made with elements in thii~.10~:iil 
population, with Israell.baeked"!iidlitla 
units there and indirectly with~ the 
-Lebanese government, the newspaper 
said. 
• Israeli troops are entrenched along ~e 
Awall fiver, 35 kilometres outh 0t~ iie_~_irut. 
Aid yes, but no .troops: Duarte 
SAN SALVADOR (AP)  --  Jose 
Napoleon Duarte, j{lbllantly claiming 
election as president despite an in- 
complete vote count, says he would 
welcome U.S. aid but would not let 
foreign troops fight the leftist rebels. 
Duarte, candidate of the centralist 
Christian Democratic party, was 
carried on the shoulders of cheering 
supporters to a news conference 
Monday at which he stressed he 
would seek a peaceful end to El 
Salvador's 4½-year-eld civil war. 
"We will not accept any foreign 
troops, whether they are U.S., Cuban 
or Nicaraguan," Duarte said. "I 
believe the solution is a democratic 
solution, not one of violence." 
He said unofficial results compiled 
by his party showed him ahead with 
.55 per cent of the vote, while his 
challenger in Sunday's rtmoff 
election, ultra-rightist Roberto 
d'Aubulssen, had 45 per cent. Dunrte 
said the figures were based on 94 per 
cent of votes cast. 
The Central Election Council, 
which oversees balloting and 
counting, released no figures and is 
not expected to have official restdts 
'for several days. 
• Earlier Monday, d'Aubuisson said 
there was "a rather good pussibflity" 
he would be declared the winner even 
though his party's figures showed 
Duarto with a slight lead. 
D'Aubulssen, a cashiered army 
major and leader of the Republican 
Nationalist Alliance, said the runoff 
... from the American government., 
Reiterating his eampaigw p!¢dge, 
Duarte promised to appetiit a 
commission to lnves'tigate~Ldesth 
squads layings, including the.,<most 
notorious ones, such as the murder of 
Roman Catholie Archbishop .Oscar 
Arnulfo Romero in 1980. 
D'Aubulssen has been linked-~to he 
death squads, allegations he strongly 
denies. 
results would be so close that Duarte promised, if elected, to 
whichever party wins would have to assert control over the army and said 
accept the other as apotent politi~, '~ib~lievt~dthe military would a~ceP.t 
force ............................... - the. electi0n: results, . . . . .  . . . . .  ~:~:s~i~l~ 
WAIT FOR RESULTS. -::,; .,,'..~, He. ;also..pledged:,to. ~-~k, . :~e  
The U.S. House of Representatives through dialogue with the rebels~ But 
has been waiting to act ca a military he opposes giving the guerr'fl~ a 
aid package to El Salvador. Some 
members of the Democratic majority 
say they want to see who won the 
Salvadoran election and whether that 
country's armed forces would 
respect he election results. 
Duarte .appealed .for "adequate 
economic and military assistance 
urgently from all the democratic 
governments of the world, especially 
share in the government's power. 
In the March 25 initial election, 
Duarte won 43.4 per cent, followed by 
d'Aubulsson with 29.7 per .teat. 
Because none of the eight candidates 
received a majority, there was a 
runoff. 
TRY A HALCYON 
The company exper, s to 19 
countries. I ts the third oldesl WATERBED Dear Halclmn... 
TI'IE S INg  I I  - "We had neuer slept on o waterbed 
.~ .~^~: .T ,~- - .  Jl~.~ ~l~' briers and expected o period" 
~Wl~l t~ ~ ~.~ olgelflngustdtott, butno 
For 40 Days _--,~,,,, (~.,.t,J ,[~,~.pwblem...the[trstnlghtu,~s 
gY-~ ~ #~4~.\ ~ "~p~eo~d.~ 
. ,"T, "n" t~.  J " " '~" ~d' -  eveTr~one.Mybro~herhos 
tnata~er 2~'/ A~, " i ~  Just boug~ a Holc'~n 
spenalng / / " i '~  " l /~[ '~  u.,arer'~be~a~.my 40 Nights ,Od. - . ~...I~,~.~_._~ ~1 ,F~'~'~ parenU~ethlnktngo / 
and40 ~ ~ taktng ,,thetpfunge.: 
n~gn~o_n ~lu-lgl~,,~mmmmm~r "his hemoslcomlortobtethlng 
After that, If you decide awaiemea, I'ueoverslepton..:" 
97 per cent of people will simply .p Some testimon~ls, yVe h~ve 
nOt  to  keep the bed. we' l l  not letum to ordinmy mattresses Ilundreds ' ~. ' 
' Wated~d sleeping Is ihoigood. 
refund the So by offedng people a chance Some of the reasons for 
to t~ a Ha~on wated~ed In Hakyon's success: 
FULL  PURCHASE their oum homes, we get a lot of -- Sul~dO quality. Ewn the qua ty 
PRICE customers, contmlpeople at Ha cyon have 
And those customers tell other quality control people checking 
people. And they buy. And then,,, them. 
'Less delivery or set up mEsEwATr.ne~s,~E --Strongwanantles|oruptosix 
charges, MADE BY years  










wated~zds as a lad. Halcyon has equalizes the pressure over the " ONA ~ .~ ,  ~k.n ,h. <o.<~pt.,ou* e,',t.,.are,, of you, My~, ,  
, nee~ - ~ -  v~th most of the pressure on ur l IHUl~,j SSlKI i r.IT~ .. JL_ hi " y0 
."~rr.rJ,. ' , ~ ps anu shoulders as hap~ 
- ~  - ~ f ~ ' , ~  with regular beds. And u ms 
. . . . . .  /'/~¢i.t~ ~ ,~ j .  ~ . i . ]~  fLnd -}lund~ds do - t~t  youYget 
, /~a&~k[ -~ ~-~'~ abetterrest:there'ssomethng 
- / ~ i ~  \~ lulllngaboutsleeplngona 
/ /~:~ i t~ ~ . E  :"A Want more reasons to t~ 
# ' / ~ "  ] ~S~'~'~ a Halcyon? Think about 
/ / ,  i<~, '~ + ~" Ct, i ~ !< % ener~ savings. If you're 
~ : ~ , ~ / ~ . ~ .  ' \ \  heail~gawater.mattn m_  
7/ /.,~,,<.~:~ ~,<k~',. "i.~, ,.vt you don't h~veto keep 
/ /  ' " ~  " ~  ~\  your~holebadroomor 
(#i~__________._~__ ~ , _  __  ~, leaswann at night. 
- -  • With a thermal mass thai 
• will keep you coz~ snug 
IlHE lffUJ'rH NBOUT WI-~T TO DO ~JBOUT 1rills WATEIBED ILEFJR UNI(~Je ~Ewo~at ~ ;tebnardiz: 
B~yourlffth nighton a ~tetoed Taki us up on It. Su do 
you'll 5ave found that a Iol of the qulek~ his s a limited time oiler. .~P:'~. ' , ,  I ! ! l f~ ; '  • ~ .  
~ , ! .~de areius, thai: l i l ly . , ' '  . . ,~___ :k  .' $~.}.;<': . . . .  ~ '  " 
Wate~oeds donot make wavee. '. ',',- ,-, =.':ilai;i'"'i~m e 
Wated>Idl are not cold.. 1 ~ . : 1 / , " ~ , :  
• And you'll ha~ found that col  
thing they do say #l true: the." 
watefl~qd experience Is b4mer 
two.hy:Jwo . . . .  
~ere'0 more. II ~u  have back 
~ubles. you may find them 
HALCYON lessening ~..uso a ~ta~d the "sing sing. in honor of 
(~,  the Pope, 
i , ,~ ;  ..... - -~ ,  ' Tnl  . .... ' I Two IrOups of tribesmen 
from remote. villagea 
i -'3L ~, ..... mnmmi , n f l i t  I *'=ed nine..etre h~ 
I -~v- I I  i l l l  l i l l  Iv l  ~ I I  crosses to the ms .  to have 
" T.mm M, , ,m, , , , , , ,~ , . .v . , . , ,  .t.h.e. Pope's b le . lng.  They 
' " " - J ~ = : : , ? : '  wm di'ag the c ruc i f i x ,  
home to erect them in their 
villages. 
MOUNT UAGEN, Papua 
New Guinea (AP) 
It Spear-carrylng tribesmez 
and bare-breasted'dancers 
cheered Pope John Paul 
today as he came to a golf 
course carved out'of the 
jungle highlands and 
celebrated mass for 200,000 
natives. 
"Me laikum yU Pop! (I 
love you, Pope)," the 
crowds chanted in pidgin 
English. The~ toasted the 
Roman Catholic pontiff by 
singing For. He's a Jolly 
Good Fellow and Happy 
Birthday. The Pope turns 
64 May 18. 
Days of torrential rains 
made the island water- 
logged, but the sun broke 
out when the Pope came to 
Mount Hagen to sey'maes, 
in pidgin English, on a 
soggy golf course. 
Tribesmen, most of them 
barefoot, stoedin as much 
as 25 centimctres of mud. 
The tw0.engine Fokker- 
plane that brought John 
Paul to this highland town 
from Port Moresby 
• developed an electrical 
fault in .the mdt that 
supplies ~pewer tb :the 
craft's lighting and air 
conditioning while on. the 
ground, said spokesmen 
.for the Vatican and the 
i airline, Air Ningini. They 
~ lmid the problem did not 
the Pope'a 
travelled for 
of them for 
weeks, through Juni0.e.and 
cloud-capped motmtalis to 
this town, 1,52S metres 
above sea level, to attend 
t~  I 4 
Univers i ty  of Br i t ish Columbia Chamber  Singers wi l l  v is it  Ter race  
Fr iday,  May  11, for a school per formance and an evening concert for 
~he publ ic  at the R;E .M.  Lee Theatre.  Establ ished in 1964, the group 
I.. a 12.voice choir,  made up of students f rom the Univers i ty  s 
depar tment  of music under the direct ion of Professor Cort land 
Hultberg.  The choir  wi l l  per form works  ranging f rom baroque to pop 
and Jazz. The p0bl ic performance starts  at 7:30 p.m. and is sponsored 
bYthe  Terrace and Dist r ic t  Ar ts  Council and the Northwest  Singers. 
T ickets,  at $2.00 adults, $1,00 Children and senior citizens, wi l l  be sold 
a t the  door. .. " . 
/ The Herald, Tuesday, Mhy 8, 19114, .Pa~ ~. 
No.w:. beer  S,  bad • , Hugh .prnce.:..ipat  .:i:i!;i: ii 
U pri /s : ; u'r'k ' . : ;:-, ~ '*: '~l little:or no pay. 
: Judy Erola, minister esponsible for.me Sf~t~ o~-i [ 
around ,every corne i -°'-" • Council that women pay 'a high pr tge ;~r .~ i~ . . , . ....~;:~!~... 
• i - in.many countries, . . ;~...: :~,,:~.. ;~;q ; :..~ 
- ' . . . .  . . I .  ~Gbvernments Should appo int ,n~!~,~: ;~ 
NEWYOItK(AP) - - I t i s  : derstand , exactly how .no~iOncoT:t ~ meee~.~..,i, p0sts wher~ they can give adv ise ; f~ i !~ '~g~a "~ 
• one more in the.endless cancer-causing agents. . . . .  . • . .  s I ~better deal,for..wemen, she said, : . . ,~.; , .~'~ .,i . . 
stream of scientifie Studies ....bring about the disease. ~UnSteSoCu~nC~ataUrmesOera~rU ~ [ . : " I t . i s  governments themselva'  ~il i .ha.~e'ithe 
that seem to find cancer .  Another problem is that 3o ~,~,  . . . . . .  ., ,=,_~". |~ power to increase the participattp~/~t'~omen in*the 
lurking everywhere. '.or 40 years can pass bet- 0..,~=o oxxen xmu ,,-,s= " " t " " " - :~-~. - ~ ~ ' ' 
This time the Culprit is ween exposure to a car- that do not cause cancer . . I  formulat on of pubhc polncy. }.:.. ~ ~; . ~r :r 
beer. Researchers linked it einogen and the ap- "~*:~": ~': . . . *~ . . . . . . .  - 
to an excess of rectal pesrance of cancer, as . , . ,..~ ,, ... ~ i ~  
cancer in Japane~ r~en in often happens with lung . . . . . .  
Hawaii. . . . . . .  i ~ ~ i ! ~ ! ! ~  ;.~ ~i:~ Such studies pointing to~ cancer and smoking. Smiling Jack'= ~: . .  And, to make th ings  • :,"~'~,: 
are so common they have differing susceptibilities to ~ ,~:.-*-., :' ~ r~,' ~: 
led many people to con- :  carcinogens. Everyone , ,<~ ~ ~ : 
elude that almost knows someone .who , 
everything causes cancer. ~smoked heavily for a ,. "i~" "~'~ 
Forty-six per cent of the lifetime and died ' 
people in the United States peacefully of old age. ' .-]p 
believe "there's not much ~ Earl Pollack, ,. *. "~',~ ": ~: " 
a person can do to prevent :Nat ional  Cancer Institute b 
cancer," a government  researcher who led the . . 
survey shows. * : L' " : study on beer drinking and 
Such.bel iefs are an- r~ta l  cancer, hasn't ~ C i ~ , L  .MoLh~t~!i!!~i!}i*i~ii!i.ii,...,)!~ founded, the exports say., concluded beer drinking 
The actual number Of causes cancer. 
known causes of cancer is • .. 
small. The National "All we can say is there 4 ), " " ' " ' i ' 
Cancer Institute unof- .was a statistical 4k ~ ' : ' :i :; ; 
f iclally lists about 30 :association" between beer : ;~; i  ":~i~" i!i , 
causes of cancer. The an0 cancer, he says. "But ' • " 
American Cancer: /:~Ve can't say lt wes due to .4 F ' ~ a ~ .  J p ~ C t ~ i  ~ :!iii ~, 
Society's Working Hst'. :the beer." . . . . . .  ~ ' . " . . . .  .:' v .  • ~' "'"'!~,' i .  ;:~!~!~ *.~ i~ 
It might t~:ck~k: i~ . ,~  i~ ~ i  :~;i  includes some 40 sub: : "  , :i stances or activities. " : "  cloublet~Ik, bu : FULL COURSE:::' : ' ', ' 
Many of .these 'sub-*::*chosenhiswordsc~a'~f!dly,,~.:~ : .' . mkil :. "-  .:: :/ ~ . : " i  -'~I: ~ | .  ~II" , t : i i  ::'" !~!.~ : ' 
s tances ,are  industrial ~ Maybe. beerdr ink ing  ~D New 1fOrK )Te  ' 
I" & Prawn Dinner '!:::=" chemicals or  drugs with .causes cancer, maybe i t  . unpronounceable names =doesn't. The most eminent i" and restricted uses. Others :'scientists simply don't : are,.=l~tter :_kn.?,wn_ : : know. . . '. , . . ". .... ;: : 
smoking and racliatlon,,for ' . . . ,  . , .4~ ii . _ • - : ~. . . . .  j !~  
example. ' . . . . .  QUESTIONS REMAIN' L .~ • 4 
" 'Therearen'taheckofa ' There are: undoubtedly 4 ~ " " ' ' " " ' ' ' ' / '  '~ '  ' ::I~ i~~ 
l°t ° ' th~gs  kn°wn to'~manydifferenees~tween ' ~ S A A O /  off tSe 
, cause cancer in peop le"  ~~beer" drinkers and.  non- ) 
M o r g e n t a l e r  c a s l ~  c a l l e d  °utslde °f t°bacc°' whlch >"~rinkers" Beer drinkers. ~ ' ' ~ "  , i;: "i rog~!~r,: l " t  eauses 30 per cent to SS per might smoke more or eat ~" ~ ~ - -~-  ~ 
cent, says Frank ~different foods, ~Pollack • ~ ~ A :i" 
' i n te l lec tua l ly  indefensible Rauseher, senior vice,, took those differencee into , ,  ,' Mother ! !  I/':~ 2 pre id nt fox; research a t  :account, and stiHfound an , re  ose  ~" *: 
the American : Cancer ,exoessofrectalcancer;.., , '  fOr  every : " 
.. S o c i e t y . .  The excess rectal cancer . ) , ,:~ 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A defenee lawyer Toronto abortion clinic and charged with RELATED TO DIET " in beer drinkers might 0nly , i ~ • i~ 
charged Monday that the federal govern~ procuring a miscarr iage,  the Criminal Finding the causes has ~ppear in Japanese men in 'q  
• ment'sease against abortionist Dr, Henry Code term ~or abortion, proven to be an enormous ~ Hawaii, fo r  Unknown SIl]O effective . i: 
Morgentaler is "constitutionally and What began as a two-week pre-trial task ,  "We know what reasons. Or it" could be a Friday, Saturday & Sunday : 
legally incorrect." motion to have charges quashed has causes about 60 per cent o f  mere coincidence, a 
• Lawyer Morris Manning also sa id the developed into one of the biggest con- our cancers," says  statistical f uke. R[$KRV[ [ARTY CALL .... 
case is "to some degree . . ,  morally and stitutlonal court battles in Canadian" Rauscher. "The other 50 ~,': The closest hing to an d L "d 
intellectually indefensible." history, with thousands of pages of POt cent Is a grey area. official list of causes of 6 3 5 . 3 6 1 , . 6  , 
Manning launched his attack during his evidence introduced in court, ~ Much of that is thought o : ~ancer is a collection Of ! 
reply to prosecution arguments presented Monday, after a one-month recess, be related to diet and ~bout 30 volumes prepared 
last month by federal prosecutor Arthur Manning began his formal reply to nutrition." by the ' International 
Pen/dngton. prosecution arguments in the final stage of One of the difficulties i s  Agency fdr Rose .oh  on  ~ ~ ~ . . . .  
At:'that time, Pennington argued on the hearing. ~ , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , , '  
behldf:ofthe.federal~.governme~l~ ~Ku~I~j~ l!~.,~l~i ,~,.~.i .,,., :.,..~,. :,'i~ ~" :S~, ~,.:/.. ' -,~.i~ 
charges against M0rgefltale~ i$ho~ld not be 'PREMISE FAULTY . . . .  ." . . . . . . . .  "' .~... 
~i/i~ed:When'the't~iMSel~d//ladtNov. 21, ~ Manning: 'call~':~Peddfngton's b~ : ~ 
Manning. sought to have the ~arges  missions "inconsistent" and said I ~,:~;,. 
agahist the Montreal doctor dropped on : statements regarding Section 251 of t 
groul~ds they violate several sections of Criminal Code - -  Canada's abortion I~ iii": I,: : 
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. since 1969 - -  were "built on a: fanl 
Morgentaler and two associates were premise." ~.:,.,.. 
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' "  ~ ~. ~:,~ ~ ' " f% ' ' '~: ' t .~ ~ i  '" " ' "  BY WArr BRO,LMASTER(TANK ) " "; or 
s359 ,,c,ooEo" ' ..... ............. 
Laige family-sized grill has ' ' ,  ~; ~ ~ .C~'~ ~' : ~",i ", 
418 square Inches of cooking .L 
space includihg warming ' . .... , t : : :~ U-: ~ , :~:~:,'~ 
rack 
40,000 BTU bow-tie stainless '; ~ ':'~'' : *" ~':" ' :, ` '~ " . . .  '~'  ,... . , ; ~  , 
• Porcelain-enamelled grills • ~, 
clean.quickly, easily 4 . . . . .  
• Easy-reach front mounted 
twin controls I 
Handy redwood shelf for 
plenty of storage and working 
space 
Piezo push-button Igniter. 
saves time, starts easily 
Fully assembled 
FREE first fill when you buy 
your Sizzler at ICG 
Sizzler exclusive to ICG 
i 
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~ SHOE 
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TAURUS . H,m-,r~, .. i l~z ik~. . : . '  ~t t111 . S-Wednesday ~Nearstar  !i
(Apr.20toMay20) v ,%~# ~Metallle ~, dweller 9Pilollower ~l"AttaCkl" 
' /  
i 
" by Jeff MACNelIy 
A partner may seem,tee element , . 36Littledin~ 
possessive. Yo~may~itte~la 22--.horse " Avg. solution t~me:~mln' , "~t~s0~0 ns 
chadty function. Travel and t0wn . . . .  ..A.;- . . . . .  ' ,,-.,=irturUl~ ~ tlorses.l~ 
,dealingswithadvisersarefor. '22Hemlng~y =" ~^~" ~ ~ E A ' -  ~ r ; 
• i ~1  ~ 1 ~  i ~ IR  i~ l l , , ,  i T !v  : _ - - -  ~ ~ L-~g ! 
t~a~,  . . .~..., sobriquet ICIOlCIKINIEIYI Sn~ILIINI~ ~Neb~ 
,~ .~z  . , W,~TP" I t .F loe. '  i K N IS  I EIRIRIAIS I  el0, ~ -,,,', 
l~ay21toJun..e20) ~ nBrassin- I t ~ A I ' ~ I T I E ~  - - , - "~ ~::;~ ',' 
lnvestmen[ opportunities " ~ s t r~nent  2 I '  " ~ ^ M L o C A IL I  ~ e'oxo~ a . " ,  
are presentedto you. A co- : 3i"Plus" I~~i iN I? !s IE !  so~ :~,,, ~; 
• worker is en~o~ You  have : ~ q . . l t ty  . I~A IL l~ l i~ i~ ln l lC !H_! l _A .  l tSpy  .,'. " 
luck in dea~ng w~ financial 34 Golf club • . . , A l!_r~lR - _A _~I~ISI 45 Z~mz~: ., 
institutions . 3SStrln~edin- ILI J  TE RALNOIRI= ~P-~I~ ' 'ti 
C,~C~P,, " ' . .--.- ' , " .' ol~-un~ent IEIDIEINnCIOICIKICIRIQWJ ~ Crosses0ut/ 
(J~e21t03~v22) ~ 37 A~r '  ~IEIEIDIEIRII IEUE!y!E! 49 s~erS~c 
~cimumprunewmnu' luns ,  . .  H ' la rv ln  _ . .  ~ . _ .  ;. : 
though sochl prospects ira- 38 As , l i e '  . . terda-'s-i~l'l; I, 51 c~oe.~r l./. 
prove. Friends go out of their ,time . Answer io yes y v . . • '. 
way for you. Ask for favors, . / i . .... ' " ' 
returns to you. Favorable . 
~"~- - -  " ~ i  }/~.L employment Offers are ex- 
, Goodyou've done in the past 
BROOM-HILDA by •Russell Myers 
NERWtN,  We ~ T A  DO 
~OME[H IN~ AfrO.IX1" THAT 
7 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN " . bv Stan Line 
I OP 77,1£ ~AI/.,Y ~/¢/..~" FIN,4M..Y REVEALS; THE 
~ Y t  eo 
tended. Career strivings pay 
off. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. ~.) 
Someone could be Jealous of 
your in te l lectua l  ac- 
complishments. Creativity is 
accented. Lucky invitations 
arrive. 
LIBRA 
(SepL 23 to Oct. 22) ' -Aq-~'~ 
Seek advice about a com- 
plicated career  matter• 
Mortgage-huntera h ve luck. 
A family member's fortunes 
turn for tl~ better. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Be less suspicious of others' 
motives. Heart.to-heart talks 
clarily issues and bring 
greatei" understanding. Travel 
is lucky. • s~G~uUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
You may receive a raise or 
bonus. A friend whose luck is 
• down. seems bitter• Fortunate. 
work developments make you 
haPPY' ~ 
CAPRICORN t~ 
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19) ~'~ 
The unattached may fall Ln 
love. Hobbies are highligbted. 
The evening hours favor going 








! ! !  
UR~c~uw .. '1-27 
XGKPKW XSYR VWVRWUH ATEYOTA 
AQUARIUS ~ 
oR, c~ a~ ~J~'/~v~ / (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 ) 
~1~1~/~_ .~\~1111~=~ ~ You're able to bring cheer to 
' ~ . ~  ~ ~ i ~  the less fortunate. Domestic 
.. i~ ~ .: 'interests are happily err,- '. 
~.  ~ . , ; .~  '/111~, "~%~" l!:i .... phasLzed. Invite others over 
. . . . .  ton ight .  H E A T H C L I F F  
• ,i:.' ~ ' P ISCES ~1 '~ . - - - - - -  - -  - - -  . . . .  - -  ..... . 
(Feb.19 to Mar. l~)  ~ ] : : ~ l 
.'. ' An invitation to visit friends I f l  t 'T ' - - '~-~ , ~,{~ "~ _ I 
should be accepted. Don't J I l l  ~ .~ II ~/ '~ L~'~f'~ ! 
become involved in a problem | [ I ~ ,~_L~I I  . ~ _ ~ ~ /  l ] 
that doesn't concern you. I | I UT~'T '~L~- -~ ~ ~  / I 
• YOU ..BORN TODAY work I ' ~/ ~ ~ . ~  q~ , , I I 
i:: ' l___ wen, with others despite the . . . . . .  : 
B.C.  Johnny Hart :. D~ fact thatyou are a private per- I ~ • I 
.. son. You're inclined to dream [ ~ _~V'-f~ ~, I 
:: ~ "~,~ "" ) I : i : } I ' ~  TO~. .~.Ap I I . INR~ .] the:typical member of your I I I II~POR~R~YII ,~  'F T~l i t /  I | 
i ~ ~  ~ '  I~ i l ' l~) l " l t " l~  . ~!~ ~ "sign. Your. imagixiation, | ,,.,,iilTdl,OPl",PJ,. ~ , ~ ~  / , |  
, ~ ' >," ' , ' -- though, brings you success in | | t ~"~"_ . , .~1  . ,~'~-~-- 'k  ~ I ~ • 
ly talented in the writing of I ~ " ~ :{!({.kk~""I " • I ~1  
' . " . . .. I~ ' : • 'i: .... i " ~:1 - - " "  ~] ' - i l l  ' I poetryor fiction. You have a I " ~1 '. , L-;. ~___~'T~ ' "  / r l 
.. ~ ' . ) " ,. • .. ...... ' .} . . . . . . :  . . . .  . - ' . . . .  ~- ~ ' '... • • n 
i! " , i~ ;L"" .; .~f  '" " ' ' "c°um.e!°r" . ~ . ~ _ . ~ / ~  I 
,: ' ~ , ' ' , .~  l ~  ~ . ' . ~ . . . . . : . . ~  ' '~" ' ~ / } r ~  , t ,  I , 
- FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE , .' , ", ' by Lynn Johnston c , t . a n a ~ e ~  . :~ . , ' . . . .  
" I HOKID~HERE~ I I H~V~ RW~Yso~t i IFIND ~: )HE~INS~I  I ~ 31  You we.  fight when infmmmlu® • ' - ,  • ' " 
, not  cause  yeast  In fee -  H m W m u w m w u w m  ~ , : : '  ' , " 
my I share  some Infer- I- • < ' ~ ' 
• ma.tton that  might  be of  I ' ' ' ' ' '" • ' ~ '~ ~ ' . 
vame toyour  readers? I ' . ' - -  ' ,.. ' : 
I was subject to I re -  I ' ~ ~ , .  
qneat  vag ina l  infect ions I ~ " • . . ' . ' . ...... " . 
that  disappeared when I I , - . . _  ~ 'v  " , , 
1~.~ml to wear  pantyhoso I ~" £~- '~"M11 " : " " 
, ~ im a cotton crotch. I I ~%~,,~._.~ e l~  , 
, l earned  this f rom a ho- I ~ . . . .  ' 
e iery .¢ le rk .  Never  a I • ~ 
word.from my family I ~ _ /~.~'A~. - @'. , 
p .~ mn or gy~ecolo- I , l  I ~ - - ~ "  ~1 
p~ who hed examined ! ~ ! "  ?'~-.P/A_ ~.~ 
me and prescribed medl- I f f~ i l~  mm.~. ,  : ' , j~ 
' anon. • < ' I i • ,,":IL' A~ 
rve told thk to several • I : ' ~ ~l . , , i~ .  ~ ,  
• women.  Mo~t  of them al- ! I t - , , .  , ~ ,~'~,,, [ .  ~ ~ ] ~tho WIZARD of ID I  by Brant Parker and 10hnny Hart " " ready knew it. lho you • . r -~  '.' :.~..,: w,,, , , , . .  the I , # | t 
::r' l t~ j . . .  : e r , , ;  , , , l i on  with your renders. | ,~ ~I|'~ ,×t l~t t l f , / J  i ' l~i, 
~~ ~ ..-,as,,.,.,o... as L n, , - -  ,~-,./~/./a ~~ 
, v . . t~ l~- -~ '  1~lankS for the corn- I1 ,m tli|   ll  
~ r ~ ~  remlers out there who I .~ l  . ] k:'Wer'X~,/~ I, 
~ ~ 7  .ml^--'~,pi ,. ~er~, Many who wrote |1 , m I . .  . .  said they stopped getting l i ,  1 I I I I ~ "  ' i .  • I 
' Infections when they I t  I I nnnun~/ /~# umt .  
stai'ted to wear cotton I | .  I~ l  i N ~ , (  l [ [ |  I [ /  
briefs under their jeans I ]  i [ ] 1 1 ~  / p ~  
and~ tlghtfittlng stretch Ix I mm ~/,,//'.,~/~/~/,,// IkJI l .. 
"~ e~ , "  pants . '  " I~  l i lW~,~ w - I  ~: " i 
' The next  wr i ter  pro- I ° m, -  . , 
• 4, v lded  a welcome,  rel ief " : ' 
• '. f rom the  male  ehauv ln -  I I IA IL_ .L  __L  . . , ' 
i s t s  I ' ve  been hear ing . vv ln l f l i ,  UDOUg monkeys?  , 
:1,,© "~-~'~ '~ ' '~ '  .: .. , .~ . .~ .~_ ,~.1  ~ , ' -  ' ~ , ' -~- - '  ' ~ . I , ' , f romlate ly .  You must  have  monkeys l "  
SWGIWUH AEE IEOVGAPX.  
" ~ ......... Teday!s~UJl~che',,Aeql~IsT..i~i ...... :-,, I 
The L"r~t~lulp In a simple sul~titution elplm. In ,whl~ u~i  
letter u~l  stands for another. If you ~ that X ~l~Is O, it 
wLll equal O thrungboot the p~.zle. Si~le letters, short wor¢ll, 
and words ~ing an apostrophe can glye you clues to l~t l~  
vowels, Solution is accomplished by ~ and error. ' ~" 
, , i ra .  ~ ~ , ~  ~ ~ d i l . ~ . ~ J ~  ~ ~ , _ ~ ! ~ , ~ .  ~ ~, ,  .~  i ~  . . . .  . ~ , ~  ~ . . . . . . . .  -~  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . ~  . . . . .  . .  ~ = - - z  . . . . .  ~ ~ ~"  ~ ~ ~ . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  - ,  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  f , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
! 
1 ~' "~" bY ALLISTE-R PEDE~ENr',. ' ." . ' 
~[ .:; ;. Emergency Communications Coordinator, -" 
I•:,:=~:;,"~,: Depar~mentefCommunicattoas. 
,!i*,~i:~'~ii :~: " ." ; Tancouv~r: .. ~.~" .... ~ ~ '. ~' 
TS'IS is the fourth In a series of articles ~lesi@ed to 
nform mariners about marine radio equipment, 
dl.o~porating procedures and radio regulations 
rfich]arly as they relate to the West Coast of 
~iiada, ,This articlewill outline standard marine 
~ lfotelephone procedures used for distress 
mmtl,nl~ations. ' . . . .  , : 
rhe:,Impo .~ce  ~: thoroughly lmowL, q8 correct 
;tre~s procedures cannot be overemphasized, 
life may depend on it as well as these Of others 
Kyoumay be able to rescue f rom~ distress. 
.M~tlon.il The distress ignal consists of the Word 
AYDAY which indicates that he ship (or aircraft ' ~ r j  
CAN WiN ,GREAT PRIZES H~s and imminmt danger and requires Ira-, - . 
ediate ssslstance or that another ship, aircraft o r  
~htcle .is ~tcned by serious and.imminent I 
Lngerand n~i~ immediate dSsistan~. AT THE 
[t.'la v.ery im~poi'tant to accurately evaluate your' I 
xl~tlon in an emergency. If your engine has quit  ~ 
z~king and your vessel is in immediate danger of 
~',WaShed Up/onto a reef th~i~ you' are in a 
stress Situation. If however, yourengine has quit ~ 
~¢i',!'you are drifting slowly towards a reef a '  
10metre :or . . . .  so away then you should only be 
~/~mit t~g an urgency message .not a distress 
. Tn~g • . . . .  . . .. , 
:/~!TlieP~oeeduresforurgencycommul~.ailons(to ',. " ,,. MALL be describ d later) are basi ally the ssme as for ' 
' 'dis'tress.c0mmunlcations. ~ The urgency~slgnal PAN J I 
~AN however replaces the distress signal [ I 
• I M&YDAY,.,'~'::'~, ' . ...... '" r .... ~ / '~-~:  t l. , : : i.~.~.i 
• *ac~nce  with the proCedures ouUln"ed~.bel6w, I :1 
.,. Thee.e procedures shall not, however, prevent a 
'[ yeluiel:in distress from making.use ofany means' at 
". ]. |~'.idlspoeall to attract attention, make known its " " " ' * 
: |  .~itton andobtain help . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . .  :. : ! ' . ,  
'l!tll"~i~'dtM'"callandme~gesh°n]dbe~tran" ' ENTER OUR 2 CONTESTS ~1 smitiedouCH. 16VHF (150,8MI.IZ)orCH. 51MF 
iV H (2.182 kHz). vessels equipped only with General 
l~dl0 S~rvtce-(C,B.) equipment should use GRS 
~el  9, ".. 
~e distress call a~ message shell only be sent  
en:tba authori~ of the person in command of the -m aa~ 
vessel and shall consist of: 1) The radiotelephone 
M#m signal (ff the vessel ls fitted with this 
equipment); B) The distress signal MAYDAY 
spoken three times; 3) The WOrdS THIS IS; 4) The 
~Pte and caLLsign of the vessel in distress poken 
times; 5) Particulars of its position; 6) Nature 
~i¢~strensand kindof assistance required; 7) A 
~pt ioh  of the vessel or station in distress, .ff 
~ble ;  8) The number of persons on beard; 9) 
. .~!  other information which might facilitate 
~e,  (I.e. ,abandoning ship with lifejackets')'. 
~: Radiotelephone alarm signal generating devices 
ar~/generally associated only with SSB equipment. 
'l~e purple of this two-tonewarbling audio signal 
w~i.ch should be transmitted for 30 seconds or more 
is'io alert stations guarding CH, 51 SSB (2182 kHz) 
.~t ;h  d is t r~ call is:to follow. 
.The distress call s l id i l : " ;dK~iad~,  '~  =~': ~' 
[ [ N A 
- ! .  
FOR MOTHER 
NYONE CAN ENTER-* 
w ~  
You can enter for your Mum or she can enter 
herself, as long as her name appears 
~11 not be given beforo the dis-tress message -is 
se~t, The distress call shell have absolute priority 
~r .  all other transmissions. All staffoRD which 
he~. it shall immediately cease any transmission 
wld,ch,may interfere with it and shall listen on the 
fr~ueney used for the distress ceil. ', 
~e distress message shall be repeated at in- 
te i~ls by the vessel in distress until an answer is 
re~:eived.' The intervals between repetitions of the 
distress message shall be sufficiently long to allow 
fi~e for stations which have recelvedthe, message 
t0~reply; :'When a Vessel in distress receives no 
answer to its distress call sent on the distress 
eqtlenciss 218~ kHz or 156.8 MHz (CH. 16 VHF) the 
trees'tag and mssesl~e should be repeated on any 
other available frequency on which attention might 
be a(trected. (i,e. ship.to.ship or ship-to.shore.) 
/111 *addifi6n to a Standardized procedure for 
sending a distress call, there is an internationally, 
recognized procedure far acknowledging receipt of 
a distress message. Thecourse of action to be taken 
~pe a vessel after hearing a distress message 
nds upon the ability of the vessel to render 
istanee, Vessels that receive adistress me~age 
from another~veuel which is, beyond any possible 
doubt, in  their .vicinity, shall immediately 
ac~owledgu recelpt, 'However, in areas where 
reliable communications with Coast Guard r~dio 
staU0ne are practicable, vessels hould deler 
acknowledgement for a short interval ~'seConds') 
s01J}At he Coast Guard station may a~iio~,ledge 
Vessels Which receive adistress m~ge and are~ 
able'to render 'assistance shall acknowledge the 
d i s~ message in the.following form:" 1) The 
name oftbe vesselin distress (three times); 2) The 
words THIS IS; 3)  The name of the vessel 
ackn0wledging ~ceipt (throe times);.4) The word 
ROGER (or RECEIVED); 5) the word MAYDAY; 
6)~W information that might be pertinent to the 
vessel in distress, i.e. estimated time of arrival 
(ETA) to distress location, etc.); 7) the word 
OVER; (the vessel in distress may wish to ex, 
change further traffic with the stat ion 
aclmowledaing the distress message.) " ' 
Vessels which receive adistress message that has 
no.t been acknowledged and are not In a position to 
render nsslstancb, shell allow a short interval of 
~e: |o  elapse before acknowledging receipt of the 
me, sage. This is to allow a Coast Guard Radio 
Station or vessels nearer the distress location a 
Chance to acknowledge the distress m e~age in. 
terference-free. ' .... 
~"tf sLLII no scknowledgement of receipt ls'~ads by 
my other station after a short interval of ~,~e 
distress mesuge should ,then be~ ackzo~ge~/ .  
(~ls ~to ass~ the v~sel in .~tha!  
• .didtreu m~ge .has ~,  wce|ved ~.a~mer  
station), Vesselin dis~'#ss hould"L~ed i:~ told 
that lta melange" .win. be r~l,yed. ,,~ ,. .'i' ' 
The relay---'bi'.~llstress me sages and examples of 
dlstnms Calls and messages will be outlined in the 
next Article. In order to be fully prepared for an 
en~ergenoy situation the foregoing distress 
pr0cedurns should be "mentally practised" while 
crulMng. Force yourself to determine exactly what 
YOfl wenld say ff you struck arock inthe next ten 
Seconds and started taking on water. What is your 
position? What assistance is required? How would 
' YOu describe your vessel? How many people are on 
~d? Regularly running .through this mental 
ex~cino will stiow you to respond as needed 
emergency situations. 
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, ,Steelhead anglers 
....... k bd : to retu as  ' I rn  
harvest ,surveys 
VICTORIA- -  B .C .  steelhead last*y .ear!~d 
" Anglers ~who receive a' roturn~e"~id~sflomLres 
s tee lhead  harvest  neverthelesS, evenffthey 
questionnaire from the did not go steelhesdI~g. 
ministry of  environment 
are asked to complete and 
return the postpaid card 
promptly. 
S tee lhead  l icence 
holders elected at random 
for this annual survey are 
asked to supply in- 
formation on where, when, 
and for how long they 
fished for steelbead, and tp 
report their success, or 
lack of it, in each area 
fished. Contacted anglers 
who did not catch a 
Their reports a re  as 
necessary as the returns 
from successful fishermen 
to reflect a tmeplcture of 
steelhead fishing effort. 
The information gathered 
through the survey, helps 
ministry staff plan future 
steelhead management 
programs, including the 
provision of additional 
protection for spawning 
stocks where necessary, or 
the introduction of 
enhancement measures. 
on. the entry. 
room wm 
Lottery will limit 
number of hunters 
i n  1984/85 season 
Limited entry hunting 
regulations for the 1984-85 
hunting season were an- 
nounced recently by En- 
Vkonment Minister Tony 
iBrummet .  Through 
, ; ! l im i ted  ent ry , "  
authorizations to take a 
particular species or kind 
of animal are made 
available to hunters in 
, limited numbers, for areas 
where general open 
seasons might ~sult in 
overharvesting. The 
system is also used to 
direct hunting pressure 
away from prime breeding 
stock, and to assist in the 
collection of biological 
samples. 
L imi ted  ent ry  
author i za t ions  a re  
distributed on the basis of 
a random choice lottery 
operated by computer. - 
Application cards, and 
booklets containing details 
of seasons, dates, types 
and numbers of licences 
offered for 1984-85, are now 
available at sporting oods 
agents' offices• and 
regional ministry of- en- 
viroumen effices. 
The env i ronment  
minister s t ressed  that 
appl icat ibn~ must  i be 
recaived L~ Nictoda.,.,,by 
June 12 in order to qualify 
for the computerized draw. 
The draw will take place 
on Jun e22, 
.. Only ,Briflshl Colttmbia 
residents are eligible to 
apply for limited entry 
authorizations, and ap- 
plicants are limited to 'one 
application per species. 
Thee is a #3,00 fee for each 
application card. 
Authorizations will be 
issued free of charge. Both 
successful and un-  
successful applicants will 
be notified by mail. 
.There will be a total ~of 
22,553 .limited- entry 
authorizations available 
this year . .  In 1983 over 
50,000 applications were 
received for the 17,709 
author i za t ions  then 
• "~i :: s tores ,  government  available. 
./Dinner. for.. 2 ..at: the.,r. Baurian, ......... , .... Turn s crim,o 
in desperation ,Flowers at her tablec0urtesy 
Flowers a laSCarte 
,Engraved silver wine goblets 
courtesy Carters Jewellers 
. " • ~ J 
,0vernlsht s stay at Northern Motor inn 
,Chaffering to and from each 
. . . .  destination ¢oudesy Kalum gabs 
, Entries available at ell Mall Merchants. 
D ead//ne for entries Saturday, May 12 
: at 5p.m. 
12 & UNDER'-- 
WIN YOUR MOTHER 
A DOZEN ROSES 
ENTER OUR LETTER CONTEST 
Write us a letter saying 
• "WHAT MY MOM MEANS TO ME" 
~' INT|I AI' THE MAtt  ADMINISTRATION OFFICE. 
DEADtMI fS FIIIDAY,MAY I! at 12 NOON. 
Aho'  flowers will be glvgn to the runner up. 
,:$~lep the Mall far_all your 
, Mother's Day Shepp/ng 
TORONTO (CP) -- Eric 
Wright couldn't get 
published, so he turned to 
crimb. Crime writing, that 
is. 
Now, at age 55, Wright 
and his first novel -- The 
Night the Gods Smiled --  
have earned raves, made 
waves and won awards in 
the popular, but over- 
crowded field of crime 
fiction. 
Selected in March as the 
best first mystery of the 
year by the British Crime 
Writers Association, The 
Night the Gods Smiled is 
one of the first Canadian 
works honored by British 
crime writers -- leaders in 
• the field since Arthur 
Renan Doyle created the 
archetypal British sleuth 
in Sherlock Holmes. 
American writers have 
also been a long-dominant 
force in detective writing 
-- Edpr  Allen Poe helped 
establish the form with 
The Murders in the Rue 
Morgue --  and their hard; 
boiled heroes continue to 
solve millions of crimes 
and sell millions of copies 
every year. 
CREATES ODD COP 
But *Wright says he 
purposely made his here, 
insp. Chariie Salter of 
Metropolitan Toronto 
Police, a different kind of 
fictional cop. 
"I vowed right from the 
beginning that my guy was 
going to be different," he 
says, "not some inspector 
pissing around with a pipe, 
and not a tough guy who 
does everything better 
than everybody." 
Salter, as the novel 
begins, is languishing in l 
the backwaters of police 
bureaucr@cy after sup- 
porting the wrong man in 
the politicking to select a 
new chief. He is sourly 
suspended in mid-life until 
a murder no one cares 
much about lands, almost 
by accident, on his desk. 
Prof. David Summers of 
Douglas College in Toronto 
is found dead in a Montreal 
hotel room during a year; 
end fun meeting for boozy 
• academics. ' 
The only clues - -  a l ip- 
stick-stained liquor glass 
and a broken whisky bottle 
- -  are so banal they 
present a challenge in 
themselves, especially 
when found beside 'the 
professor's still.filled 
wallet. 
In his anonymous way, 
Salter does the rounds of 
the dead man's friends, 
learning that his last days 
were Uttered with 
references to a mysterious 
good fortune and 'the gods 
smiling on him." 
The more Salter learns 
about Summers, the more • 
he likes him, and the more 
he is drawn into the orbit of 
Summers's world. 
"I  tried for •years .to 
make a go of 'serious' 
literature," Wright says. 
"I got one thing published 
in the New Yorker, but that 
was it. They wouldn't ake 
anything else. 
"I  finally.: decided" to 
write a .detective novel 
because I enjoyed reading 
them and I was sick of not 
being published." 
Born in London, 
England, Wright shun- 
cloned his secure job as a 
clerk - -  and its "life of 
unbearable dullness" -- at 
age 21. 
He left for Canada with 
$150, determined to get a 
university education and a 
life worth living. 
Working ~in construction 
in Fort Churchill, Man., 
and later as a fishing guide 
north of Kenora, Ont., he 
put himself through the 
University of Manitoba 
and earned a degree in 
English. 
That led to a teaching 
PoSition at Ryerson 
Polytechnlcal Institute, 
the basis for Douglas 
College of his novel, where 
he has ~mained for the 
last 25 years -- raising a 
family, . refining : his 
'teaching skills, and failing 
to write a novel someone 
would publish. 
EARNS CLUB LOGO 
But all that changed in 
1962 when he completed 
the Salter mystery and 
Collins of Canada ccepted 
it. A parent firm in London 
also took it -- the first 
Canadian work to be 
published under its 
selective Crime Club" logo 
. --.aS Well aJ Scribners in 
New York. 
A steady flow of praise 
followed, from the "light, 
urbane and very readable" 
., Of The Globe and Mall to 
the "sparkling debut" 
tooted  by the London 
Times; 
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I I I 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth at Northwest 
Community College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please' call Bey 




Sundays, 7.10pm 638.1362. 
(plxI.Nove4) 
i TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
iSERVICES prov ides  
!assistance with household 
imanagement and dally 
:'living activities to aged, 
!hand icapped,  con.  
~valescents, chronically III, 
~etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 




~Educaflon Ass'n. is 
~concemad with upholding 
ithe right to Ilto of the 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
S~up Kitchen - -  We provide 
free soup tb:fhese In ne~h 
this earvlce Is provided by.  
volunteers who are 
unemployed.. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to malrdaln th Is service. 
3312 Sl~rks Ave. 
loam - 4pro 
". 631-1604 
.. (Ppd2-30mor84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S  .. 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
UNEMPLOYMENT • 
ACl~ION CENTRE - - .  We 
are i~ a non'government 
age~y that provl' ,des ad.vlce 
and :counselling '.tO: the  
unemployed. Our Services 
are,free. If you need*help 
w i th  .Unemployment  
Insurance prob lems or 




( Back of "l:llllcum Theatre) 
635.46,11 
(ppd2.30mar84) 
"' . . . . .  - r~!j . . . . .  
INCHES AWAYCLU6"  '~"T IONAL RTS . . . .  . , . , . .~ . ,  - :~i  . ~ 
meets every ~TueSday a t .  ~ :NT 'RE:  ' Or,-kesara 
6'45 p m,  In -the :,' Sl(~na". ...... " arl; ~a " . 
I J " J ' i . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ~ I F t. May 12 8 
Health "Unt •: "For:Jn:.• D~ at R~M ~_'-- 
formation call ;'J~anne 635. ~heatr~'. ' P ro - r , , - I , ,  
7742 ~. Kathy 638,049)'.: . _~,~_  -~_ _. ;= ' . ' "  ":" 
-'- ' : . ' - : -  ; C l le l ( ]~ l " ,  KgSS ln l ,  Mozarh  
• Lppae~31aug~ ":hate'S; ~ "~" --" • : ;~ " -'~ ",. ' ~ .,', N~enaelssenn, 
PROGRAMME CADRE. Obtaln advance tickets 
FRANCAIS Le  Mlnlslere Car . le r ' s  Jewe l le rs ,  
de L'Educatlon offre eux Skeena Mall  $8 student- 
.Francophones de..Terr~:e s.enlors,. $10 adults. 
un oducaflon:en Fran~;~s.. 
Pour in fo rmat loh :  J..Y~ TERRACE WOMEN'S  
Paul 635.9527 L. Tr:emblay Cenh'e~ 8nd the Unem- 
Drop.In centre; support 
.Innocent from conceptlonto WE WANT YOU to come so,vice for " women; AA  MEETINGS 
!natural death. Active and and loin us, a family . Information; referral; . . -  . 
~supportlng members  orientated group, with lending Ilhrary; bookstore, M onoay--8:30p.m. 
.:welcome. Phone Roberta family and adult activities, counse l l ing ;  support  :,(Closed) • . ,  
::635-7749 or Mark at 635.5841. We are a local, support, groups . " .UnltedChurch .~  • 
! (ppd-30iune.84.) group; offering frlemJshlp, - .~ "4~12 pork Avenue; : ~907 Lezeile : :,:~ . 
CANADIAN PARENTS for companlomhlp and help If opanl2.4p.m.weekdays .": ... ," : :  '..: we can to famllles who are . 631-8221 Tuesaay--8:!~ p.m.- 
iFrench (Terrace Chapter) only one parent. Come and " (ppd-7mo-30Mar'84) - .:(Open Speek~) I~ I " 
:Monthly meeting Is hold Join us the One Parent • ..~ = . s~redHear.t:C~brch i
!every last Wednesday of Famllles Aesoclatlon of ,' :. , .; ~:.. ,,;::~:;~i. ' . . .,.:.'~..~ I~ Strau~'.::.i:~" :"~:~ 
;everymontbat.8:00p.m. at , Canada.. For Informefion ' . . .: ......... ,.: .... ; .... ~~ ~:~ .' ~..~,:~,-;,;.-~,~. 
;the Kltl K'Shan staffroom, phone Bee 635.3333 or Ji~dy" :.~-'Mmday .at )~ l l l ;~r ia [  :::~, :~ ' .~ lay ,+:~p;~:~~: .  
~For more Information call 638.1935 Or write Box 372' ,' H";;'v,,,ital, at ~8,m ~ .... ,-,,~,,=n~'-'- " ~(,W0men'sCIo~ad)':~: . .  . . . .  ......... 
;Cathy at 635.2151 or Sue at Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. Isohel 635-9359 or Gloria 635 .  HOSpital t'sYC n unit • . 
"~S-~91. (ppd-131Ula~) ~.  ThursdaY,-- e:30 p.m~ 
; (plxLS-291une) PARENT'S-IN-CRISIS A : (ppd-23mara,i) 
.KSAN HOUSE Is self.help group for parents,. (Closed) 
Hospital Psy(~h Unit 
'available to women and seeklng to change EVERY THURSDAY at .7 " ', . . . .  .-: 
chlldren who have been desfrucllve paflerns of Frlda~/--8:.~p.m; 
physlcally or mentally chlld-rearlng. Weekly p.m.unlt Intherethe IsH°Spltala movlePySChon (Open)- " 
635.4832. " " " '4  ~ ployment Action Centre, 
1 1 " • ~tpl:! iun) ..:wll!: be hestlng an In- 
• ' "  • " 'i i~".': .". : i  forrnat ion .workshop •on 
:Crisis Grants fo r  people 
2 ;Con i l l i a ; :  : ' : : ' receivlng. G .A . I .N .  
• I{V,e.~!~,.~. ' '"  ~ *~ 11:"~m at the Terrace 
: , :  ":'ii i the Gr.n Room: 
_. _" TE~':"~:'~. -. _: .... " ' 'Free ,chlldcere Is available 
7~:30i,~.'~..~:~%~.~Sk~en~:':.~H~ ' T~R~ACE L f f ,  e 
Health Un i t  Auditorium • Theatre wil l  present a 
Election of otflcers:;wlll spe~:lal  encore per. 
take pla~e~ All Interested ,i,for.~ance of It's award. 
in this (;!pb are urged to :,!~innlng, play "A Lefler 
a l~d. : , i~ . ;~ .  '.~ ,1'..:~:~" ~*: -~:~ the:Geniral'~ at 8:30 
• '. ~ ':-':'::~ :. (i ic.:28may):~i;~i~~n~ay 1.i at the Little 
Theatre, 3625 Kalum St., 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary '  refuge 
call the HELP line 635- 
6447. (ppd-apri130.84) 
1 (:ommunlty Services 
2 Coming Events 
3 Notices 





meetings. Telephone crisis Kermode Friendship Centre CHILD DEVELOPMENT • Terrace. It's your last 
line • 635.5566 or write to Alcohol and Drugs.  3313Kelvin ': ".S. CEN.TRE garage :& baKel,.. chance to see this play 
P,O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. Everyone welcome; .... . :  'j'.:. : "~  : . s~le. ~Sat~.:~ay ~;~ l~m.".'~i.before it  goal.to Penflcton 
(ppd4.20]une) . (ppd,14mayi . Saturq.ay :-:~,p.m.,. :. :". 2pm.:::: :F~'i~. P,l¢~up:~";i~:¢f ~: i Jh~! .  iretrent for the 
.~',;.,,~al~s~h.i,,l~...~ do.n~, tlons ca. l . l~.~5~ :oi' !~!.~$1(~na .r glan In the B,C. 
" . . .  . - :~ .  dr.op .atl, th.e:Cen~ei.~:.~rl,~:,,:Fe~Iva! of the Arts,  
~,,-,~,; • ~,~n,,m '.:" M~ 11 from'4#m:.i~l~',"~ .. ,:~,Tl;;kels are $5.00 and are 
.(M~n's Closed) ;.... . . { .nc~. imey) . . I va l la  .ble from cast 
Anglican Church • ..:: • ~ " ~-.:~": : .... members and at the door. 
Basement • THE TE.RRA(~E &' [nc.11may) 
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10 In Memorium 
I1 Auctions 
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INDEX 
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CLASSIF IEOEATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less $2,00 per Insertion, Over 20 
words S cents per word. 3 or more consecutive 
Insertions 51.50 per insertion. 
REPUNOS 
FIrM insertino charged for whethor run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed has b~en set, 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second insertion; 
Allowance con be made for only one incorrect 
ad. 
EOX NUMBERS 
Sl.00 p ickup.  
82,00 mailed 
CLASSIPleD DISPLAY 
Rates evollablo upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per agate line. M in imum chorpe SS.g0 
per insertion. 
LEOAL-  POLITICAL and .TRANSIENT AD. 
V JRTIS iNO 
37 cents per line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
S5.00 per line per monlh. On a minimum tour 
month basis• 
'COMING eVENTS • 
For Noq.Profil Organizations. Mexlmum 5 days 
Insertion prior tO event for no charge. Must be 25 
wordsorlaes typed andsubmit tedtoourof f  ce, 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to publication day. 
CLASSiPleD 
11:00 o.m. on day previous to day Of publication 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL  CLASS iF i lO  CASH WITH ORDER other 
than BUSINESSES WITH AN'ESTAgLISHE O 
ACCOUNT. 
Servlce charge at $s.to on I I I  N,$,P. ¢hlWuol. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO chlrga provided news S~bmllted within onl  
flrlorlth. 
l lex  )W, Terrp¢a, E.C. Home Delivory 
V I~ 4E4 Phooe Ik1~4~ 






Card of Thanks 6.00 
InMemorium 6.00 
~)ver 60 words, 5 cents each additional word. " 
PHONE 635.63S7 -- Classifild Adver~Islnp 
Deportment. 
SUBSCRIPTION EATES 
Etlact lvt Octobar t• 19110 
Single Copy . 25C 
EyCerrler • mth. S3.50 
ey Carrier year 311.00 
By Mai l  - 3 rathe. 25.00 
Ey Mai l  6 mths. 35,00 
Ey Mai l  I yr.'M.00 
Senior Citilen I yr. 30.00" 
Eritish Commonwealth and United States OI 
America I yr. 65.00 
The Herald reserves the r'ighl to cleosity ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and 10 determine page IOootion. 
The Herald reserves the r ight  to revise, edit, 
¢lesSlty or reject any advertisement and to 
retain 4ny answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the sdvartisemsnt and box rental. 
EOX replies on "Ho ld"  Instructions not picked UP 
Within tO dsyS at explry Of an advertisement w i l l .  
be destroyed unlols mail ing instructions ere 
received. ThOSe answering Box Numbers are 
requesled not to send orlglnols ol documents to 
avoid IDES. All cI0ims of errors in odver?isements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 days " 
after th t  f irsl pubJlcotion. 
It IS agreed by the 4dvorti~er equesting space 
that the l iabl l itv O! Ihe Herald in the event of 
fallure to Publish on edvertlsement or in the 
event ot an error aplo~aring Iq the a,%,crl i~menl 
~S l~UOllShed shall bP l lmlted to the amount deid 
by the odvertlser for only one In¢orrent insertion 
for the portion of the advertising kgK I  OCCUpied " 
by the incorrect or omltI0d I t lm Only, end that 
there shall he no l iabi l ity to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for such ~Klvertising. 
Advortisemenls must c0mpiy with the British 
ColumPle Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertislng that dlscrlmlnotes agalnst any 
p~rson hecause Of his r~e.  religion, sel(, ¢olor, 
natlonaNy, ancestry or p ike  of Origin, or 
because his age la hetweefl 44 and.65 years, 
unless the c~ldit lon Io ju l t l f led by • Ix)no fide 




Classified Mail.in Form 
Your  Ad ........................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .e .o . . .  • . . . . . . . • . . .  • . . . . . .  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No, of Days . . . . . . . . .  
C lass i f icat ion .................................. .Send'ad a long wi th  
4726 I;ezelle" - " . 




COMMUNITY  " 
SERVICES :~ 
635.3178 
4£~0 Lakelse Ave, 
• Ter,raceVeG1P4 : 
.. " ~ ALTERNATE :- 
'EDUCATION 
" ¢()MMUNITY !::: 
WORKS 
CONSUMER 






N ORTHW E ST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELL ING 
638-8117 
SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE  
i~ROO RAM (SYWIP)  
635-5?78 
• SPECIAL SERVIC E'.s 
TO CHILIIREN 
at 8pm at~REM !~.e~, 
635-7087 Theatre. Ti~:kets avallai~le 
TERRACE: ;:from. the: students~:a~ 
HOMEMAKERS " Sight and SotJndor phone 
635.5135 635-2142. and 6~5.2421. 
Prices are adults, 54, 
TERRACE RECYCLING students o.ver 12 $3, 
635.7271 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
& LIVING SKILLS 
635-7863 
;DISTRICT ,Am ¢INnclI::':-: " 
and.:tbe Northwest.Sl~. er,~. 'DISTRICT 
present the : "  u~J~..C~: : AGRICULTURIST, 
Chamber ~:~.Stn~gers::T on .  Graham'Johnstonewlil be 
Fr iday,  11th.~N(ly St: the_- lnforming horse owners on 
REM Lee Th'eetre at the'recent  outbreak of 
7:30pro ]'!ckets At the door. swamp fever In the Kisplox 
(nc-11may)..Val.ley on Wed. May 9 . 
CENTENNIAL • " i :,' spin at the Caledonia 
• -,. Lecture Theatr.e. If you 
CHRISTIAN.  School, an,, owl) a-horse p ease camel 
ngun.ceS'.thqtKl'l iclerga~ ::.. ' :  ' . " (nc.9may) 
.. l,s'l~e"" :tratlo,.~ S :a re"  . . . .  ,:,~ : ;  ~"~ ...... " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~ .... - n . * ~O .. . . . . . . .  • ... .. .. .. ........  
#~g ~a~,cepteo :...l:Or.~.~,:. S EC O N ID. " A N N U A L 
children..ot..:'.parents~.. In.-.":,QA~' AGE .~,' Sale" ' Knox 
forested : I n . 'Christla'l~i.ii':' I~ni~ed Church Sat May 12 
.ed~clatlon. ChUd~en imUM*.:!~" : . Ig~m.;~pm 4907 Lazel le 
oe.~; f ive years:  old~i ~y.<,' A~e'L Furniture, windows, 
December 31, 1984;:.':Bl~.tb.~ misc. i tems,  housewares 
certificates ~are. re~l:~d/~i: ~n~":large assortments of 
. "':: (nc-11may)'. : ".b~cllng. 
" ' " - " :~..~' (nc-11may) 
THE SMITHERS Christian ." - 
School Choir and hand will T E R R A C E F O L K.  
be performing a t  the FESTIVAL organizers 
Christian reformed Church need voluntoersl We are 
(corner Sparks and organ iz ing ,  mus ic ,  
Straume) May 29 at chi ldrens,  events, errs & 
7:30pro. Everyone. I s  '.~craftsi local and In. 
weli:ome to attend:, : -  :~ternatlonal food booths, 
(~c(11maY) : w.orkshops and more. A 
:.:: '. " " • meeting wlll be held on 
DANCE. REVUJ~84..gt~ Thursday~ay107:3Op.m, 
• ,:,,annual per for~.~ce,  b.yl Come: out. and help make 
::.. The '~ lck l  :, .l~'r#.l~In~-: :~Ur.'f~urth annual festival a 
Dance.Studenls:May 2.~6i • : successf 
(nc3-1Omay) 
I~~:Bu~lne~ 
Per ion~l  
chi ldren and senior 
citizens S2 .  Dqnatlons~/~:TOTA,L BUSINESS SER. 
fromtheproceadsgotothe: ¢ICES 24 hr. Answering 
REM Lee Thea~e Fund. Service, Typing, Peg ng, 
Come .and enio, y an  Photocopying Alarm 
eve01ng of:ente~41~ment <monlt~'lng. 323e Kalum St. 
for. the whd~efamiJy: . :: Phor~ 638.0195: 
(PlXl- . :". ' (i~:~,:~qy:) i::- " ' " ~' .(accT.mar-tfn) ( l~a  W. 84) >.~-~,:::. ~:•..: .. . . 
JUIX) CLUBS For lunlor 7- WOMAN INT:I~RES'rE.DIn~ ,: FILTER QUEEN 
14 years. Ju;Jilsu for adu t se l f - lmprovement i !  'alid sales& Service 
For.more information call ' community :  wl)rk' ,':,~re . . . . '  " :-,:Phone 
635.9316and 635.9556. " • :. ' .ne~!~l .ed, Ter~ai;e W~,~' I~ ' :'. ." . ' : . . .~II .7,6 
' L (p3-~.may). J~Cham.berof Commi~..i'ce : ,:~ . 
, .__ . :* ,  . . . . . . .  ' :: .spo~s0redby.: .Ta~a:ce.- . - ; :  'A .LTOOVEY 
~(, .=~=fv , -  ~;UN F ACE REPAIR " " Jaycees wishes to. an. URN 
SERVATIVE Association of nounce the next Phone635-7524 
Skeena. Information organizational meeting.at (stf) 
Memberships. Phone 638- 3238 Kalum Ave. (above 
1206. Elegance Fashions)Use D .L .G .  PORTER 
(p6-31aug84) . entrance on Kalum.. CHARTERED AC.  
Tuesday May 8th at 7pro.  COUNTAHT~ Trustee In 
ARE' YOU PREGNANT For  further Information bankruptcy, receiver, 
worried,, thinking of. ansi' ¢on~ct Donna• at:4~18.8014 l iqu idator .  209-4650 
• abBr..Nm? We at Blrth~Ight i~.~.S. , .CherY. : l : ) '~t: :~ Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
supp!rt ..and frleqdlh~p.:.." :.:.. . : . (nc . ;~) .  ~4R2, .438.0361,. 635-$702. 
Fret confidential . . . .  ' ;  : " : . '~ ,-~."!,;~ .~." ':~ (,,2028may) . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .~:~,:~ :"~.:;~: . .  .~. ~ ~" - . 
pre..IRlmcy tosl~-avallabll... NEW MOM~. . , .# . r~ .'~ ,,., , '. ,;, 
TllllC.um Building 4721 Suite Womanl  Th~:"Te~¢:~ ::~ (~[ . . . . .  J .... . "" 
- ~01j. Lamlle Ave. Olf lm .Breasthiedlri~::. s~ip~]~.f.,.~:.l~f:.:. Help  :. 
:.ho~rs Mira, to Frl. from 9am Gro~ wil! holc]~!~i monlhly '~ . . .  ' ,. :._INA,~t , ,e l  .. ' 
I~ ham Saturday. 9am to  'meel|i~o n Tu~V MaY $!~]: . . . . . . . . .  ' "  
IpmPhone6~:~OTanytlme~ !:.It gpm at Skate  'Pubj); ~':..-.-,.o,.~-:~.-...J . . . .  ' 
' [ppd-iunee4) ' : ' :HAIIh Qn!t 34]2. Ka~U~:~i" /~TURE WOMAN TO 
. . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  . ; , , , "  TOPIC: Car~of.;the Mother.*\'~ .0RK nights, holidays, 
==^u,~,. ~=a,u , , .  n=,-~- P~,bl ,~ are Welrnm" ' '.' ": : • _ J_ , ,_._ , ,  M ,.. " IN 'e L15."'" A " ' - -  :" ' : -  • "~. " ~ " ' .  "'-' "' ." :,.~!elK. e ,  oB; ~me ~.w- . r ,  t. ~ .m.ea ~.4n(..,tlnU . . . . .  (nc.gmav) .' .,. , . . . . . . . .  
- ~pp ly /w n ~lty MeaTs for SUpport and ln~m~lon ' :  : " ' " ' '" '" . . . . . .  . 
for victims of~. it~ual 
cheque or money order  to: astault. Office location: THORNHIL~ CHARTER::~':-~ '-~ (pl0.0may) 
• IS Order of the. Eut~n:  ':~:. I I  20 words or less. $2 net da . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I "_ No.2-3238 Kalum Street, . . . . . . .  
I e ,  an , . .  , .  . . . . . .  " ~',. -Y  UAIL;Y HF 'HALD J • Open 9;4, Mon-Frl. " •Star. uaKe ;~ale &:Raffle.: 
o . . . .  u .u r tnreeconsecur lveoays  3"OlOKalum St I l :..: :.-lppd~alarl130-84) ;~.h~lY, N~lly.: 18 _~."l!~m!: : i~ .~ ' , I~ I 'OYEO 
I $6 for four consecut ive days . • orra  ..Bc I I ,  i i, .:, : .  : .... th;,.~:~i~.#.i~.ii:~_l~Id~icertlll,ed~i, Pr ' "  In 
I ST.50for , i veconsecu l lve  days - : ~ R ~ , ~  . I I :ii' ~ '~ , , . ,  "..~.~ ~i  "i~'~:~iP':h~n'e'6"~'46s9, 
~i~'~:4 . :~ . - . , ;  .: : .  I " ".~' . . . .  " . . . . . .  " • - ' ' ;  ' ' " '! ....... ' ....... ~"  -'~ . . . . .  ~" 
I - . . . . . .  l :  • • . :.. " 
. . • . .., ,_~,. • ,..',:.':~....~ .. .,~',: :.~'.~::, ' , . . :  • 
. . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . .  ...': ~.. - . . . . .  . . . .  " :,'.,,~., . . . . . .  ~ ~ '  : . : ' i :~ .  :,-. . . .  ., 
91 ,: | |  I 
19 He lp  31 Pets  
Wc~nted 
• ~ .  I 
EARN MONEY the 
"Ful ler Brush" way Phone 
Rebecca 635.3328. 
(p4.11may) 
A.  NORTHERN.  
INTERIOR .• SAWMILL 
requires a Head 
Planerman, with at 
least 10 years ex- 
perience In main. 
tenance of hlgll speed 
planers. 
Duties wil l  Include: 
training and supervision 
of shift plenerman and 
superv i s ing  the  
maintenance of 2 
planers. 
Salary In the $35,000 to 
$40,000 ' range, depen. 
dlng on experience. 
Reply to Box 1,186 c-o 
Terrace.Kitlmat Dally 
Herald, ' 'Box 399, 
Terrace, B~C..VaG 2~A. 7.|!i 
._. '- . (:ac.c~11m4y)__.i 
CANADIAI~ Summer 
Resort Employment  
Opportunity Information 
Approx.  850 potent ia l  
employers listed across 
Canada. Detai ls,  In. 
fo rmat ion  etc. Send 
MISTHILL  HAS 
SHELTY pUPPIES 
(Miniature Collies) 
Blues, Tri's, Sables.Can 
be delivered to Terrace 
dog show mid.May. 
Guaradteed wlt.h ~..r~on- 
tracts. Reasbdable 
prices from registered 
reputable breeders. 
lhone 692,3403. ~.-.~-. 
I 
33 For Scde 
mlace l laneous  
l i ,  
PLYWOOD - 35 sheets of 
new ~ exterior sheathing. 




)rawns, : Inseason cod, 
octopus, shells, l lve 
crab, hal lbut. :and  
shrimp. 1928 Bd)slen 
Cres. ~ :., 
(p20-gmay) 
LUMBER FOR SALE- -  
stamped envelope to 1 lift 2x10x18 
In ternat iona l  Em.  2 Ilfls2x6x8 . . . . . . . .  
ployment Servlce, Box 1 llft 2~x12 '~  " . . . . .  
429, Lumby; B,C,. VOE." I llft 2x4xg 
2G0. 30 pce. 2x4x12 
(p20:18may) 10 pce. 2x)0x12 
Grade No. i & 2 
BABYSITTER. Spruce & Hemlock :~/:: 
REQUIRED. Starting May 635.3,154. 
7th, Kalum & Scott Area. (ps.ilmay) 
Phone 635.2075. 
(p3.8may) 
SALES PEOPLE I  
Demonstrate exclusives. 
Protected accounts. Some 
retired people also suc- 
cessful'. High com. 
missions. References. Car 
necessary. Will train. Tel: 
8:30 to 1:00at 604.731-8621. 
. . . . .  :.: ~. (a(~c3;Smay) 
22 For 
H i re  
"A"  TICKETE~D'" ' 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
No lobs to small, all lobs 
cons idered .  Very  
reasonable rates. Phone 
638.1762. 
(p20.30mey) 
e l l  
23 
Serv ices 
38 Wc~nted  "~' 
M IBce l laneoUm 
WANTED-- Frldge and 
stove In good condition, 
children's chair. Phone 
635-2756 . . . .  ..'~ 
(pS.11may), 
Good . . . .  0s~a"":~:'~,ns, ' 
furniture and '"  
appliances. 
SPOT CASH or 
consignment. 




3215 Kalum • 
638-1613. 
(acc 14f.ffn-tue~nly ) 
39 
mar ine  
I 
FREE 128 Career Guide 
shews you hew to train at 
home for 205 top paying full 
and part t ime Jobs. 
Granton Institute (Dept. 1- 
25) 1055 West Georgia 
Street No.2002 Vancouver. 
Call (604)685.8923 today. 
(acc9- 
1,7,8, title,IT,g, 2,20,29may) 
FOR SALE~'28' Aluma. 
Steel r iverboat with 
cabin, 403 aids 12" 
Jaccuzl and trai ler.  
$11,900. Phone evenings 
638-1025. 
(pS-10mey) 
FOR SALE BY TENDER 
Coopers & Lybrand 
J F IN ISHING CAR. |  L imi ted ,  Rece iver .  
PENTRY RenovationsJ Manager for The Casslar 
& addit ions.  Jour. J  Packing Company Ltd. 
:neym.an : Cetpenter.J andRQya l  F i sher ies  
Rate $J2.00.per hour~J Limited, offers the 
Phone'638.1931. (p20.J following vessels for sale 
1june) | by tender. 
--GI I lnetters: Casslar 
COUNTRY 
TREASURES 
Art & Crafts 
Drop in and see our 
selection of Mothers Day 
gift suggestions: Hand knit 
summer sweaters,, pat. 
chwork cushions, writing 
paper and cards. 
4934 Lazelle Ave. (W)  
Terrace 
Hours: Tuas to Sat. 
11am.4pm 
(p4-11may) 
COMPUTER CLASSES for 
kids. Classes start May 
28th and 29th. Logo, 
beginner, Intermediate, 
advanced :an~t~r.eph!c s 
courses. Ay4!labler S~t~ 
par class. Call A l ' s  Cb~ 
puter Services 635-36~. ~.~ 
(nc10-14may) 
Numbers 93, 21, 22, '23, 24, 
28; 
--Nightingale: Terrl' Dale 
Ih Ronnl'e; Noctur.ne; 
--Collectors: Westward; 
Do Boy II; Kay Mac. 
--Seiners and Draggers: 
Carmanah Light; Sea 
Rake; Alr l ta;  P.aclfic 
Rover; Gypsy Traveller; 
Command Performance; 
Windward Star; Pacif ic 
Bandit. 
A tender package Is 
avai lable from: Sid 




!Jl.t"l ~:~ ~ - 
! EqUipment  
ri I 
BE WATER 
WI IE I  
Iw /m 
a lone.  
The Cenudion Red Cron  SoclMy 
.CRAcKEDf 
Cy l inder  heads,  
castings or block 
repairs. Contact us first. 
for the best qual ly and 
least price. Exchan~ie 
stock available. :TRI. 
• PAR, Prince George,: 
B.C. $62.711 !.
(acc.tu) 
I I ....................................................... I I  ................ i r l l r~ i i i l l l  i , 
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43ForRent +47 Suites S2+r0per 58Trucks& organ,zeal cr,me *+ t. 
+++ + ? +++, 3, v( ,,ctulaJa + 
" I . . . . . .  + ' q~ : . [ I . ]  I + ~ "h I . . . .  ' " + I " + . . . . .  +" ' + " ' +" d +I " > : + ~ . . . .  I' ~; + +; i  ~i ~ .~ ' I , ~ I+ ~ : ~ I ' " ' I " 
I : ~ ' I + ' ' + + ~  + +  + ' I "  " q r : '  ' + " . + . + d +~ +++ : '+~'~ 
I " + ' '  h I * ' '  + ~ '  "~ ' I ' " aces  war  w,th F or da mob+ FoR •RENT ' '  Cement, 
forms, Ca11638.139&+ ,+ 
(sf fn)  
'L~.~:~:FOR , RENT-- 
k Pj~.~0'I "C~t, h 011CiH all. 
Lo¢~p~.,+at,. +'4636[ :Welsh 
A'v~ue. ~ Tern;ca. ~ 'Kitchen 
facilities available. No 
cetsrlng. ;Furs bookings or 
more Information phone 
d3.~Zi 2/or;638-0329. ~
{acotus.tfn) 
~ :~: ! ~ ; F ~ R R E ~ i T  " ~ 
, +~ !'OdWellows Hall 
3~23 Munro "Street; +For 48  
Information .re rentals 
phc~,'*e~1635.2794 or 635-3995... 
...:; ...~ :; (ac¢.tues&frl.tfn). 
• " " "11  e l '  ' ' • 
i i i  i 
4~ '; Suite8 
• . o .  
' ::~/.f0r Rent " 
I I I 
2 l~l~blt0OM bas'~ment 
su.lt~.:.(~, r, ent.+ Fr ld~,eed 
stove. Close..fo school< and 
town, Phone'635-7456. 
~ ,:, (pS.11may) 
ONe, &. ,TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. "~ i  rates.' Call 
manegar any time for 




..... :~UNDER NEW . 
1, +'~MANAG'EMEN T 
17" 2; + and 3 bedroom 
sultos.~avellable. ,. 
Spacious & cfean, 
Extr0s Include: Heat, 
• hQt'~ water, + laundry 
/facllltlalk storage locker. I 
~'~ kl ~,~ l r .ng  Re~nces• 
I requl;~l as of Feb. 1-14. P lea  phone ~ 625-$224. . (ecc251an.ffn) 
TETRAIJLT 
APmmm 
Prlclge, stove, dram, 
carpeting off street 
~ark|ng, I security 
systm, 
"Reals start it 
:'~,~+,;$~p5~ ... 
Phi,. m. . . , . r  
.n~,m*. ' 
+ ~'c'  '~ • ' 
++  8-8245 
..... ~ i~OU,~, i~L~ +. , ,  
' APARTMENTS 
Starting at 1~5 
C~rpefing, Appllames, 




ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor '  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge & stove included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. '63S.9023 or 635. 
5189 to view. 
.... .*. ..... . (p20.23may0 
4-  2 BEDROOM apart. 
ments for rent, $100 deposit 
$27,5 end $261 monthly Pay 
own hydro. 3145 River Dr. 
(Thornhlll) Phon'e 635.3879. 
• (pS.10may) 
'ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town. 
and.,shopping. Phone 635- 
61M days, 638.1533 to 635- 
~00 evenings. 
. , . (acosept2.tfn) 
WOOOOREE. 
APARTMENTS-, i, 2 and'3' 
bedroom: apartments. 
Downtown+ IocelHy. 
Complete with dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldga, stove and 
drap0s, iUndercover 
perk!rig. Security entrance. 
Phone 635"9317. 
..~.~,~, (accsept13ffn) 
2 BEDROOM basement 
tuJte wltff ridge and stove. 
Close to/school and town. 
Call:after 4pro. &15.59~. 
, (p.4-emay) 
2 BEDROOM washer end 
drlter, :frldge and "stove. 
$325 'p0P'.month, Available 
Md~/ i st, No pets please. 
Phone ~18.~J78• 
i "'~ (pS.Omay) 
/ /  , 
I I I 
+;* i t~v )Magemnt. 
; .•..•.offers 
' Reduced Rsfes 
+ettt~ 
.,'..:..MANOR Vlkk4- :.:.':~ 
APARTMENTS ~'*', ,~ 
• .s, tar, ng.t~, ] " 
,$295.00' ' 
These apartments on 
Konnl'y & Ager Offer: 
• .-w.w carpeting 
-~2 appliances 
--drapes 
--foundry facilities on 
every floor 
aplenty ef perking 
--escurlty system 
• FOR MaR l 






Fridge and stove. Ideal for 
single or couple Phone 635. 
3166. View at 3727 RIver 
Drive. 
(p4.11may) 
ONE ~BEDROOM ~ for  FOR SALE--~lxacresof rli974 FORD F150 Rarlger ,~. 
.gentleman with kitchen lend. . Cr~ek~'ru*nllln;-XLT..Ca.nopy ~md :'boat 
faclltles. Phone ~-5893. through the middle• The . MLauM! (Router) . -- 
• " (p4-11may) frontage; is cleared.' ~adian  organized crime 
Asking S40,000.,Call 635- . -~ps  flourishing in 
sMALL 2 bedroom apt. in , 7585. : ~f lda  may soon find 
" • • " (p10-gmay) themselves at war vtlth 
U.S. "mob families," says 
a report by Gay, Bob 
Graham's. council on 
Homes 
for Rent 
.V~ DUPLEX in town, gas 
heat and hot water. 
Fireplace, 2 bedrooms up, 
! down, Carpets, new range 
and frldge~ No pets. $450 
month. For, appointment to 
view call 635.2541 evenings 
'only+ 
(p10-14may) 
DELUXE MAul CONDO 
for rent,'at the Whaler In 
Keanapali. Best location on 
beech. .  "" Write Mr. 
McCarthy, 1~1 W. 44 Ave. 
Vancouve~ VBM 2E8 or call 
(604) 736.0633 days, 
(604)261.6512, eves. 
(sift.rues.fin) 
THREE • BEDROOM 
town+ ho~,~cl0s,~ .t0 
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638.8417. 
(p20-21may) 
FOR RENT-- 3 bedroom 
.home In Horseshoe" Area. 
Fireplace, large yard, g~as 
heat• References required. 
Immediate occupancy. 
3650 per month. Phone 635, 
9649. 
(pB.8,9,10,14,15,16may) 
FOR RENT'--3 bedroom 
upper duplex, 1100 sq. ft. 
frldge and stove Included. 
Carport. One block from 
Westond Store. Available 
June 1st. $450 per month. 
Plus deposit. No pets. 
Phone 635-2643. 
(p$.14may) 




2,:.BKORO~+M log house, 
1200 s~. ft. on main, 1098 
acre scenic river view lot: 
$69,000 63S-4868 or 63S-0678 




We planned it, we built 
it, we love it ... so could 
you. 3 year old 1344 sq. 
ft. home on 4.6 treed 
acres. Beautiful view. 
Only 1.5 km from city. 
Many special features 
Include pine ceiling, 
fireplace, large master 





HOME 2 years old• 
Partially finished on ~/~ 
acre. 3 large bedrooms 
on 1750 sq• ft• main floor. 
Natural gas fired hot 
water heating ~ system. 
Room for two bedrooms 
upstairs. Can be viewed 
at 3882 Mo~n~lew or 
phone 635-5172. 
, ;(p igmay) 
I 
3 BEDROOM house, 
4902 Halll~ell,' fin}shed 
baseme'nt, fif,eplace, 
carport, •large s~Jndeck, 
fenced yard, natural 
gas, $69,900. Phone 635- 
4595. 
(p6-11may) 
NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. 
ft. log house in ,  
Rosowcod. Located on 10 
acres. 1-2 acres cleared. 
$38,000: '/Phone' 635.4d00. 
70'x120' LOT on .An. I 
datsun ~ Pric e $22,000. I 
Includes labour ford 
foundation, buyers II 
choice• Phone Coxford |
Construction . , 635-4595~ g 
(pB.11may) I 
i 
54 Bus iness  
Propertg 
FOR'RENT-- S,000 sq. 
ft. retail store. Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson . best i show 
windows In town . for 
further Information 
phone 635.5333 during 
business hours. 
(acc4.aprll.ffn) 
PRIME RETAIL or 
office space on 3rd Ave, 
Prlfice R .~par t -  1500 
square feet, good .terms 
- fixtures optional ~. 
loading area and alley 
occos~ Phone .627+8444 
or 624.4746~ 
• . r 




• I I I  
BUSINESS FORI 






Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 oo ' Terrace. 
Kltlmat Daily Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C 
VOG4B4• . (20  mY" p '2S a ]  
I 
Z ~ e'  v)  .,, • ,  #]  
1975 V;W . RABBIT, 4 
speed, radio, good con- 
dition. No rust. 68,0O0 





auto., PS, PB, AM-FM 
stereo, Good condition. 
Phone Terw at 632.6191 




Tax, ICBC Autoplan. 
For all your Insurance 
needs. Wlghtman & 
Smith Insurance, 3227 
Kalum Street, Terrace. 
635.6361. 
(acctues.mar27.84) 
1971 TOYOTA 4 wheel 
drive, Land Cruiser, with 
hydraulic snowplow $1400. 
In.goodrunnlng ~ndlt!on. 
Phone 635.6836 or 635.941S. 
(p4.8may) 
REPOSSESSION 
Fur sale 1981 Toyota PU 
View at S.K.B. Auto 
Selvage, 3690 Duhan 
Rd,,* Terrace. Please 
forward bids to C.C.A., 
BOx 1065, Terrace, B.C•' 
Attn: M. LaiRs. Further 
details call 635+ 
7649. (acc3.4maync2. 
6may) . . . .  * 
58 Trucks & 
Vans 
~ ' (pS,2may);,, MUST SELL-- 1980Ford 
$*BEDROOM home on v= box, new tlrBs, canopy, 
plate *:" oh Skeeh'a St, 2 roof rack, excellent 
Pi~'kces, ,garde, ;;rea~ condition, 2g,000 ml. 
barn;- sauna, ' asking.-- Asking $7,200. Phone 636. 
,SgO,000. Phone 635.2485 1919. (p]O.9may) 
after 3pro. 630.0431. 
(pS.11may) 
rack. Dual tanks- No rust. 
Excellent condition. Low 
mileage ~$3,000. "aBe;: 
• #hone :~x5.73~: :*..~ . ~: + 
• • ~ '~  "~ - .(pS,Omay) 
~ REPOSSESSION FOR 
SALE 
19771 International 
Dump Truc k Contact 
C.I.B.C. In Kitlmat, 632. 
2163. Highest or'any bid 
not necessarily • ac- 
cepted.. 
(acc10-16may) 
1973 CHEV 4X4 pickup 
$1,200. Phone 635-51S6. : 
' (accS.11may) 
4x4 'FOR SALE--•1977 
GMC 4)(4. Good condltlm. 





I I I  
FOR SALE-~ 12x68 VIlla 
Vista. 3 bedrqom with 
lacy shack• Washer, 
dryer, frldge, s!ove, 
• dishwasher and micro- 
wave buIIt4n. Phone&36-. 
8364 ~esklng $19,000.- 
(p20.1Smay), 
8'Xl2'. JOEY "SHACK, 
Insu la ted ,  w i red ,  
eavestrough, two doors, 
windows. Asking $700. 
Phone 635.2691. 
(plO.11may) 
KNIGHT MOBILE HOME. 
Large 1 bedroom, skirted, 
with lacy shack, furnished. 
$10,500. Phone 635.3239. 
(p10.14may) 
68 Legal 
• . ,  • . 
WAREHOUSE 
LIEN ACT • 
1977 GMC Pickup serial 
No.TC L2471500127 Llcence 
NO.72.60-~JM which I s  
owned by Don E, Gravelle 
$ttall b~'~sol~ CtbP" ~l~tb~ . 
owing :'.' :'O~ddr :': i~:b" 
Warehousemans Lien Act. 
The vehicle can be viewed 
at SkeenaAuto Metal and 
will be sold May 20th, 1984 ~ 
to the highest bidder. 
Dingle Dam Towing I
P.O. Box92 







;rhe Ministry of Human 
Resources invites .sub- 
missions from societies, 
companies or Individuals 
to provide residential and 
day programs for mentally •
retarded persons In the 
Terrace area. 
The Ministry seeks 
proposals for the following /
programs: 
--a residential resource 
for three adults 
--a day rprogrsmme tO 
meet specific needs of the 
three adults. 
Submissions may be for 
residential and-or daY" 
programs. ' 
For further Information ~ 
investment of iliieit profits 
in bars, restaurants, hotels 
and • automobile-related 
businesae~, and the 
smuggling of firearms to 
Ca, ada, the council said. 
SEPARATE GROUPS 
organized crime. Bruce Hill, an agent with 
The report summarizes the Florida Department of
~estimony'duPlng a~eeriea Law Enforcement, told the 
of public hearings from council Canadian mobsters.. 
~):tober 19&S to last" can be divided into two 
bruary, categories: residents who 
"South Florida has been 
hn open area," Dusne 
Lane, a U.S. Customs 
Service agent, told the 
(~uncil. "Canadians could 
come here and as long as 
they didn't interfere with 
anyone they could pretty 
well do what they wanted. 
"But the Canadians are 
getting greedy. They are 
making alot of money. The 
U.S. faction of the mob 
wants some of this . . . .  
There is going to be h war 
in Miami." 
Since the mid-19708, 
"Canadian organized 
crime groups have in- 
creasingly looked to 
FLorida as an area ripe for 
the expansion of their 
illegal enterprises," the 
council said. 
Canadians are involved 
in drug trafficking, loan 
sharking, bookmaking, 
contact AIf Brady, 
Ministry *of Human 
Resources et Box 380; 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0, 
Phone 842.5201. 
Submissions will be triee, Environment- 
received at Ministry of Mininter Charles Cacela 
Human Resources, 34.3412 said Monday. 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. The pollution, including 
until 4:30 p.m., May 31st, acadia sulphate, comes 
198,t. VOG 4T2. from different countries 
The lowest or any tender andshows the need for "an 
will not necessarily be intenmUonal agency to 
accepted. , deal with transbeundary 
pollution," Caccia said. 
(acc9.11muy) He said Arctic haze may 
become an issue during 
conduct illegal activities in 
.the state and fugitives 
using Florida as a "safe 
house." 
Hill said a major 
• FloHda-baasd Canadian 
clime group is the Cotroni 
family, which began as a 
Montreal-based expansion 
of New York's Bon.ano 
family. 
Many of the fugitives left 
Canada to avoid having to 
testify before the Quebec: 
crime commission, • which 
began hearings in 1977 to 
identify and prosecute 
organized crime members, 
Hill said. 
Most came to south 
Florida, traditionally a 
• popular winter vacation 
spot for Canadians, with 
more than one million 
legitimate visitors each 
year. Since April 1982, the 
If you know someone 
who can't read thk ad, 
suggest .they get a 






Wailing sirrahs warned residents ofWllliamson, 
W.Va., to head for high ground as floodwaters up to 
three metres high forced more than 1,000 people in 
six U.S. states to flee their homes and tornado- 
packed thunderstorms spread today from the coast 
of the Gulf of Mexico to the Appalachians• 
At least 24 twisters touched own in the southeast 
Monday, levelling a shopping centre in Palls,. 
Tenn., flipping mobile homes in Alabama and 
slashing power lines in Mississippi. More than three 
dozen people were injured. 
Pive people were known dead in the three days of 
flooding caused by heavy rains moving slowly 
across the mid-Mississippi and Tennessee valleys 
since Sund~y.,Three p ople drowned in Teanens~, 
one in Kentucky and One in~S~uth Carolina.,+ .~, 
In~'E(fd[tTo~; +~e woman ~as missing ~n south- 
wes[~ '~est'~,/irginia, wher~ the Tug Fork River 
gushed over its hanks Monday night, splashing over 
the town Williamson's 13-metre high floodwali for 
the first time eince 1977. 
Sirens wailed a warning, but there was no way to 
tell how many of the town's S,000 residents fled, said 
Phil Duncan, a spokesman for the Mingo County 
Emergency Service office. 
TOWN EVACUATED 
Communities along the Tug Fork without 
floodwalls were harder hit. Authorities in Kermit, 
40 kilometres northwest of Williamson, reported up 
to one metre of water in thedowntown area. 
Matewan, 17 kilometres, east of Wflliamson, had 
three metres of water swirling through downtown 
businesses, ~layor Robert McCoy said. The town 
was evacuated Monday night. 
"The thunderstorms are pretty much spread out 
and I don't see any hope for a major change in the 
next day or so," said Harry Gordon of the National 
Severe Storms Foi'ecast Centre in Kansas City, Ms. 
Gordon predicted rainfalls today, of up to 15 
centimetres from the Gulf Coast across the 
Appalachians and into New England. Flash flood 
watches remained in effect today in parts of 1O 
states. 
Georgia, Alabama, Virginia, West Virginia, 
Tennessee, and Kentucky all had flooding serious 
• enough Monday to force families from their homes. 
Twenty-four tonmdoes touched dawn between 
early Monday morning and midnight, the National 
Weather Service said. Tennessee was the hardest 
hit with 10. Twisters were also reported in 
Mtssissipi, Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, 




TORONTO (cP ) -  
Arctic air pollution is so 
bad it needs a Joint cleanup 
effort by adjacent court- 
international meetings on 
air pollutionin Europe 
next month• It may also 
come ~,.up at en in- 
ternational workshop on 
the environment in Canada 
next year. 
"There is no pristine 
frontier*left, '' Caccla told 
1977 FORD F250 6 cyl•, 4 ,CaB 6314111 ask lap 50 Aclenflsta from six speed. $2200 abe. Phone 
638.1963 after 5pm. JOHN WOOD or JOHN. .  countries meeting on 
NOONAN. AroUc air quality. 
• (p,l.11may) For  I n fo rmat ion  Ihome, Full dayllgh~ . . 
basement with brick I 1979 FORD Pickup F150, reganlblg campinte el' The air pollution comes 
f ireplace. Locat ion:  I One owner. Excellen| partial gUterm~j. ' mainly from burning coal 
4730 M¢Connoll Phones condition. 26,000 original and oil and from smelters 
635.S630. l miles. Asking price 54,000 " Help your friend in industrialized regions 
(pl0.9maY)i firm. Phone 635.7851. Improve 'thebr rea41~ thousands of kilometres 
' (p10.22may) and;or writing aLma. away. 
0 
council was told, five 
criminals on Canada's o. 
called 10 most-wanted list 
have been arrested in 
south Florida. 
Lane said it Is difficult o 
prevent Canadian 
criminals from entering 
the U.S• He said Canadians 
do not have to show a 
passport and, they can 
readily obtain "L-I" visas 
issued to corporate 
executives with business 
interests in the United 
States. 
These visas are good for 
a year a~d can be renewed. 
: $2.5 million 
winner says 
goodbye to work 
TORONTO (CP) -- John Brazier, winn. er of $2.5 
million in Lotto 6-49, has no intention of going back 
to work. 
Brazier, 52, of London Ont., telelphoned the 
Kellogg Salads Co., Monday before picking up his 
cheque and told them he wouldn't be: in for the 
graveyard shift "because of personal reasons." 
After eight years at the plant, he said he'd ca)l 
them again and say he won't be back. 
, I  might just go in to see the boys and give them a 
run at me," he said Monday. "But you know, all that 
shift work and working weekends in the summer 
can get to you after a while." 
Brazier said his wife Dorcas, 42, will likely leave 
her job too. She works part time at a bank. 
Brazier and his wife shared halt the $5 million 
jackpot. The other winner hA,. yet to claim the 
ticket. 
The London, Ont., man says he '11 .~ the maney 
and hire tax and financial experts to help the family 
with investment planning. After that the Braziers 
will travel to England, Scotland, Australia nd New 
Zealand. 
.., ,. - . . , ,  ..~-; . + - ~+:+ . . 
• WILSON AVE.  
PRICES LOT 3 Si 8.200. 
5 SI9.200. 
12 S!8,975; 
CONTACT 13 -SI9.450. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PLANNING DEPT. 635.6311 
~e*oach/na / l  
Apartments 
• J-.#,'-+, f"-'f., , i . . ,  
c.,.pdiMf. J..,p,,., . . - J o .ou . .  p.,.~(~.,f, 
J . . a t . . ,  , , , . . . / t  r '1"0° ' ,  . . Jo, ,t  ,,,,,,at, ;. 
~ono m,, , . . ip, ,  nf l imo 
638-8245 
Now at a f fo rdab le  Rates  
d dF  
ms.  
Two bedroom at $360"  mo. 
--Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful uppllances, tiled showers 
'--Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
--Large balconies with screened patio doors 
--Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery co.ordlnated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$N0.N move in allowaKo Mr May 1 - 31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Proper ty  S tewards  Western  Ltd.  
1 
• , : . . . .  
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o , , .  Canad ian  marathon  t£ iO  
Seven years ago, when alongside the Rideau verve of Jack Caffery, the suggestion it has raplcliy 
alcohol problem he was 30 and a two-pack- country'sCanal" --finestarguablYfootpaththe_ tragedy of Tom Loilgbeat, lOStBostonPrOminence.Marathon is less"Thea 
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. (AP) -- Robert Mlt- 
chum has joined the list of celebrities who have 
turned to the Betty Ford Centre for treatment of 
problems with drugs :or drinking. 
Mitchum's lawyer, David LaFailee, said the 66- • 
year-old actor was being treated for an alcohol 
problem. He declined to say how long Mitchum has 
bad the problem or how long he would be in the 
eentre, which the actor entered uring the weekend. 
Founded by Betty Ford, wife .of former U.S. 
president Gerald Ford, the rehabilitation centre has 
treated such celebrities as Elizabeth Taylor, 
Johnny Cash and Peter Lawford. 
OrcheStra sold out, 
po l i ce  cal led in 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) --  Conductor-music 
director Ricardo Mut says he hopes the 
Philadelphia Orchestra will live up to the ex- 
pectations of European audiences during a three- 
week tour of the continent that begins in Munich on 
May 17. 
"Even in Naples, they are not waiting to give 
tribute," Mutt said of his home town Monday. Police 
wore called to keep order three days ago when 
tickets for the May 21-22 concerts old out. 
"This is one of the great orchestras of the world 
and it is important that people hear this sound," the 
53-year-old Muff said. 
In Milan, the concert will play at the La Seats 
opera house, where Mutt will become music 
director next year. Although his contract with 
Philadelphia runs through 19~8, Mutt said the two 
jobs will not interfere with each other. 
/ 
Bob Hope given 
honorary degree 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) --Bob Hope says the 
32 honorary college diplomss he's received over the 
years were "the only way I could get out of gram- 
mar school." 
Hope, decked out in a black cap and gown, Was 
awarded an honorary doctor of human letters 
degree Sunday at commencement xercises at the 
University of Charleston. 
"This is the smartest I've ever felt," the 80-year. 
old actor-comedian said. 
After receiving his degrec, Hope stumbled On the' 
word opportunity and then pretended he couldn't 
spell it. 
"Give me a break," he said. "I've only been a 
doctor of letters for a few minutes." 
Cloud 9 ends, 
theatre disbands 
.MONTREAL,(CP) -- Encore Threntre'~ board of 
dJrectors:dcoJded Monday to fold the two-year-old 
venture when its current production, Cloud 9, ends 
May 3I. 
The move will leave the city with only one 
professional English-language theatre. 
Board chairman Murray Shostak said Eneore's 
$100,000 deficit and poor attendance r cord meant 
the operation would have difficulty raising the 
money needed to continue. 
a-day man, a Ekeptical 
Dave Blalkle laced on a 
pair of running sho~s and 
started jogging. 
Since then, the reformed 
smoker has run six 
marathons and countless 
smaller aces for the fun of 
it. 
He jogs when be ean, 
travels far and wide to run, 
or Bimply attends races, 
and reads voraciously on 
related topics. 
Blalkie is, by no means, 
a speedster. A nine- 
minute-mile pace suits him 
fine, the journey alone is 
his whitewater, the finish 
line his Everest summit. 
He bas become, in short, a 
born-agnin jogger. 
A few years ago, the 
ottawa reporter for The 
Canadian Press combined 
his journalism skills with 
his new-found passion. 
Now, he writes a lively 
column for the otherwise- 
clinical Canadian Runner 
Magazine ' and is 
recognized as somewhat of 
an authority on the sub- 
ject. 
During one of his rims 
Blalkie decided to take his 
monthly column forward 
by a quantum leap and 
look into th.e Canadian 
story behind one of.the the 
world's most famous 
races, the Boston 
Marathon. 
' ONE IN F IVE  
Eleven Canadians have 
won Boston, three of them 
more than once -- an, 
average of one C~adian 
winner every five years. 
Apart from. newspaper 
accounts, though, little has 
been written here or 
abroad about his sporting 
phenomenon. 
In the strict sense, 
Boston: The Canadian 
Story is" a series of 11 
fastldiously assembled 
biographies, higidighted 
by th~ vic'todes over the 42- 
kilometre (26.i-mile) 
course. In a larger sense, 
however, the profiles 
encompass the history of 
the Boston Marathon and 
Canadian ranning itself. 
Blaikie briskly .~ind'.ef. 
fentively conveys the 
Jeremiah Peabody' s Poly- 
unsaturated Quick-diss. 
olving . Fast-aeting 
Pleasant-iasting Green 
and Purple Pills Is also the 
writer and singer of The 
Streak, which has sold 
Zany tunes 
label singer 
a funny guy 
The writer and singer of "I've been typecast over 
more than five million numbers, and I think the 
records; Everything is majority of people think of 
Beautiful, which wan him a me asa comedy singer." 
Grammy award, and Ahab The Georgia native is 
the Arab, Bridget the niuch more thanthat. He is 
Midget, Shrtner's Con- multi-talented, add not 
vention, Mr. Businessman only writes and sings about 
and on and on. various ubjects, but often 
The writer-singer is RaY arranges and plays most of 
Stevens, and with such the instruments at his 
diverse talent this artist 
should ~ able"to write 
(and sing) his own ticket 
on to the charts with beth 
zany, off-the-wall songs 
and philosophically sound, 
the years as a funny guy, a 
guy who writes and sings 
funny songs," Stevens 
says. "And although I've 
bad success with serious 
songs, I've bad much more 
success with Comedy 
recording sessions, 
GARNER APPROVED 
Besides winning a 
Grammy for Everything is
Beautiful, he also won one 
serious ongs, for his arrangement Of 
No way. Ray Stevens's Errol Garner's Misty. He 
style is based in country says the late jazz pianist 
music, and in country, loved the fresh 
once fans decide what your arrangement of the 
style is, that's it for life. beautiful, lilting ballad. 
the compelling stridency of 
Jerome Drayton, the great footrace or athletic 
sabotaging by non-runner contest than a magical 
Rosie Rulz of Jacquellne playon a storledstagn," he. 
Gareau. The book is also a writes. 
lesson for English. . By metieulously,pieciug 
Canadians on the little- .together archival  
known dominance of the material, newspaper 
sport by Gerard Cote -- a elippingn, . other 
four-time winner in the publications and in- 
1940s -- ,and Edounrd terviewsheconducted with
Fabre. die living, marathon 
Other races now offer winners,' Blalkie's factual. 
prize and expense money account is :essential 
and glorify their entrants rending for the Canadian 
through llve television, but sports fan. 
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Boston remains the bastion Blalkie treats his' sub- 
of striet amateur com- leers impartially, rarely 
petition, stodgily refusing injecting, personal ira- 
to yield to the sport's pressions of the people he 
current trend of profiles. 
professionalism. Many see 
that stand as foolish and- 
believe its glory days are 
fading as such mass. 
participation., marathons 
as New York or noted 
events as Fukuoka in 
Japan gain stature. 
AKIN TO.PLAY 
Rather than confront the 
current conflicts, Blalkie 
harkens back ~ Boston's 
richest era, when it was a 
consummate, challenge 
and ultimate h(mor to win. 
He seems to.play down any ..=. I 
'I 
F'IoKUP & DELIVERY 
; i  
Radio Me.age Answering Service 
For Pager Nee31 




E.A. GARNER LTD. 
Terrace Bus Terminal 635-3680 
T E N A N T S  
INSURANCE 
o Wightman & smi th  
W[~S Insurance  Agenc ies  Ltd. 
3227 KA LUM STREET 635-6361 
I=usiness clirector l 
T0tal Business Services 
MWOCTORY OFFER 
PHOTO COPIES 10 ~ each 
638'8195 3as hl', 
FOR HIR[ 
John here SlO Baddm 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 
andmuch more ' 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE , MANAGEMENT SERVICES 615-5M7 
" -  - I[ IIII II I In 
SATELLITE VINYL, r.M||i($ 
& CAN.VAS WORKS 
Boat Tops 
. Let ux repair your old boat top or mike you a new 
one or're-cover yo,r seats . . . . . .  ' . . . .  " " ' 
RR3 Johns  ltd. ~" 6354348 
Terrace ROLAND PUETZ 
125-4741 
lima Hall ~ 
ii.xl, I C. . 
NEIN 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in P inePark  
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affordable 
3889 Muiler Ave. 635-9418 
\ PARTS-NEW & USED 
AU R v, REPAIRS 
, 0 J " . . '°°""'n--'c-- 
4759 Highway t6 Welt 635 .6882 
Terr=e, e,c. VeG IN3. 635-6945 
III 
THORNHILL EXCAVATIIIG 
REAL ESTATE APPRAIEERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
STEVE R. CULL IS  
BOX 441 
TERRACE. O C 
635.5211 VeG 401 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial or Warehouse Space 
At the corner of Kelth, Kenney & Pohle 
- - three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
-.-one unit, 1800 r,q. ft. w i th  store front. 
• --one unit, 951 sq. ft., w i th  14x14 overhead door, 
Call DAVE McKE0WN 
635-7459 
• / \ . : i  , 
• "~ '~L  • ' ' 
Cabinetry 
~% .~ r 
,~ '=~ 1 ~,) (604)638-1437 
lloe  , Sapphire Desi9n V"  ' i i  i 
For appointment  cal l  
638'1026 
.(jTYLISTS . 
SharonCleve--Joan Prince--Sandy Thomson 
4844 Loen Ave. 
,. ~1..wa~s_~,n~. d -a.Jog. house?, - RB ELECTRONICS . . :  
Warranty Work On \~ ; ; ' i i~ : .~~! : :~V~' [~ ' :  / 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York ,  Toshiba, \.. ;. . . , : ,  ' ...;- . . . . . . .  . "  
Repairs to al l  makes oi ~ ~  
TE RRAC E w v ' : v e e ~ :  ' 
• DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
1 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SUr~VEYOP . 
3305 KENNEY STREET, 
' TEPRACE, BCV8G 3G3 
638.Md9 
For ' inf0rmation on 
Windshield & AutoGlass ICBC Claims 
Specialists Handled 
' ~ Promptly 
I 
. 
471 t A K E I T H ~ ~ " ~ 3 ~  E NT 
TERRACE ' " ERPRISE 
6391166 K IT IMAT 
632.4741 
running your aden the business 
directory 635-6357 
